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Abstract

The mitotic relationship between levels of highly acetylated chromatin, chromatin
condensation, and HATIHDAC organization was examined. HATS and HDACs were
found to dissociate from chromosomes along with a loss of highly acetylated histones in
condensed chromatin in mitosis. We demonstrate that, rather than being enzymatically
inactivated, HAT and HDAC activities are decreased in mitosis because the enzymes are
sequestered to a non-chromatin domain. Highly acetylated histone species reappear
coincident with the reassociation of HATS and HDACs in late telophadearly interphase
and before reinitiation of transcription. We propose that HATSand HDACs are spatially
regulated through the cell cycle and that this regulation influences which chromatin
domains are available for acetylation and deacetylation.
We examined the movement of a splicing factor, ASF, green fluorescent fusion

protein (ASF:GFP) using timelapse microscopy and the technique fluorescence recovery
after photobleaching (FRAP). We found that ASF:GFP moves significantly slower than
free diffusion when it is associated with speckles and, surprisingly, also when it is
dispersed in the nucleoplasm. The mobility of ASF is consistent with frequent but
transient interactions with relatively immobile nuclear binding sites. This mobility is
slightly increased in the presence of transcription inhibitors and the ASF molecules
further enrich in speckles. We propose that the nonrandom organization of splicing
factors reflects spatial differences in the concentration of relatively immobile binding
sites.
Through a carefbl analysis of HDAC4 expression we found that HDAC4containing MAD bodies are not a consistent component of the interphase nucleus. By

...
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comparing MAD bodies to PML bodies we found that the assembly, maintenance and
distribution of PML bodies is regulated.
We investigated the involvement of chromatin condensation in establishing
mitotic transcription repression, by analyzing transcriptional activity in mitotic cells
infected with herpes simplex virus type 1. We found that virus-infected cells enter
mitosis and that transcription is repressed on viral genes that are maintained in a
nucleosome-free and non-condensed state and on cellular genes that are condensed into
mitotic chromosomes. We also examined the structure of hyperacetylated mitotic
chromosomes, and found that hyperacetylated chromatin has a minimal influence on the
formation and structure of the mitotic chromosomal conformation.
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Chapter One: Introduction

1.1 Regulation of nuclear processes
A typical mammalian genome contains several billion basepairs of DNA. This

amount of DNA is organized into individual chromosomes that contain different
combinations of genes. The definition and function of an organism is dependent on the
appropriate expression of these genes. How this expression program is coordinated and
regulated is one of the fundamental questions in biology.
Multiple levels of organization contribute to the regulation of nuclear processes
required for gene expression. The steps leading up to the initiation of transcription is a
significant rate limiting regulatory event in the expression of a gene. At a basic level of
organization, a linear order of regulatory cis-elements, promoter or enhancer DNA
sequences, are recognized by specific trans-acting factors. Such transcription factors,
when bound to an appropriate DNA sequence, facilitate the initiation of RNA
polymerase-mediated transcription of a particular gene. When the active transcription
factor is present the gene may be expressed, but when absent or in an inactive

biochemical state the gene is silent. There are, however, multiple transcription factor
binding sites present in cis-regulatory sequences. The presence of multiple binding sites
for cognate transcription factors in regulatory sequences reflects competency for
responsiveness to physiological signals, which adds a degree of complexity to this onedimensional view of the regulation of sene activity. Nonetheless, the specificity of

protein-protein and protein-DNA interactions forms the basis for gene regulation at this
level of organization.
Regulatory sequences are not always freely accessible to transcription fnaon.
The linear DNA template, which encompasses a gene of interest, is organized into
chromatin. There are multiple degrees of chromatin structure forming a hierarchy of
organization. The presence of DNA in chromatin adds a second, if not third. dimension
to the organization of the DNA template and nuclear processes must efficiently operate in
a chromatin environment. Chromatin has a compact arrangement in which most DNA
sequences are structurally inaccessible and Functionally inactive. The organization of
DNA into chromatin, which is genome-wide in eukaryotes, is associated with a general

repression of gene activity. But chromatin structure is dynamic and can be remodeled to
provide transcription factors access to regulatory sequences and thereby, facilitate gene
activity. Systems that maintain active and inactive chromatin states must be coordinated
with the availability and capability of traj~s-actingfactors. From this perspective,
chromatin structure adds an additional degree of complexity to the regulation of gene
expression.
A typical mammalian cell contains multiple subcellular organelles, generally

responsible to perform specific cellular functions. DNA is contained within the nucleus,
genes are encoded in the DNA, and chromatin structure provides a means to package
DNA within the nucleus. The nucieus is charged with coordinating the metabolism of

genes. How the varied nuclear processes involved in gene metabolism are coordinated is
poorly understood. Eukaryotic nuclei may contain a random collection of operationally

independent genes; each controlled through its interaction with soluble protein factors
that diffuse freely and randomly throughout the nucleoplasm.

If we consider the

concentration of a gene-specific regulatory element to be low, the representation of
cognate transcription factors to be restricted, and transcription initiation to be inversely
proportional to the number of specific soluble factors required to catalyze gene activity.
then the efficiency of gene expression would be low. Alternatively. nuclei might be

organized in such a coordinated fashion that specific genes occupy distinct sites,
regulatory proteins are restricted in their distribution and mobility, and that nuclear
processes, such as transcription, would be spatially and temporally ordered. There is
evidence that the distribution of some nuclear components is non-random and nuclear
processes are compartmentalized. The nucleolus is the best example of a sub-nuclear
domain in which common nuclear components are organized to hnctionally coordinate
the nuclear process of ribosomal gene metabolism (Strouboulis and Wolffe, 1996). Many
non-chromatin domains exist that all share a common characteristic in that they contain
local accumulations of specific regulatory factors. Although it is unclear how these
domains assemble, how their composition and morphology are maintained and how their
distribution is regulated, it is clear that, to some degree, a higher-order organization exists
aithin the eukaryotic nucleus. This higher-order organization of particular nuclear
components may be involved in achieving efficiency in the regulation and coordination
of many nuclear processes.
Here we will present how the sub-nuclear organization of histone
acetyltransferases (HATS) and histone deacetylases (HDACs) influences their activity

and the nuclear process in which they are involved. We will examine the mobility of the

alternative splicing factor ASF, a splicing factor known to accumulate within wellcharacterized sub-nuclear speckle domains, and discuss how the mobility of ASF relates
to the nature and function of speckle domains and to the principles underlying higherorder organization of the nucleus.

From there we will examine the biochemical,

biophysical, and morphological characteristics of PML nuclear bodies and other putative
nuclear domains to describe possible mechanisms for their assembly and maintenance in
the nucleus.

Lastly, we will examine both the influence of chromatin structure on

regulating gene activity and how histone acetylation influences large-scale chromatin
structure. Overall, the general hypothesis that the higher-order organization of nuclear
components is involved in regulating and coordinating nuclear processes will be
addressed.

1.2 Chromatin structure and chromosome organization

The packaging of DNA within eukaryotic nuclei presents an interesting
biophysical phenomenor.. The hunan genome consists of 3 x 10' bp of DNA organized
into 22 distinct autosomes and 2 sex chromosomes. Put together the human genome
would extend over a meter. This amount of DNA, however, must fit into the membrane
bound nucleus only

-

10 pm in diameter. Thus, the organization of these long linear

DNA molecules into ordered and dynamic chromosome stmctures is a remarkable form

of biophysical engineering that occurs consistently and reliably in almost every cell
nucleus.

1.2.1

Chromatin structure
For the majority of higher wkaryotes, highly conserved proteins known as

histones mediate the folding of DNA into chromatin. The core histones, MA, H28, H3,
and H4 are highly basic proteins (-20% lysine and arginine content) that contain a wellconserved C-terminal histone fold domain and N-terminal tails (Wolffe, 1998); Figure
1.1). The interaction of DNA with the core histones is thought to be electrostatic in

nature, as the histones can be extracted from DNA by high salt (Wolffe, 1998). Core
histones form an octamer, that consists of H3 and H4 assembled as a tetramer (H3-H4)z
accompanied by the association of two MA-H2B dimers, around which

- 1.5 turns of

DNA are wrapped (Luger et al., 1997). This is known as a nucleosome core particle and
constitutes the primary unit of chromatin structure (Konberg, 1974). Eukaryotes also
contain linker histones that are less well conserved. Histone Hl, the most common linker
histone, associates with DiLh between nucleosomes, and thereby, stabilizes histone-DNA
interactions in the nucleosome core particle (Hayes et al., 1994; Leuba et al., 1994;
Pennings et al., 1994). Electron micrographs of nucIeosomes arranged

3s

"beads on a

string" (Olins and Olins, 1974) and the widespread incorporation of DNA into

nucleosornes (Noll, 1974) has established the nucleosome as the &ndamental repeating
unit of chromatin.

An array of nucleosornes along the DNA molecule, forming the 10 nm fiber,
represents the first level of compaction of DNA into chromatin. The simple presence of
DNA in nucleosomes affords potential regulatory points for gene activity. This is
illustrated by altered

i.v vitro

transcriptional activity on chromatinized templates

Figure 1 . 1 . Site of post-translational modifications of the core histone tails. The four
core histones WA, H2B, H3, and H4, the conserved histone-fold domain and the
respective sites of modification are shown. Modifications include acetylation (Ac),
phosphorylation (P), ubiquitination (Ub)(shown), ADP-ribosylation, and methylation
(not shown).

(Schlissel and Brown, 1984) and by the wholesale loss of nucleosomes leading to
activation of otherwise silent genes (Han and Grunstein, 1988; Han et al., 1988). The
positioning of nucleosomes over cis-sequences can influence gene activity and may
prevent the inappropriate expression of genes (Durrin et al., 1992). The translational and
rotational positions of DNA sequences, with respect to the histone octamer, are known as
nucleosome phasing. The translational position refers to where the DNA sequence lies in
relation to the start and end points of histone octamer-DNA association, whereas the
rotational position refers to whether the sequence is in contact with or exposed away from
the histone octarner. Nucleosomes are known to be phased over promoter TATA
sequences in vivo (Li et al., 1998a), whereas both the translational and rotational position
of some hormone response elements modulates their accessibility to the appropriate
receptor proteins (Li and Wrange, 1993; Li and Wrange, 1995). Cenain promoters and
enhancers are hypersensitive to DNase 1 cleavage, indicating that not all regulatory
sequences are hidden by canonical nucleosomes ( W u et al., 1979a; Wu et al., 1979b).
The organization of the DNA templates around nucleosomes can have pleiotropic effects
on gene activity, but overall chromatin is thought to contribute to the general repression
of genes.
DNA can be condensed further by the folding of nucleosomal arrays into higher

order chromatin, known as the 30 nm fiber. Linker histone HI facilitates, but is not
essential for, the formation of this higher order chromatin structure. The presence of
histone HI restricts nucleosome core particle mobility (Pennings et al., 1994), constrains
translational positioning (Ura et al., 1999, and thereby, establishes a chromatin

environment repressive toward gene activity (Bouvet et al., 1 994; Kandolf, 1 994;
Schlisse! and Brown, 1984;Ura et al., 1995). Histone H1 may stabilize core histoneDNA interactions (Guschin et al., 1998;Hayes et al., 1994;Lee and Hayes, 1998;Leuba

et al., 1994;Thoma and Koller, 1977; Usachenko et al., 1996) to promote higher-order
chromatin folding, but nucleosomal arrays can be compacted in vitro without HI (Clark
and Kimura, 1990;Hansen et al., 1989). Interactions of the core histone N-terminal tails
are also involved in facilitating the compaction of nucleosome arrays (Fletcher and
Hansen, 1995;Garcia-Ramirez et al., 1992;Krajewski and Ausio, 1996;Schwarz et al.,
1996), where the tails of H3 and H4 are required for chromatin fiber-fiber interactions

(Schwarz et al., 1996). The higher-order folding of nucleosornal arrays in vitro is
strongly influenced by variations in salt concentration and ionic strength, and thus the
stability of chromatin structure is thought to be dependent on electrostatic interactions
(Clark and Kimura, 1990; Fletcher and Hansen, 1995).
The exact structure of the higher-order 30 nm chromatin fiber is unclear, but
numerous models have been proposed. A simple solenoid structure is probably the most
well known, and is based on the ultrastructure of isolated chromatin fragments (Finch and
Klug, 1976;Thoma et al., 1979). Others include the "coiled linker" model, a variation on
the solenoid model (Felsenfeld and McGhec, 1986) and the asymmetric "zig-zag" of
nucleosomes or helical ribbon structure (Woodcock et al., 1984). All are influenced by
the different possible positions of the linker histone H1. Regardless of the molecular
details of 30 nm fiber structure, it is important to note that higher-order chromatin can
influence gene expression, mainly through limiting accessibility to DNA sequences.

2

.

Cbmmosome organization
Chromatin fibers are organized into loop domains and may constitute the basic

unit of eulcaryotic genome organization (Razin, 1996). Particular DNA sequences called
matrix attachment regions (MARs) are present at the base of chromatin loops and interact
with specific nuclear matrix proteins. The nuclear matrix includes the nuclear lamina and

an underlying ribonucleoprotein framework within the nucleus (Nickerson, 200 1) (see
section 1 -4). There are many matrix-associated MAR-binding proteins, including lamins,
topoisomerase 11, and SATB 1 pickinson et al., 1992; Luderus et al., 1992; Nakagomi et
al., 1994; Pommier et d.,1990). Many of these matrix-associated proteins are cell type
specific. while others are ubiquitously expressed (de Belle et al., 1998). Cell-type
specific binding of MARs is thought to influence chromatin loop architecture and gene
expression programs. MAR sequences delineate chromatin loops by binding to matrix
proteins to provide topologically constrained chromosome regions (Bode et al., 1992;
Bode et al., 1995). Chromatin loops range in size from 5 to 200 kb, with an average size

of 86 kb mavie, 1995; Gerdes et al., 1994; Jackson et al., 1990), but may contain up to
several megabases of DNA (Sachs et al., 1995; Yokota et al., 1995). Chromatin loops
may contain several related genes, of which the P-globin gene cluster is a primary
example that has been well studied (Engel and Tanimoto, 2000). Based on DNase I
sensitivity, transcriptionally active genes within chromatin loops are thought to be
accessible to transcription factors in decondensed chromatin, while inactive genes are
o r a i z e d into higher-order chromatin and inaccessible to transcription factors (Davie,
1995). The presence of subsets of genes, such as the P-globin gene cluster, into loop

domains may provide both a means to organize genes and control local chromatin
structure.
How chromatin is organized and compacted beyond the 30 nm fiber is poorly
understood. The higher-order chromatin fiber provides -40-fold compaction ratio,
whereas a -10 000-fold compaction of DNA is achieved when chromatin is organized
into the metaphase chromosome (Earnshaw, 1988).

Studying the intermediate

condensation states is hampered by the intrinsic difficulty of examining large-scale
chromatin structure in sin4 at appropriate resolution. As a result, our understanding of
large-scale chromatin structure is based on the most condensed and easily observable
state; the metaphase chromosome. The radial loop model has received the most attention.
It suggests that chromatin 30 nm fibers are organized into loops arranged radially along a
central chromosome axis (Gasser and Laemmli, 1986; Paulson and Laemmli, 1977). This
model is based on electron micrographs of histone-depleted metaphase chromosomes,
where loops could be traced extending out from a central protein scaffold (Paulson and
Laemmli. 1977). The morphology of lampbrush chromosomes, which have successive
loops extending from a single chromosome axis, seems to support the radial loop model.
Alternative models include a helical coil model in which the 30 nm chromatin fiber is
helically folded into a -250 nm fiber that itself undergoes helical folding into the
compact metaphase chromosome (Sedat and Manuelidis, 1978), and the combined radial
loop-helical coil model which involves the compaction of radial loops by a central
chromosome scaffold into the 250

MI

chromatin fiber which, in turn, is helically coiled

into the final metaphase chromosome (Boy de la Tour and Laemmli 1988; Rattner and

Lin, 1985). Models involving a chromosomal scaffold to arrange loops infer that a
higher-order chromatin organization does not exist above the 30 nm fiber. Rather, 30 nm
chromatin fibers are closely packed to provide a uniform chromosome structure.
However, examination of interphase and mitotic chromosomes in situ by high resolution
light and electron microscopy indicate that such an intermediate organization, between
the 30 nm fiber and metaphase chromosome, does exist (Belmont et al., 1989; Belmont
and Bruce, 1994; Belmont et al., 1987). Chromatin fibers from 30 to 400 nm,

representative of intermediate states of large-scale chromatin structure, are present in
interphase nuclei, and form the basis for the chrornonema model of chromosome
structure. This model describes how smaller chromonema fibers 60-80 nm fold, twist,
and are supercoiled into larger (100-1 30 nm) chromonema fibers that, in turn, are folded

in an irregular manner and in succession to even larger chromonema fibers (-300 nm),

and finally to the condensed metaphase state (Belmont and Bruce, 1994). Within
individual chromonema fibers, local transitions to smaller fibers occur, which represent
local regions of decondensed chromatin. Larger chromonema fibers have been shown to
undergo local decondensation events upon induction of transcription or DNA replication
of internal sequences (Li et al., 1998b; Tumbar et al., 1999). An elegant approach to
detect large-scale chromatin structure has been applied in living cells (Robinett et al.,
1996). This system uses a stably introduced lac operator sequence detected by a GFP-

tagged lac repressor protein, that binds to the lac operator sequence, to directly monitor
chromosome dynamics under physiological conditions (Belmont et al., 1999; Belrnont
and Straight, 1998).

Large-scale chromatin folding representative of 100 tun

chromonema fibers is observed with local condensation/decondensation events within an
individual fiber (Robinett et al., 1996). Chromonema fiben are a dynamic large-scale
chromatin stmcture consistently found in the interphase nucleus. Together, the results
that support the chromonema model are inconsistent with a strict radial symmetry or

continuous linear axis for loop attachment in chromosome structure. The chromonema
model is not, however, inconsistent with local chromatin loops or domains being
anchored to non-histone scaffold proteins. Although the hnctional significance of largescale chromatin structure is currentiy unknown, it may be involved in coordinating the
expression of genes in particular regions of chromosomes (Yokota et al., 1997).

1.2.3

Modulation o f chromosome structure

Chromatin structure provides an essential hnaion in the regulation of gene
expression. The nucleosome and chromatin fiber establish a structural framework that
must be challenged effectively to facilitate gene activity. Chromosomes and chromatin
structure are dynamic, with structural transitions and spatial rearrangements associated
with major cell functions from transcription to chromatin condensation into metaphase
chromosomes.

Thus, the dynamic remodeling of chromatin structure provides an

important regulatory mechanism for controlling gene expression. Chromatin structure
must be eficiently and reversibly remodeled so that specific DNA sequences are
accessible to necessary trans-acting factors at appropriate times. There are two principal
chromatin remodeling activities in eukaryotes: post-translational covalent modifications
of histones and multi-protein ATP-dependent remodeling complexes. They differ in their

mode of action but perform a similar function in providing access of transcription factor
compf exes to DNA regulatory sequences.

1.2.3.1 ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling complexes

ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling complexes alter chromatin structure by
changing nucleosome conformation and positioning.

These complexes remodel

chromatin structure without the use of covalent modifications and can induce changes
involved in either gene activation of repression. There are two families of ATPdependent remodeling complexes, S W I (switch)/ SNF (sucrose non-fermenting) and

ISWI (imitation switch), of which there are now numerous members that each alter some
characteristic of chromatin structure (Wolffe and Guschin, 2000).

The SWVSNF

complex, which is the most well known and studied, consists of multiple subunits
(Peterson et al., 1994). Members within each of the two families contain conserved
remodeling subunits but differ in there accessory subunits (Muchardt and Yaniv, 1999).
Through the use of nuclease accessibility assays, SWVSNF has been found to alter
histone-DNA contacts in nucleosomes (Cote et al., 1994; Imbalzano et al., 1994) and
remodel nucleosomal arrays (Logie and Peterson, 1997; Owen-Hughes et al., 1996) in an
ATP-dependent manner. The remodeling activity dramatically changes the topology of
the DNA template (Kwon et al., 1994; Wilsm et al., 1996) which may occur by
constraining local chromatin regions in loops (Bazett-Jones et al., 1999a).

The

remodeled state is stable and contains the full complement of histones (Cote et al., 1998;
Imbalzano et al., 1996; Logie and Peterson, 1997; Lorch et al., 1998; Schnitzler et al.,

1998), but the usual DNA:nucleosome ratio is disrupted, implying that DNA unwraps

from remodeled nucleosomes (Bazen-Jones et al., 1999a). The stability of remodeled
chromatin templates indicate that the activities of these multi-protein chromatin
remodeling complexes may provide a suitable accessibility environment as an early step

in a sequential process that allows transcription regulatory factors to interact with
nucleosomal DNA.
Both families of chromatin remodeling complexes, SWVSNF and ISWI, regulate
transcriptional activity by altering chromatin structure, but they may not act alone.
Recently, a remodeling complex has been found to be cornplexed with histone
deacetylase activity (Kim et al., 1999; Tong et al., 1998; Xue et al., 1998; Zhang et al.,
1999). The complex, called NURD (nucieosome remodeling and histone deacetylation),
contains histone deacetylases 1 and 2, and is able to repress gene activity. These two
chromatin remodeling activities may complement each other in establishing a
transcriptionally repressive state. The degree at which the activities of these complexes
are coordinated with covalent modifications of the core histones is currently unknown.

The two must work efficiently, whether together or separately. to prevent inappropriate
gene expression.

1.2.3.2 Histone acetylatioo

The core histones are subject to multiple post-translational moditications,
including acetylation, phosphorylation, ubiquitination, ADP-ribosylation and methylation

(Figure 1.1). The two modifications that have received the most attention are acetylation

and phosphorylation, with the structural and hnctional consequences of the other
modifications being relatively unexplored.
Acetylation of all four core histones is a conserved process occumng in both
plants and animals (Csordas, 1990). Lysine residues in the basic N-terminal tails are the
sites of modification. Each histone, except H 2 4 is acetylated at multiple sites, providing
a nucleosome with 28 possible sites of acetylation. For example, histones H3 and H4 can
be acetylated at lysines 9, 14, 18, 23, and 27, and lysines 5, 8, 12, and 16. respectively.

The progressive acetylation of lysines, one acetyl group per lysine, occurs in a nonrandom order. In mammalian cells, acetylation of histone H4 progresses from a nonacetylated to a highly acetylated state with acetylation of lysine 16 first, followed by 12
or 8, and then 5 (Thome et al., 1990; Turner, 1991). A similar relatively fixed order of
lysine acetylation occurs for histone H3, with lysine 14 found predominantly in the
mono-acetylated isofonn, followed by lysine 23, and then 18 or 9 (Thorne et al., 1990).
Lysine 9 is acetylated preferentially in the highest acetylated isoform of H3 (Thome et
al., 1990). The significance of these patterns is currently unknown, but they may provide
the nucleosome with some sort of surface code that other proteins or protein complexes

are able to read (Strahl and Allis, 2000; Turner, 1993).
Hiaone acetylation is a dynamic process with the number of acetylated lysine
residues per histone being determined by the activities of histone acetyltransferases and
hiaone deacetylases. HAT and HDAC activities establish a dynamic equilibrium with the
net activity determining the degree of acetylation. The unacetylated or mono-acetylated
state being hypoacetylated and the tri- and tetra-acetylated states being highly acetylated.

High histone acetylation states can be experimentally induced with inhibitors of HDAC
activity such as, sodium butyrate and trichostatin A (TSA) (Yoshida et al., 1990). Such
high acetylation states, which can include penta-acetylated H3 (Waterborg, 1998), are
called hyperacetylated. Regardless, there are multiple acetylation states for a histone
depending on the number of lysines modified. The turnover of acetyl groups on lysines
occurs at different rates throughout the genome (Covault and Chalkley, 1980; Davie and
Hendzel, 1994; Hendzel et al., 1991; Waterborg, 1998; Waterborg and Matthews, 1983;
Zhang and Nelson, 1988). Anywhere From 2 to 30 %, depending on cell type, of core
histones associated with nucleosomes undergo rapid and high levels of acetylation and
rapid

deacetylation.

The

bulk

of

the

remaining

chromatin

undergoes

acetylationfdeacetylation turn over at much slower rates and at lower acetylation (low to
non-acetylated) states. Thus, there appear to be two populations of chromatin with
respect to histone acetylation. The main population remains stable with the underlying
low histone acetylation state, with another population undergoing rapid cycles up to the
highly acetylated date.
Histone acetylation is intimately connected with regulating gene activity by
remodeling chromatin structure, by influencing organization of DNA in the nucleosome

and at higher levels. An initial indication that increased acetylation levels leads to the
unfolding of chromatin came from observations that hyperacetylation of histone tails
enhances the sensitivity of DNA to nucleases (Sealy and Chalkley, 1978; Vidali et al.,
1978). Subsequently, histone acetylation has been shown to influence chromatin

structure at multiple levels. Acetylation induces changes in nucleosome conformation

(Bode et al., 1983; Locklear et al., 1990), possibly by disrupting intranucleosomal
stabilizing interactions (Oliva et al., 1990). Changes in core particle conformation may
be responsible for changes in DNA superhelical constraints by wrapping DNA less
tightly (Moralec and Richard-Foy, 2000; Norton et al., 1989; Nonon et al., 1990). These
changes, however, must be subtle as the proteolytic removal of the core histone Ntermini. a condition that is thought to mimic the hyperacetylated state, does not
significantly influence core particle integrity or DNA organization (Ausio et al., 1989;
Hayes et al., 199 1). In native chromatin, however, histone acetylation may be required to
maintain an unfolded nucleosome structure to facilitate the transcription process (Walia
et al., 1998).
Beyond the nucleosome core particle, histcne acetylation influences interactions
of the N-terminal tails with nucleosomal DNA. Acetylated N-terminal tails have a
reduced binding affinity for DNA (Hong et al., 1993; Puig et al., 1998). which may be
due to changes in electrostatic interactions, each lysine acetylated reduces the net positive

charge of a N-terminus by one, and/or changes in the secondary structure of the Nterminal tails (Baneres et al., 1997; Hong et al., 1993; Wang et al., 2000b). As a
consequence, histone acetylation increases the accessibility of DNA sequences to
facilitate the binding of transcription factors (Lee et al., 1993; Vettese-Dadey et al.,
1996), and enhances transcriptional activity (Nightingale et al., 1998; Ura et al., 1997).

The reduced affinity of N-terminal tails may increase the mobility of nucleosomes and, as
a result, the nucleosome phasing, translational and rotational positioning, over DNA
sequences. The influence may be mediated primarily through the tails of H3 and H4

(Vitolo et al., 2000). This has led to the view that histone acetylation has a role in
regulating the transcription process at the nucleosome level of chromatin structureHistone acetylation also influences the stability of higher-order chromatin
structure. The presence of hyperacetylated histones in reconstituted oligonucleosome
arrays reduces the capacity of these arrays to compact into higher-order structure (GarciaRamirez et al., 1995; Tse et al., 1998). There appears to be a threshold level of histone
acetylation necessary to inhibit higher-order folding (Tse et al., 1998). which may explain
earlier results, obtained under more heterogeneous conditions, suggesting that acetylation
has little effect on higher-order structures (McGhee et al.. 1983). The presence of
acetylated histones inhibits linker histone interaction, and thereby, the capacity of
chromatin to condense into higher-order structure (Perry and Annunziato, 1989; Ridsdale
et al.. 1990). Collectively, these observations suggest that a major influence of histone
acetylation on chromatin structure is to modulate the integrity of higher-order chromatin
fibers. Changes in the stability of chromatin fibers may, again, be necessary for transacting factors to gain access to DNA sequences, and thereby, provide a means to regulate
gene activity. This is supported by observations that the formation of compacted
structures severely impedes transcriptional activity (Hansen and Wolffe, 1992; Hansen
and Wolffe, 1994), and the destabilization of these higher order chromatin fibers

facilitates transcription (Nightingale et al., 1998; Tse et al., 1998). Overall, histone
acetylation appears to influence chromatin structure at multiple levels, of which the
subtle transitions in m a r e and protein-protein interactions at each level may,
collectively, have major effects on gene activity.

A correlation between histone acetylation and transcriptional activity has been

proposed for some time (Allfrey, 1964; Pogo et al., 1966). This correlation has been
strengthened over the years, demonstrating a close link between the acetylation state of
the core histones and the transcriptional competency of chromatin. Initial evidence
supporting this link has come from numerous independent studies demonstrating that
transcriptionally inactive heterochromatin contains hypoacetylated histones, whereas
transcriptionally competent/active euchromatin is highly acetylated.

In yeast, the

majority of the genome is transcriptionally active and contains highly acetylated histones
(Clarke et al., 1993), whereas specific regions subject to transcriptional silencing contain
hypoacetylated hiaones (Braunstein et al., 1993).

Subsequently, the silencing of

facultative heterochromatin was shown to require a hypoacetylated state found in
constitutive heterochromatin (Braunstein et al., 1996).

Further support for this

relationship comes ftom the mammalian inactive X chromosome, being distinguished by
a lack of both histone H3 and H4 acetylation (Boggs et al., 1996; Jeppesen and Turner,
1993). The human female genome contains two X chromosomes, and for reasons related
to gene dosage compensation, the majority of genes are constitutively inactive and
condensed as heterochromatin. Increased acetylation of histone H4, on the other hand,
has been shown to accompany transcriptional activation (Turner, 1941). Moreover,
transcriptionally competent euchromatin, such as the P-globin gene locus in chicken
erythrocytes, is associated with elevated levels of acetylated core histones (Hebbes et al.,
1988). Collectively, these independent experimental approaches have shown actively
transcribed and potentially active chromatin to be selectively enriched in highly

acetylated histones, whereas transcriptionally inactive chromatin contains hypoacetylated
hi stones.

Acetylation of core histones is known to disrupt higher order chromatin structure
and may be necessary for gene activity. Acetylated core histones are found across the

entire P-globin gene locus regardless of the transcription activity of particular genes
within the cluster (Hebbes et al., 1994; Hebbes et al., 1992) indicating that histone
acetylation is not a consequence of the transcription process, but rather provides
transcriptional competence to genes within the chromatin domain. Histone acetylation is
also targeted, as distinct differences in acetylation states occur beyond the boundaries of
the domains (Hebbes et al., 1994). This targeting of histone acetylation is supported by
i mmunolabeling studies of polytene chromosomes where histone H4 acetylation

corresponds to transcriptionally active regions (Turner et al., 1992). Moreover, the
dynamically and highly acetylated chromatin, has been found to represent
transcriptionally active chromatin (Boffa et al., 1990; Ip et al., 1988). Meaning that the
histone acetylation involved with transcriptional activity is limited to small regions of the
genome and that both HATS and HDACs must be targeted to these regions. One
potential mechanism for coordinating the differential acetylation of the genome involves
the relative immobilization of HATS and HDACs on the nuclear matrix. Both HAT and

HDAC activities are predominantly found associated with the nuclear matrix (Hendzel et

al., 1991; Hendzel et al., 1994), while transcriptionally active chromatin is also associated
with the nuclear matrix (Andreeva et al., 1992; Delcuve and Davie, 1989). These two

classes of enzymes are thought to provide dynamic attachment sites between

transcriptionally active chromatin and the nuclear matrix (Hendzel et al., 1994), thus
integrating histone acetylation and gene activity. The targeting of HATS and HDACs
combined with the dynamics of histone acetylation provide an attractive foundation for
the reversible activation and repression of transcription.
An initial coupling between hiaone acetylation and transcriptional regulation has

come from both biochemical and genetic approaches. The treatment of mammalian cells
with the histone deacetylase inhibitor TSA, which causes an increase in histone
acetylation states, led to an increase in the expression of numerous genes (Yoshida et al.,
1995). Similarly, genetically induced changes in the N-terminus of histone H4 that
effectively prevented acetylation of this histone, reduced activation of endogenous genes
purrin et al., 1991). Both of these approaches, however, may have also caused broad
changes in cellular processes and chromatin structure, which may indirectly provide the
basis for the changes in gene expression. The significance of the relationship between
histone acetylation and gene expression has been heightened by the discovery that
transcriptional activators and repressors possess intrinsic HAT and HDAC activities
(Grunstein, 1997; Kuo and Allis, 1998), of which some are essential for growth (Smith et
al., 1998). Of particular significance, many of these histone modifying enzymes are
proteins that have previously been characterized to function in transcriptional regulation
(Bannister and Kouzarides, 1996; Brownell et al., 1996; Ogryzko et al., 1996; Rundlett et
al., 1996; Taunton et d., 1996) and in the RNA pol II pre-initiation complex itself
(Mizzen et al., 1996). The large number and variety of transcriptional regulatory proteins
that possess either HAT or are cornplexed with HDAC activities has established these

enzymatic activities as general components of the transcription machinery. Where
chromatin structure was previously viewed as a passive barrier to the action of
transcription factors, these findings solidly integrate the modulation of chromatin
structure with transcriptional activity.
The presence of HATs and HDACs in multi-protein complexes that bind genespecific sequences, such as nuclear hormone receptor complexes (Alland et al., 1997;
Chen et al., 1997; Nagy et al., 1997). provide a means to target these histone modifying
activities to specific genes. Subsequently, the acetylation state of histones was shown to
be modified in nucleosomes localized on promoter sequences, resulting in gene activation
(Kuo et al., 1998) or repression (Rundlett et al., 1998) depending on whether HAT or
HDAC was present. This has led to a gene-specific targeting model where HATs or

HDAC s are recruited to particular promoters by sequence-specific DN A-binding proteins
to target their activity toward local nucleosomes (Kadosh and Struhl, 1998; Struhl, 1998;
Utley et al., 1998).

Modulation of the acetylation state of promoter-proximal

nucleosomal hiaones, which may involve specific lysines associated with transcriptional
competence (Kuo et al., 1996; Rundlett et al., 1998; Zhang et al., 1998), is thought to
provide an environment suitable for gene activation or repression by remodeling local
chromatin structure.
Histone acetylation is not restricted only to promoter regions, but occurs more
globally over chromatin domains. Numerous studies examining the relationship between
histone acetylation and transcription have observed acetylated chromatin to extend well
beyond promoter regions to include several tens of kbps of both coding and flanking non-

coding sequences (Elefant et al., 2000a; Elefant et al., 2000b; Hebbes et al., 1988; Sealy
and Chalkley, 1978), as well as, linked genes in surrounding chromatin regions (Madisen

et al., 1998; Vogelauer et al., 2000). These global levels of highly acetylated chromatin
are dynamic and may provide transcriptional competence to chromatin domains. The
targeting of specific HATS and HDACs to promoters may occur in the background of this
global acetylation. The question arises, if DNA-binding proteins recruit HATs and/or
HDACs to promoter sequences of particular genes, then how do HATS and HDACs
regulate global acetylation? What confines the dynamic and highly acetylated histones to
only a limited portion of the genome? As mentioned earlier, both HATs and HDACs
associate with the nuclear matrix, which may provide a means to compmrnentalize the
histone acerylation process. Direct evidence for spatial organization of highly acetylated
chromatin, HATs, and HDACs has been demonstrated in mammalian fibroblasts using
immunofluorescence microscopy (Hendzel et al., 1998). Dynamic histone acetylation,
the type associated with transcriptionally active chromatin, is preferentially enriched at
the periphery of sub-nuclear domains termed speckle domains. Speckle domains are
known to accumulate both transcription and splicing factors (see section 1.3). Moreover,
both HATs and HDACs are also enriched at the nuclear speckle periphery and partially
overlap with adjacent dynamically acetylated chromatin. Recently, multiple different

HATs were found to cofiactionate with active genes (Hebbes and Allen, 2000). Multiple
HATs and HDACs, each with different histone N-terminal 1ysine specificity (Kimura and
Horikoshi, 1998), may be compartmentalized along with chromatin domains to modulate
the transcriptional competency of genes.

A proportion of these histone modifying

enzymes are associated with a non-chromatin domain, for example the nuclear speckle,
indicating that, to some degree, the sub-nuclear targeting of these enzymes is independent
of chromatin. However, the basis for determining which chromatin domains are globally
acetylated and whether the spatial distribution of HATS and HDACs is involved in
regulating their activities is unclear. If the coordinated organization of both chromatin
domains and histone modifying enzymes (HATs and HDACs) provides a means to
restrict the global acetylation process to limited regions of the genome, then the spatial
distribution of HATs and HDACs must be involved in limiting their activity. The
compartmentalization of the histone acetylation process would diminish the need for
recruiting HATs and HDACs to chromatin domains by sequence-specific DNA binding
proteins and specific DNA sequence elements.

1.2.3.3 Eistone acetylation as an epigenetic marker

The expression of genes depends on many physiological parameters, and the cell
must be able to modify expression profiles during changes in these parameters induced
by environmental influences, the cell cycle and cell differentiation state. A concomitant

change in chromatin packaging occurs as different genes are expressed.

Histone

acetylation is intimately associated with remodeling of chromatin structure and is
involved in establishing functionally differentiated chromosomal domains. In addition to
the need for flexibility in gene expression, the cell must also maintain appropriate gene
expression profiles suitable for its physiological state. The maintenance of histone
acetylation states provides an excellent potential mechanism for the propagation of stable

chromosomal imprints detemining gene activity. This long-term regulation of gene
activity could be provided by the enormous coding information present in the
combinations of histone acetyl-lysine pattems (Turner, 1993). Together, histone H2B.
H3, and H4 provide SO histone isofoms that differ in their acetylation status. Potentially,

different combinations of acetyl-lysines could convey information through nucleosome
surfaces marking chromatin regions for genetic activity or inactivity through successive
cell generations. Support for this hypothesis has come from differences in histone
acetylation patterns present in distinct regions of transcriptionally inactive and condensed
metaphase chromosomes (Jeppesen et al., 1992; Jeppesen and Turner, 1993).
Transcriptionally competent euchromatin regions, represented as R-bands in metaphase
chromosomes, maintain low to moderate acetylation states, whereas both facultative and
constitutive heterochromatin, generally represented as G-bands in metaphase
chromosomes, are either unacetylated or mono-acetylated. The maintenance of these
patterns through mitosis may act as a cell memory mechanism to "remember" the activity
status of specific chromatin domains in the subsequent transcriptionally active interphase
(Jeppesen, 1997).

How are the acetylation pattems maintained through mitosis?

Transcriptionally active genes are associated with dynamic and highly acetylated histones
during the interphase stage of the cell cycle. The dynamic acetylation process may
continue through mitosis with the acetylation state maintained by HATS and HDACs that
remain associated with the chromatin domains. Alternatively, dynamic acetylation may
be inhibited and the acetylation state both reduced and maintained within the nucleosome
itself without the need for continued HAT and HDAC activities. Regardless of which of

these two possible mechanisms predominants, it is necessary for the cell to maintain
appropriate gene expression profiles, as disruption of epigenetic imprints could lead to
inappropriate gene expression and contribute to cellular transformation.

1.2.3.4 Core histone phosphoylation

Core histone phosphorylation appears to have two distinct and opposite roles in
modulating chromatin structure. Global phosphorylation of serine 10 of histone H3
occurs in late G2 at pericentromeric chromatin and progressively spreads throughout the
chromosome concomitantly with chromosome condensation and is lost at the end of
mitosis as chromosomes begin to undergo decondensation (Hendzel et al., 1997; Wei et
al., 1998). Phosphorylation of H3 is necessary for proper chromosome condensation and
segregation in mitosis (Wei et al., 1999b). Serine 10 is present in the basic N-terminal
tail of histone H3, and as a result, may interact with the nucleosomal DNA and histone
H1 to modulate chromatin folding. To what extent these interactions occur and what
influence phosphoryiation of serine 10 has on them is unknown.
Surprisingly, a small fiaction of H3 is phosphorylated in interphase cells and is
likely to be related to priming chromatin for gene activity. Phosphorylation of H3 may

act synergistically with acetylation to influence chromatin structure. The small fraction
of histone H3 that is phosphorylated and associated with gene activation appears rapidly
upon induction of gene activity, is susceptible to histone acetylation, and may cooperate
with acetylated histones in controlling gene activity (Barratt et al., 1994; Chadee et al.,

1999; Clayton et al., 2000; Espinos et al., 1999; Lo et al., 2000). The coupling of histone

H3 phosphorylation and acetylation may provide an important link between cellular

signal transduction pathways and chromatin remodeling, as observed in cellular
responses to epidermal growth factors (Cheung et al., 2000).

1.3 Structure and organization o f the nucleus

Gene expression requires multiple processes including transcription, pre-mRNA
splicing, 3' processing/polyadenylation, and transport. Each of these steps in gene
metabolism is mediated by large macromolecular complexes that have been studied in
detail at the molecular level. This has been usehl in describing the nructure and function

of both the process itself and the individual components involved. These studies.
however, are limited in their ability to address how these processes occur within the
structural environment of the cell nucleus. Understanding the organizing principles
governing the spatial and temporal arrangement of genes and how the synthesis,
processing, assembly, and mobility of macromolecules are coordinated and regulated is
crucial to h l l y understand gene expression. To accomplish this, two key questions must
be addressed: 1. How is the genetic information spatially organized to facilitate proper

gene expression? and 2. How are the processes that mediate controlled gene expression
coordinated in the nucleus?

1.3.1

Spatial distribution o f chromosomes in the nucleus

Considering that the nucleus hnctions mainly in gene metabolism, the
distribution of genes should have a significant influence on both gene activity and the

sub-nuclear organization of non-chromatin (non-genetic) components. An initial basis
for the compartmentalization of genes with the nucleus comes from the distribution of
different chromatin structures. It has been known for some time that heterochromatin
(chromatin that predominantly contains non-coding or inactive DNA sequences) localizes
to the nuclear periphery and around the nucleolus, whereas the active sequences that
characterize euchromatin occupy a greater proportion of the internal nuclear volume.
Eukaryotic genomes are generally divided into individual chromosomes. The use of
whole-chromosome DNA probes able to "paint" specific chromosomes using the
fluorescence in

sirlt

hybridization (FISH) technique, has revealed that chromatin is

packaged such that specific chromosomes occupy their own discrete territory (Cremer et
al., 1988; Lichter et al., 1988; Manuelidis, 1985; Pinkel et a]., 1988). Individual
chromosomes not only occupy discrete temtories, but they consistently associate with
either the nucleolus or nuclear periphery, indicating that each chromosome exhibits a
defined distribution within the nucleus (Carmo-Fonseca et al., 1996). Further evidence
for the non-random distribution of genes comes from examining the replicative
characteristics of chromosome regions or specific genes. Individual chromosomes can be
differentiated into gene-rich R-bands and gene-deficient G-bands. The presence and
order of such bands are visualized by cytogenetic staining of condensed mitotic
chromosomes. During the DNA replication phase of the cell cycle (S-phase), gene-rich
chromosome regions are replicated preferentially before gene-deficient regions (Lewin,
1994). Ferreira et al. took advantage of this biological phenomenon to label distinct

classes of DNA sequences by incorporation of fluorescent nucleotide analogs at defined

stages of S-phase (Ferreira et al., 1997). Gene-rich chromosome regions were found
predominantly near the nuclear interior and gene-poor regions located at the nuclear
periphery, which correlates well with the long standing heterochromatin/euchromatin
ultrastructural distribution. In addition, the compartmentalization of chromatin was
proposed to act at the individual chromosome level, independent of the total number of
chromosomes present in the nucleus (Ferreira et al., 1997), suggesting that the nonrandom distribution of genes from a particular chromosome may be pre-determined.
Indeed, a preferential organization with respect to a chromosome temtory has been
observed for specific genes. When coding and non-coding sequences from chromosome
11 were analyzed by FISH, both active and inactive genes were found to be positioned at

the periphery of the temtory whereas non-coding sequences predominantly occupied the
interior or were randomly placed within the chromosome territory (Kurz et ai., 1996). In
addition, multiple specific loci from a single chromosomtt were found to organize
consistently with respect to both nuclear landmarks. such as the nuclear periphery or
nucleolus, and each other (Marshall et al., 1996). The localization of genes to the
periphery of chromosome territories may increase the accessibility of a gene to chromatin
remodeling and transcription machinery. It must be noted that the limited resolution of
the light microscope does not allow distinction of the level of chromatin structure for a
particular individual gene. Chromosome territories, however, may contain regions of
large-scale chromatin structure condensed similar to that of mitotic chromosomes. Genes
may exhibit a particular organization within nuclear space simply because of the physical
constraints of being present in a linear DNA molecuie, and being packaged into

chromatin and/or loop domains. Regardless of this potential structural limitation. genes
from different chromosomes involved in a characteristic cellular fbnctioq such as the
heavy chain y (human chromosome 14), and light chain )c and r (human chromosomes 22
and 2, respectively) immunoglobulin genes, consistently display a non-random
distribution with respect to each other and nuclear landmarks, independent of the activity
of the genes or cell type (Kuby, 1994; Pmeira et al., 1997). It is unclear, however,
whether the organization of the immunoglobulin genes is hnctionally involved in
regulating their expression. Nonetheless, genes are organized not only with respect to
linear sequence, but also in three-dimensional nuclear space both within chromosome
territories and the overall nuclear volume.
An important aspect of examining how the distribution of chromosomes,

chromatin, and genes relate to gene expression is the dynamics of such an organization.
The examination of static "snapshots" of non-random distribution of genes provides solid
evidence that spatial relationships exist between chromosomes, chromosome regions,
and/or genes, but does not provide a clear indication for the basis of the spatial
organization. For example, a spatial relationship between specific genes may seem to
exist in fixed cells simply because they are constrained in their mobility within a limited
nuclear space. In other words, genes may be freely mobile but constrained within a
certain volume of the nucleus, for example a quarter of the nuclear volume. Thus, when
cells are fixed, specific genes always seem to be within a certain distance from each
other. This relationship seems to exist simply because our measuring device is too crude,
when in fact a relationship between the genes is not stronger than the random fact that the

two chromosomes, in which they reside, happen to be within proximity of each other.
Mobility studies of chromosome territories, regions, and genes provide evidence for the
dynamics of organization, and thereby, clarify what the structural basis is for the
organization. Fluorescent labeling of chromosomes, either by specific dyes, or in situ
incorporation of nucleotide analogs, has allowed monitoring the mobility of entire
chromosome territories (Zink et al., 1998) or non-specific sub-regions of chromatin
(Abney et al., 1997). Large scale chromatin was found to be immobile over long time
periods, in a scale of hours. This is dramatically illustrated when cell lines expressing the
core histone H2B tagged with the cyan fluorescent protein (CFP)are photobleached and
the bleached region monitored over time in fluorescent recovery after photobleaching

(FRAP)experiments (Figure 1.2). The persistence of small regions of photobleached
regions of chromatin (Abney et al., 1997) indicate that interphase chromatin is immobile
over sub-micron distances (0.5 pm). Specific regions of chromosomes, such as
centromeres, detected by direct labeling with CENP-B-GFP (Shelby et a]., 1996), exhibit
limited movement with respect to the total nuclear space, but within a restricted area (i.e.
less than 0.3 pm) are more dynamic (Marshall et al., 1997). It is unclear whether this
localized mobility represents constrained simple Brownian motion or the local dynamics
of chromatin remodeling. Nonetheless, chromatin is immobile over moderate time
periods within the interphase nucleus. The relative stability in chromosome position and
distribution, may explain data that indicate that particular euchromatic gene loci persist
over time within the same sub-nuclear volume (Lawrence et al., 1993; Parreira et al.,
1997; Xing et al., 1993; Xing et al., 1995).

Figure 1.2. Mobility of histone H2B in living cells. A human SK-N-SHcell stably
expressing histone H2B-CFP fusion protein was photobleached over a region covering

-

one-half of the nucleus. Recovery of fluorescence was monitored for 30 minutes.
Images shown are those taken immediately before bleaching, immediately after bleaching
and 30 minutes after bleaching. The fluorescence signal after bleaching remains in the

-

non-bleached half of the nucleus after 30 minutes. The scale bar represents 5 pm.

The spatial organization of chromosomes, however, is not static, as is evident
during mitosis. Changes in chromosome distribution, centromeres in particular, occur
during interphase in response to cell differentiation (Manuelidis, 1985), cell-cycle stage
(Bartholdi, 1991; Ferguson and Ward, 1992; Funabiki et al., 1993; LaSalle and Lalande,
1996), or transcription signals (Janevski et al.. 1995). The average mobility rate of

chromatin during interphase is approximately 0.5 pm per hour. This rate is certainly not
representative of gene being fieely diffusible within the nucleus, but still provides
flexibility in sub-nuclear organization that may be needed as the nucleus remodels under
changing physiological conditions. It is unlikely that a rigid complex pattern exists in
which specific genes occupy pre-determined positions within the nucleus relative to other
genes, both within the same chromosome and within other chromosomes. It is clear that
both entire chromosomes and specific regions therein, including distinct loci, are nonrandomly distributed, maintain this distribution over time, and consistently associate with
distinct landmarks of the nucleus. It is unknown how this organization is established,
maintained, and remodeled, but as will be introduced later, a possible underlying
structural basis may be responsible (section 1.4). It is clear that the genetic information is
spatially organized, but how this relates to the organization of components and processes
that control gene expression is unclear.

13.2

Coordination of transcription and splicing

If the nucleus is an ordered organelle, then the distribution of nuclear processes

involved in gene metabolism should be coordinated with the spatial organization of

genes.

In eukaryotes transcription is initiated by multi-subunit RNA polymerase

enzymes that are, directly or indirectly, influenced by general and gene-specific
regulatory proteins. There are three classes of eukaryotic RNA polymerases: RNA
polymerase I (RNA pol I) synthesizes ribosomal RNA (rRNA), RNA polymerase U
(RNA pol 11) synthesizes messenger RNA (mRNA), and RNA polymerase III (RNA pol
111) synthesizes transfer RNh (tRNA), 5s RNA, and other small nuclear RNAs (snRNAs)

(Albens, 1994). Extranucleolar RNA pol belated transcription and gene products will
be of concern primarily in this discussion. At the biochemical level, the molecular
mechanisms that drive gene expression have been well characterized.

In vino,

transcription elongation proceeds as RNA polymerase translocates along the DNA
template, all the while synthesizing an RNA copy of the particular gene (Miller and
Beatty, 1969). In higher eukaryotes, the majority of genes are interrupted, requiring a
RNA splicing step joining coding sequence exons together once non-coding introns have

been spliced out of the pre-mRNA molecule (Lewin, 1994). Splicing is mediated by a
large multi-protein macromolecular complex known as a spliceosome, which consists of
five major small ribonucleoprotein particles (snRNPs) and additional non-snRNP
proteins (Green, 1991; Reed et al., 1988). Splicing of introns in pre-mRNA occurs when
spliceosomes form on a nascent pre-mRNA by a stepwise association of snRNPs (UI,
U2, and U4AJ5N6 complex).

The mature spliceosome drives a two-step

transesterifcation reaction resulting in the joining of exons and the removal of introns
before the spliceosome is disassembled (Green, 1991). Non-snW splicing facto n are

also involved in the processing, for example ASFISF2 (Ge and Manley, 1990; Krainer et

al., 1990b) and SC-35 (Fu and Maniatis, 1990)- are both required for spliceosome
assembly. ASFISFZ and SC-35 are also involved in alternative 5' splice site selection (Ge
and Manley, 1990; Krainer et al., 1990a; Fu et al., 1992). For most RNA pol Ii
transcripts, processing also includes the addition of a 7-methylguanosine 5' cap,
heterogenous nuclear ribonucleoprotein (hnRNP) assembly, addition of a polyadenosine
3' tail and the exchange of hnRNP proteins for messenger ribonucleoproteins (mRNP)

(Alberts, 1994).

These processing events must be completed before the transcript is

transported out of the nucleus to be translated. The expression of genes and metabolism
of their transcripts may be well coordinated within the complex environment of the
nucleus.
Within the nucleus, actively transcribing genes appear to be scattered throughout
the nucleoplasm. Early studies analyzing the distribution of transcription sites relied on
the use of radio-labeled RN.4 precursors (Fakan and Bernhard, 1971; Fakan and Puvion,
1980; Nash et al., 1975). Synthesis of extranucleolar RNA was found to be associated
preferentially with perichromat in fibrils (PFs) and not interchromatin granule clusters
(IGCs). Perichromatin fibrils and interchromatin granule clusters are two nuclear
ultrastructures that are revealed using an EDTA regressive staining technique (Bemhard,
1969; Monneron and Bernhard, 1969). The technique involves pre-staining with uranyl

acetate, which enhances the contrast of nucleic acid containing structures, incubation
with EDTA containing buffer, and then post-staining with lead citrate @ernhard, 1969).
Although the mechanism is unclear, this technique preferentially reveals structures
containing RNA, while DNA-based structures remain "bleached". Using this technique,

penchromatin fibrils have been described as a highly heterogenous class of 3 to 20 nm
structures, thought to represent nascent RNA (Bachellerie et al., 1975; Fakan and Puvion,
1980), whereas IGCs are clusters of granules 20 to 25 nm in size, interconnected by a
network of filaments (Momeron and Bernhard, 1969). PFs localize outside of IGCs and
throughout the nucleoplasm, but generally adjacent to blocks of chromatin. More
recently, the incorporation of non-radiolabeled RNA precursors has allowed the labeling
of transcription sites using immuofluorescence. Labeling of cells, either microinjected or
grown in medium supplemented with halogenated-UTP. under in vivo conditions,
demonstrate that actively transcribed genes are concentrated in several hundred discrete
transcription foci and not homogeneously spread throughout chromatin (Jackson et al.,
1993; Wansink et al.. 1993)(Figure 1.3).

Subsequent ultrastructural analysis of

transcription sites revealed them to be compartments or "factories" with multiple active
RNA polymerase complexes (Iborra et al., 1996a; Jackson et al., 1998). In addition to

RNA pol [I, general transcription factors, p l y (A) polymerase, and both snRNP and non-

snRNP splicing factors are present at transcription sites (Crnarko et al., 1999; Fakan

et

al., 1984; Puvion et al., 1984; Spector et al., 1991). A detailed analysis of the number
and organization of RNA polymerases and nascent transcripts has led to the proposal that

each transcription factory is occupied by multiple active polymerases surrounded by
multiple genes, with a typical transcription unit associated with one active polymerase
(Jackson et al., 1998). The expression of multiple genes is thought to occur within these
specialized nuclear compartments, with hundreds of compartments non-randomly
distributed throughout the nuclear volume. As nucleoli provide a paradigm for the

Figure 1.3. Fluorouridine labeling of nascent RNA. A SK-N-SHcell was pulse-labeled
for 5 minutes with 5'-fluorouridine, immunolabeled with anti-BrdU (an antibody that

recognizes incorporated fluorouridine), and stained with DAPI. Images were collected
using immunofluorescence microscopy. The fluorouridine signal exhibits numerous local
concentrations of signal or "foci"that are present as several hundred sites throughout the

-

nucleus. The scale bar represents 5 pm.

specialized ordered metabolism of genes (Hozak et al., 1994; Strouboulis and Wolffe,
1996), transcription factories may represent similar scaled-down versions fbnctioning in
the expression of RNA pol II-related genes. At this point, however, it is unclear whether
genes with common activating factors are specifically organized and associate with a
specific transcription factory.
Transcription factors also localize to several hundred discrete foci located
throughout the nucleoplasm both in sift4 (Grande et al., 1997) and in living cells (FejesToth et al., 1998; Htun et al., 1996; Htun et al., 1999; Stenoien et al., 2000). The
appearance of steroid hormone receptors organized as foci correlates with transcriptional
activation (Htun et al., 1996; Htun et al., 1999), although only a minor proportion of
transcription factor foci co-localize with RNA polymerase

n and/or transcription sites

(Grande et al., 1997; Stenoien et al., 2000; Zeng et al., 1998). Moreover, a large
proportion of transcription factor foci localize to nuclear regions devoid of chromatin
(Hendzel et al., 1998) including a sub-population of RNA pol 11 (Bregman et al., 1995).
Thus, a significant proportion of transcription factors do not directly associate with
chromatin, at any given time, and are not actively involved in transcription (Hendzel,
2000). The organization of transcription factors into foci may represent the regulation of
nucleoplasmic concentrations of factors andfor the assembly of multi-molecular
transcription factor complexes.

Many well characterized splicing factors are concentrated in numerous nuclear
splicing factor domains, or speckles, in addition to being distributed throughout the
nucleoplasm (Lamond and Carmo-Fonseca, 1993; Spector, 1993a). Th: speckle domains

can be resolved at the ultrastructural level into two distinct domains, IGCs and PFs. As
mentioned earlier, PFs emanate from the periphery of IGCs while also being distributed
throughout the nucleoplasm (Monneron and Bernhard, 1969). IGCs represent speckle
domains, while PFs represent the non-speckle distribution of splicing factors. snRNPs.
specific snRNAs and non-snRNPs localize to both PFs and IGCs (Fakan et d., 1984;
Huang and Spector, 1992; Puvion et al., 1984; Visa et al., 1993a), establishing a link
between the organization of splicing factors observed both by irnmunofluorescence and
electron microscopy. More recently, speckle domains have been visualized in living cells
(Kruhlak et al., 2000; Misteli et al., 1997; Sleeman et al., 1998)(Figure 1.4), hrther
supporting their established physiological relevance. Overall, the components involved
in transcription and splicing are spatially organized within the nucleus. Alone, the
organization of transcription and splicing factors into distinct domains does not indicate
whether transcription and splicing are coordinated or how their organization is related to
the distribution of genes and sites of transcription.
Evidence that transcription and pre-mRNA splicing are closely linked has come
from ultrastructural studies of actively transcribing genes of early Drosophila embryos
where introns were found to be removed co-transcriptionally (Beyer and Osheim, 1988).
More recently, snRNPs were found to associate with the actively transcribed loops of
lampbrush chromosomes (Wu et al., 1991) and introns were excised simultaneously with
transcription of Balbiani ring genes (Bauren and Wieslander, 1994). Lampbrush
chromosomes are highly transcriptionally active meiotically paired chromosomes found

in amphibian oocytes and Balbiani ring genes are found in unusually large polytene

Figure 1.4. Nuclear distribution of splicing factor-containing speckle domains. Human
SK-N-SH cells immunolabeled against the non-snRNP splicing factor SC-35 (panel A)
and costained with DAPI (panel B) were imaged using fluorescence microscopy. Mouse
10T1/2ceils expressing the non-snRNP splicing factor ASF-GFP fusion protein (panel C)
imaged using fluorescence microscopy and DIC light microscopy (panel D). Besides
being present throughout the nucleoplasm, SC-35 and ASF both accumulate in sub-

nuclear domains giving the nucleus a "speckled" appearance. The scale bar represents
5 pm for panels C and D.

-

chromosomes of insect salivary glands (Alberts, 1994). Although, these examples are
unique gene expression environments, which are not associated with sub-nuclear domains
such as speckle domains, they demonstrate that co-transcriptional splicing can occur.
Within the interphase nucleus, speckle domains (IGCs) may have a direct relationship
with the metabolism of pre-mRNA. Besides a full complement of splicing factors
(Spector, 1993a), RNA pol U (Bregman et al., 1995), transcription factors, including
HATS and HDACs (Hendzel et al., 1998). poly (A)-binding protein II (Krause et d.,
1994), and poly (A) RNA (Carter et al., 1993; Visa et al.. 1993b) localize within and at

the periphery of speckles. Thus, the components necessary for transcription and splicing
are associated with speckles. A direct link between transcription and nuclear speckles
has been established. Specific nascent RNA transcripts have been found to associate with
speckle domains (Huang and Spector, 1991; Xing et al., 1993) demonstrating a highly
non-random distribution of specific genes and nuclear domains containing regulatory and
processing factors. Active sites of transcription, however, are both distributed throughout
the nucleoplasm and at the periphery of IGCs but not within (Cmarko et al., 1999; Fakan
and Puvion, 1980; Iborra

et

al., 1996a; Jackson et al., 1993; Wansink et al., 1993).

Moreover, DNA is not present within IGCs (Spector, 1990; Thiry, 1993; Turner and
Franchi, 1987), but may be present at the periphery as transcriptionally competent
chromatin, as monitored by DNase I sensitivity (Thiry, 1993) and highly acetylated
histones (Hendzel et al., 1998). Thus, not all genes are associated with speckles and
speckles are not sites of transcription. In addition, if the majority of splicing occurs cotranscriptionally, then these events take place outside of speckles. If speckles are not

actively involved in splicing, what is the function of these sub-nuclear domains, and what
drives the association between speckles and the transcription of specific genes?

13.3

Models for speckle domain function in the cell nucleus
There are currently two main models that attempt to describe the role of speckle

domains in the functional organization of the cell nucleus. Speckle domains (IGCs) may
represent sites where inactive splicing factors are stored or assembled, with active
splicing factors recruited, in a regulated manner, away from IGCs to active sites of
transcription at perichromatin fibrils (Spector, 1996). Alternatively, all speckle domains
may be associated with the expression and processing of specific genes, though not all
genes require speckle domains for their expression (Clemson and Lawrence, 1996).
Splicing factors are recruited to sites of transcription. Evidence for this
recruitment has come from adenoviral RNA biogenesis. The adenovirus is dependent on
host cell machinery for transcription and splicing, and thereby causes extensive changes
in host cell metabolism. These changes in host cell gene expression provide a useful
model system to examine the relationship between transcription and splicing. Upon
infection, splicing factors and RNA pol U redistribute to new sites of viral transcription
(Bridge et al., 1995; Jimenez-Garcia and Spector, 1993; Pombo et al., 1994). At these
sites both unspliced and spliced RNA was found to accumulate, indicating that
transcription and splicing are closely associated (Pombo et al., 1994; Zhang et al., 1994).

The co-localization of splicing factors with sites of transcription and the presence of both
pre-mRNA and mRNA indicates that, within the interphase nucleus, splicing occurs co-

transcriptionally (Huang and Spector, 1996b; Pombo et al., 1994). In addition, the
recruitment of splicing factors to sites of transcription appears to be intron dependent.
When cells express nascent RNA transcripts specifically engineered with or without
introns, splicing factors localize only at sites of active transcription of the introncontaining templates (Huang and Spector, 1996b). Together, these results indicate that
splicing facton are only recruited to sites where their activity is needed.

If active

splicing factors are recruited to transcription sites, then accumulations of inactive splicing
factors must exist as a population for recruitment.
With speckle domains themselves not being actively involved in transcription and
splicing presumably occurring co-transcriptionally, speckle domains have been
designated splicing factor storage andlor assembly sites (Spector, 1996). The dynamic
organization of splicing factors suppons this view. inhibition of RNA pol I1 mediated
transcription causes a redistribution of splicing factors into enlarged speckles (CarmoFonseca et al.. 1992; Spector et al., 1993). Speckle domains become large and rounded,
with a concomitant disappearance of the dispersed nucleoplasmic population of splicing
factors. RNA polymerase II also undergoes a similar redistribution with a loss of
nucleoplasmic population that concentrates in enlarged speckles (Bregman et ai., 1995).
Inhibition of pre-mRNA splicing by specific antibodies or antisense oligonucleotides.

also causes the redistribution of splicing facton (OXeefe et al., 1994). These experiments
demonstrate that the distribution of splicing factors and transcription factors, is dependent
on the transcription activity of the nucleus, but also imply that inactive splicing factors

are stored in IGCs. Speckle domains are viewed as dynamic structures with splicing

factors constantly shuttling between sites of active splicing and sites of storage in
response to transcriptional activity.

The recruitment mechanism coordinating

transcription and pre-mRNA splicing has been demonstrated in living cells by monitoring
the distribution of ASF-GFP by time-lapse microscopy (Misteli et al., 1997). Upon
activation of genes, ASF was recruited from speckle domains as a macromolecular
complex to newly formed sites of transcription. The redistribution of splicing factors
upon gene activation implies that their recruitment and distribution is regulated.
The family of SR-protein pre-rnRNA splicing factors, which includes ASF and
SCJS (Fu, 1995; Manley and Tacke, 1996; Zahler et al., 1992). provides clues to

mechanisms that determine splicing factor distribution. SR proteins are structurally
defined by the presence of RNA-binding domains and serine-arginine (RS) domains
(Zahler et al., 1992). These proteins function in constitutive and alternative splicing
(Caceres et al., 1997; Ge and Manley, 1990; Krainer et al., 1990a; Zuo and Maniey,
1993), and act as splicing activators (Graveley and Maniatis, 1998). In addition, the RS
domain has been implicated in determining the subcellular and sub-nuclear localization,

in particular speckle domains, of SR proteins (Misteli and Spector, 1998). RS domains

are multiply-phosphorylated (Colwill et al., 1996; Roth et al., 1990; Roth et al., 1991) by
splicing factor-specific kinases SRPK- 1, SRPK-2, and ClWSty (Colwill et al., 1996).
Overexpression of these kinases displaces slicing factors from speckles to a diffise
nucleoplasmic distribution (Colwill et al., 1996; Gui et al., 1994).

Moreover,

serindthreonine phosphatase I activity dephosphorylates SR proteins and leads to the
accumulation of these splicing factors in speckles (Misteli and Spector, 1996). From this,

it has been proposed that phosphorylation activates splicing factors and releases them
fiom speckles (Colwill et al., 1996) whereas dephosphorylation causes the dissociation of
splicing factors from spliceosomes to return to sites of storage in speckles (Misteli and
Spector, 1996). This is supported by phosphorylation of the RS domain needed to
interact with the phosphorylated carboxy-terminal domain (CTD) of RNA polymerase 11,
which in turn is necessary to target splicing factors to sites of transcription in vivo
(Misteli et al., 1998) (Misteli and Spector, 1999). The CTD contains multiple heptad
repeats, which are hyperphosphorylated in the transcription elongation competent form of
RNA pol 11. The phosphorylation of splicing factors provides a means to regulate the

recruitment of splicing factors from sites of storage to sites of activity.
In summary, hnctionally inactive pre-mRNA splicing factors are stored in IGCs.

In response to the activation of a gene or genes, splicing factors are phosphorylated
allowing them to be released from IGCs and recruited, in an intron- and RNA pol IIdependent manner, to sites of transcription dispersed throughout the nucleoplasm.
Splicing factors may be recruited as pre-assembled macromolecular complexes, as IGCs
are also thought to be sites of spliceosome assembly (Spector, 1996). The mature
spliceosome forms on nascent RNAs, RNP-perichrornatin fibrils, and splicing occurs cotranscriptionally.

Splicing factors are then dephosphorylated, the spliceosome

disassembles, and inactive splicing factors return to IGCs where they are stored until
needed for a new round of splicing.
A second modei describes speckle domains as having a more active role in gene

meti\bolisrn. Speckle domains may not simply be repositories of inactive splicing factors,

but rather directly associate with pre-mRNA transcription and splicing. The components
necessary for transcription and splicing are associated with IGCs. Poly (A) RNA, which
is representative of RNA pol U synthesized transcripts is also present within IGCs (Carter
et al., 1993; Carter et al., 1991; Visa et al., 1993b). There may be, however, a stable
population of poly (A) RNA present whose bnction is other than that known for premRNA or mRNA (Huang et al., 1994). An example of a processed RNA having a

structural role comes from a population of XIST RNA that paints the inactive X
chromosome during interphase (Clemson et al., 1996). Of course, a proportion of the
RNA present in IGCs must represent the snRNAs of snRNPs. When newly synthesized

RNA is labeled with short pulses of nucleotide analogs, transcription sites are found

throughout the nucleoplasm and at the periphery of IGCs, but not within. When longer
labeling periods are used, however, RNA does accumulate in IGCs (Fakan and Bernhard,
1973; Wei et al., 1999a). The presence of putative transcripts in IGCs is supported by the
RNA content of granules of lGCs being representative of hnRNA (Hendzel et al., 1998).
This provides an initial but ambiguous view that IGCs are directly involved in mRNA
metabolism.
Transcription and splicing of specific genes occur at the periphery of speckle
domains (Huang and Spector, 1991; Jolly et al., 1999; Smith et al., 1999; Xing et al.,
1993; Xing et al., 1995). High levels of gene expression has been proposed to influence

the spatial relationship between a gene and speckles (Melcak et al., 3000). Of the genes
examined so far, cell-type specific silent genes have been found localized away from
speckle domains whereas active genes were found to associate with these domains

(Huang and Spector, 1991; Smith et al., 1999; Xing et al., 1995). The association of
specific genes with speckle domains, however, is not directly dependent upon their
immediate activity or the presence of a high abundance of gene transcripts, as active
genes maintain their association with speckle domains when transcription is inhibited
(Xing et al., 1995). Moreover, the gene-speckle association is not dependent on the
complexity of a particular transcript, as certain genes with similar levels of complexity
and expression are organized differently with respect to speckle domains (Smith et al..
1999). (Complexity is graded by both the splicing commitment, the order of intron

splicing, and the number of introns within a particular transcript). This is illustrated by
the dystrophin gene, which has a highly complex transcript, found not to be associated
with speckles, while the myosin heavy chain gene, which has a less complex transcript
but is present in equivalent nuclear abundance, does associate with speckles (Smith et al.,
1999). Collectively, these results indicate that the association of genes with speckles may

be locus specific, with the gene-speckle association not dependent solely on transcript
complexity or abundance, but rather on other characteristics or requirements of the sene
or gene-products. These results also indicate that speckles do not simply represent large
accumulations of splicing factors at sites where a high degree of splicing is required. The
lower concentrations of splicing factors outside of speckles, for example, are sufficient to
process the complex dystrophin gene (Smith et al., 1999). It is clear that specific genes
and the metabolism of their transcripts are associated with speckle domains.

Speckle domains appear to be important for the processing of transcripts, as
transcripts from endogenous, transfecteci exogenous, and viral genes "track" through this

compartment (Bridge et al., 1996; Huang and Spector, 1991;Ishov et al., 1997; Melcak et

al., 2000; Smith et al., 1999; Xing et al., 1993; Xing et al., 1995). For example, late in
adenoviral infection enlarged IGCs are established at sites of transcription (Bridge et al.,
1993; Bridge et al., 1995; Puvion-Dutilleul et al., 1994) and viral transcripts accumulate
within these IGCs (Bridge et al., 1996). In addition, IGCs are established at sites of
transcription of highly active exogenous genes (Huang and Spector, 1996b). It is
generally assumed that splicing occurs co-transcriptionally within the interphase nucleus
(Misteli and Spector, l998), but splicing has been observed, depending on intron
position, as a poa transcriptional event (Bauren and Wieslander, 1994). Later splicing
events may take place within speckle domains, implying that these domains are not
simply storage sites. It is not clear, however, from the above studies whether splicing
does take place within the speckle domains. The detection of specific transcript regions
representative of unspliced and mature mRNAs by FISH,has indicated that splicing is
essentially complete, at least for certain gene transcripts, before they enter speckles
(Smith et al., 1999).
Alternatively, speckle domains may be involved in sorting of transcripts before
being transported out of the nucleus. An example comes from the expression of collagen
type I (COLIAl) genes in patients with osteogenesis imperfects (01) type I (Johnson et

al., 2000). 01 type I fibroblasts are heterogenous for a block in splicing. Both COLIAl
alleles associate with speckle domains and their transcripts distribute throughout the
speckle domain. The normal COLIAl transcripts, which are spliced at the periphery of
the speckle, track through the speckle domain and are exported to the cytoplasm.

Transcripts fiom the mutant allele, however, are incompletely spliced and accumulate
within speckles, indicating that speckle domains are involved in a maturation checkpoint
that monitors the integrity of mRNA before their expon to the cytoplasm.

Other

evidence comes fiom examining the distribution 0.-heat shock genes (Jolly et al., 1999).

The expression of heat shock genes, hsp90a and hsp70, that encode transcripts with or
without introns, respectively, can be inducibly upregulated. Upon induction both highly
active genes associate with speckles, indicating that the association of specific genes with
speckle domains is intron-independent (Jolly et al., 1999), and may be driven by a
hnctional need other than splicing. Overall, these results indicate that several functions
related to RNA metabolism are spatially and fbnctionally integrated with speckles to
facilitate their coordination and efficiency.
In summary, transcription of particular genes with specific biochemical
characteristics andlor metabolic requirements occurs at the periphery of an IGC. At
present it is unknown whether multiple genes sharing similar characteristics or
requirements associate with a particular speckle domain. Splicing factors are shuttled to
transcription sites at the periphery of the IGC, assemble into mature spliceosomes, and
splice transcripts primarily while transcription is ongoing. Splicing may be completed
post-transcriptionally, but is essentially complete before transcripts enter the interior of
speckles. Once within speckles, transcripts reach a checkpoint where they undergo
maturation andor w i n g before being exported out of the nucleus. Factors that have
completed splicing are recycled through the speckle domain. The phosphorylation

mechanism thought to regulate the recruitment of splicing factors may also play a role.

The speckle domain is directly associated with specific genes and is involved in

coordinating the efficiency of gene expression for certain genes.
The two models that attempt to describe the function of speckle domains need not
be mutually exclusive. Rather, a combination of both may be reaponsible for the
coordinated metabolism of genes throughout the nucleus. The recruitment of splicing
factors may also represent a change in the distribution of speckle domains. Speckles
undergo compositional and morphological changes through the cell cycle, particularly in
mitosis, and thus are dynamic structures (Ferreira et al., 1994). The fact that IGCs
change their distribution and genetic association in virally infected cells (Bridge et al.,
1995; Puvion-Dutilleul et al., 1994), as well as establishing at new sites of transcription
(Huang and Speaor, 1996b), indicates that splicing factors alone may not be recruited but

entire components that compose an IGC. This reorganization is demonstrated by a
reduction in the number and size of nuclear speckles, that are not associated with viral
transcription, as host transcription is repressed during the infection cycle (Jimenez-Garcia
and Spector, 1993). Nonetheless, the clear difference between the two models is whether

speckle domains behave as storage sites for splicing factors. If speckle domains represent
storage sites, then the majority of splicing factors within a speckle domain should remain
relatively immobile, whereas the proportion needed at distant transcription sites need to
be mobile to shuttle between active splicing and storage within speckles. We have

examined the mobility of splicing factors in living cells to determine whether splicing
factors behave in this respect.

1.4 Tbt nuclear matrix
A structural basis for compartmentalization of function within the cell nucleus

originated with the biochemical isolation of a chromatin-depleted residual structure
termed the "nuclear matrix" (Berezney and Coffey, 1974; Berezney and Coffey, 1975;
Berezney and Coffey, 1977). The nuclear matrix has a general operational definition of
being the salt-resistant proteinaceous nuclear structure isolated from the interphase
nucleus. The isolation procedure involves removing soluble nuclear components, 90% of
the nuclear protein, 99% of the DNA, and 98% of RNA (Berezney and CoPfey, 1977).
What remains consists of residual components of the nuclear lamina, nucleoli. and an
internal fibrogranular matrix. This internal structure, when viewed at the ultrastructural
level, is a network of irregular -1Onm fibers. A wholly different approach to isolate the
nuclear matrix involves removing chromatin by restriction endonuclease digestion
followed by electroeluting DNA in physiological buffers (Jackson and Cook, 1985a).
This method also uncovers an underlying core filament protein network similar to the
structure isolated by harsher salt extraction conditions (He

et

al., 1990; Jackson and

Cook, 1988). When the nuclear matrix is isolated without the use of RNase, it strongly

retains tibonucleoprotei ns and resembles the fibrogranular ribonucleoprotein network
identified in situ without the use of harsh biochemical isolation steps (Smetana, 1963)
and with the EDTA-regressive staining method (Bernhard, 1969; M o ~ e r o nand

Bemhard 1969). This RNP network has also been observed in non-extracted cells using
electron spectroscopic imaging (Hendzel et al., 1999; Hendzel et al., 1998). The
structural similarities between the isolated nuclear matrix and those observed in situ

provides an initial indication that the nuclear matrix observed in extracted cells may not
be solely an artefact of the biochemical isolation procedure (Pederson, 2000).

Nonetheless, the nuclear matrix is an observable cellular structure both in v i m and in
sit14.

1.4.1

Structural composition of the nuclear matrix

There is a tendency to view the nuclear matrix as a structural extension of the
cytoskleton even though the known protein composition of the nuclear matrix is limited.
Examination of nuclear matrix preparations by two-dimensional gel electrophoresis
reveals 200 different protein spots on average (Fey and Penman, 1988), with wide
variation in protein profiles depending on cell-type and physiology (Dworetzky et al.,
1990; Stuurman et al., 1990). Dynamic changes in protein composition of the nuclear

matrix indicate that it may not be compositionally static when compared to the
cytoskeleton.

There are, however, candidate proteins that could possibly form a

relative1y uniform structural basis for the nuclear matrix, including nuclear iamins, actin
and the nuclear matrix apparatus (NUMA) protein.

Nuclear lamins constitute the

intermediate filaments that are organized into a network providing integrity to the nuclear
envelope (Gerace and Blobel, 1980). The nuclear lamina is retained as part of the nuclear
mimix. Lamins are distribtlted in the nucleoplasm as fibers and in foci when visualized

by fluorescence microscopy (Bridger et al., 1993; Goldman et al., 1992) and are
associated with the core filaments within the internal nucleoskeleton (Hozak et al., 1995).
It is unclear, however, whether larnins are directly involved with the internal nuclear

matrix. Actin is a major constituent of the cytoskeleton, but has been found to localize
to the nucleus (Capco et d., 1982).

What form actin takes when in the nucleus,

monomeric or shon filaments, and what function it may perform, it still debated (Rando
et al., 2000). NuMA is a nuclear matrix protein best known for its ability to augment the
organization and stability of the mitotic spindle (Yang and Snyder, 1992), but is also
present within the nucleus of interphase cells (Zeng et al., 1994). It seems to be involved
in nuclear shape, but does not seem to be an essential component of the nuclear matrix as
NuMA is not present in the interphase nucleus of certain cell types (Merdes and

Cleveland, 1998; Taimen et al., 2000).
There are many other candidate proteins and RNA my also provide a structural
role in establishing and maintaining the nuclear matrix. Despite each of these candidates
having a relationship with the nuclear matrix, a major non-chromatin structural matrix
protein has not been characterized. Without a solid understanding of the molecular and
biochemical composition of the nuclear matrix the validity of it as a legitimate nuclear
structure will remain controversial (Nickerson, 2001; Pederson, 2000). Regardless of a
defined composition, some form of an intranuclear matrix is consistently observed across
diverse physiologic and phylogenetic cell types.

1.4.2

Functional implications of the nuclear matrix
This intranuclear "fiamework" has been proposed to represent the structure

responsible for nuclear organization (Nickerson, 2001).

The presence of newly

synthesized DNA in this chromatin depleted nuclear fiaction was the foundation for this

proposal (Berezney and Coffey, 1975), and it has subsequently, been implicated in almost
all known nuclear processes. A number of spatially diainct hnctional nuclear domains,
including transcription sites, DNA replication sites, and speckle domains remain intact
through the matrix isolation procedure. In addition, their three-dimensional spatial
distribution is retained, will respect to nuclear landmarks. They appear to be integrated
into the intranuclear framework and retain constituent molecules observed in
unhctionated nuclei. For example, the ultrastructure and known composition of IGCs,
splicing factors and RNP granules, is well conserved in nuclear matrix preparations
(Bere~eyand Coffey, 1977; Nickerson et al., 1997). The individual RNP granules are
present at a sufficiently low density within IGCs that interparticle association is unlikely
responsible for their organization and accumulation. Rather, the granules appear to be
linked together by an underlying protein network (Hendzel et al., 1999). Two candidate
matrix splicing-related proteins, SRml60 and SRm300, may provide links between
splicing complexes and this karyoskeleton in IGCs (Blencowe et al., 1998; Blencowe et
al., 1994). Recently, biochemical isolation of IGCs and mass spectroswpy has revealed a
modified matrix preparation with multiple known spiicing-related, as well as
uncharacterized proteins (Mintz et al., 1999). Overall we know very little overall
concerning the composition of IGCs, but the characterization of these proteins may reveal
candidates responsible for the biochemical and morphological integrity of IGCs.
DNA replication sites associate with the nuclear matrix and are positionally stable

in living cells (Leonhardt et al., 2000). The GFP tagging of proliferating cell nuclear
antigen (PCNA), a central component of the DNA replication machinery, provides a

valuable marker to detect replication sites in vivo. Monitoring the four-dimensional
(three dimensions over time) distribution of PCNA-GFP revealed that replication sites
maintain their positions within the nucleus, but their overall distribution changes
gradually through a disassembly/reassembly behavior as S phase progresses. These
observations are consistent with the distribution of these sites being retained in nuclear
matrix preparations (Hozak et al., 1993; Nakayasu and Berezney, 1989). Thus, the

nuclear matrix appears to be involved in maintaining the organization of factors and
domains within the nucleus.
The nuclear matrix may also hnction to compartmentalize and coordinate nuclear
processes. Both DN A-replicat ion and RN A transcription are organized into discrete but
separate sites (Wansink et al., 1994). Machinery required for each process is present in
multiple copies within these foci that are thought to represent supramolecular complexes

or factories (Hozak et al., 1993; Iborra et al., 1996a). These factories are associated with
the nucleoskeleton (Jackson and Cook, 1985b; Jackson and Cook, 1986), and therefore,
their distribution is thought to be coordinated by this underlying structural Framework
(Bere~eyet al., 1995; Fey et ai., 1986; Nickerson, 2001). Loops of chromatin are
thought to be formed by attachments to the nuclear matrix, as observed in extracted
mitotic chromosomes (Paulson and Laemrnli, 1977). Chromatin loops are anchored to
the nuclear matrix through MARS, which topologically constrain local regions of DNA
(Bode et ai., 1992). Machinery required for chromatin remodeling and gene activation

also associate with the nuclear matrix (Hendzel et al., 1991; Hendzel et al., 1994; Reyes
et al., 1997) while active genes have been localized to chromatin loops (Gerdes

et al.,

1994). The association of transcription machinery with the nuclear matrix has led to an

alternative model of transcription where polymerases are immobilized and the DNA
template is fed through the RNA polymerase (Ibona et al., 1996b; Jackson et al., 1998).
A similar organization and process has been proposed for DNA replications. Moreover,

replication sites for subsets of replication origins, activated at similar times during S
phase, consistently and reliably display distinct nuclear distributions (Ferreira et al.,
1997). The organization of replication sites by the nuclear matrix may contribute to the

coordinated activation of selective genes and the efficient propagation of S phase
(Jackson and Pombo, 1998). The matrix has been proposed to organize the components
necessary for these processes into local areas to increase both their efficiency and fidelity.
The nuclear matrix may be involved in the compartmentalization of multiple
processes within the nucleus. Transcripts, detected by FISH, are consistently observed
organized in discrete regions or "tracks" that extend away from their site of synthesis to
speckle domains (Caner et al., 1993; Carter et al.. 1991; Johnson et al., 2000; Lawrence
et al., 1989; Smith et al., 1999; Spector et al., 1991; Xing et al., 1993; Xing et al., 1995).
These local accumulations maintain their spatial distribution and composition in nuclear
matrix preparations (Xing and Lawrence, 1991). The nuclear matrix seems to be
involved in integrating processes involved in gene expression, from transcription through
splicing to the possible sorting of transcripts in speckles, and may be functionally
involved in influencing other nuclear events.
With the nuclear matrix being associated with almost all aspects of nuclear
function (Beremey et al., 1995), it has been proposed that the nucleus and the

components within are organized on a solid-state framework.

The global

interconnectivity of nuclear components is supported somewhat by mechanical coupling
observed when nuclear components, such as the nucleolus, are physically removed from
isolated nuclei (Maniotis et al., 1997). In this instance, the dissection of nucleoli resulted

in the removal of other sub-nuclear structures that appeared to be interco~ectedby a
continuous "elastic" thread. Whether this global intercomectivity is a result of the
crudeness of available micromanipulation tools remains controversial. Nonetheless, the
interconnectivity may coordinate long range alterations in chromatin structure,
chromosome organization, and nuclear processes.

The degree to which global

interactions occur is the main controversy in nuclear matrix research. For example,
transcripts can be highly localized to nuclear matrix-associated populations (Smith et al.,
1999; Xing and Lawrence, 1991) indicating they are organized on a solid-state

fiamework. A large fraction of nuclear poly (A) RNA, however, has been shown to
diffise relatively freely throughout the nucleoplasm (Pederson, 2000; Politz et al., 1998;
Politz et al., 1999). The mobility o f poly (A) RNA was measured by monitoring the
distribution over time of fluorescently tagged oligo-dT hybridized to poly (A) RNA. it is
unclear to what degree the hybridization influences the complex three-dimensional

structure of RNA and, thereby, its interactions with nuclear components. These studies,
however, indicate that biomolecules are able to move freely throughout the nucleoplasm
demonstrating that the nuclear matrix is not a general suppressor of movement in the
nucleus. There is indirect evidence to support both types of movement in the nucleus.

Balbiani ring gene transcripts are able to disperse throughout the nucleoplasm, arguing

against directed transport or restricted movement (Singh et al., 1999). A proportion of
these specific pre-mRNPs, however, have been shown to associate with specific fibers in
the nucleoplasm, indicating a restricted movement by association with the nuclear matrix
(Miralles et al., 2000). The interpretation of these observations is limited since the actual
mobility of the transcripts was not monitored. They indicate that a mixed population of
transcripts exists with only a proponion of the population interacting with fibers. The
association of nuclear factors and components with the nuclear matrix may be selective,
permitting a range of mobilities in the nucleus. The overall distribution and mobility may
not be dependent solely on size but also on afXnity.
Nuclear processes, such as gene expression, are dynamic. If the nuclear matrix
provides a basis for the compartmentalization of nuclear hnction then it must be
dynamic.

Does the nuclear matrix represent a solid-state structure that globally

coordinates nuclear components or local steady-state interactions changing with the
metabolic state of the nucleus? Herein lies the debate over the nuclear matrix, it exists in
some biochemical form, but a consensual view of its hnction in the eukaryotic nucleus
remains unresolved. Regardless, the nuclear matrix must be dynamic if it is involved in
globally coordinating gene expression.

1.5

PML nuclear bodies
Other than speckle dcmains, the promyelocytic leukemia (PML) nuclear body is

one of the most well known and studied non-chromatin sub-nuclear structures. PML
nuclear bodies, also referred to as NDlO domains, PODS (PML oncogenic domains), and

Kr Bodies, are nuclear matrix-associated structures found in a diverse range of
phylogenetic and physiologic cell types (Ascoli and Maul, 1991; Chang

et

al., 1995;

Dyck et d.,1994; Stuurman et al., 1992). A typical nucleus contains approximately 10
PML bodies with an average size of 300 nm, displaying a "nuclear dott' distribution

throughout the nucleoplasrn (Ascoli and Maul, 1991). The number and relative size (0.2
to 1 pm) varies depending on cell type and growth conditions (Ascoli and Maul, 1991).
They displace chromatin and, as a result, are present in the interchromosomal space often
juxtaposed to other sub-nuclear domains such as speckles and Cajal bodies (Maul et al.,
2000).

1.5.1

Composition and function of PML nuclear bodies

The functional role of PML bodies in the nucleus is unknown, but they seem to be
involved in oncogenesis and viral infection. Interest in PML bodies has come from their
behavior in patients with acute promyeiocytic leukemia (APL); a turnorgenic state in
which myeloid differentiation is blocked. In certain APL cases, a t(15; 17) chromosomal
translocation creates a fbsion protein joining retinoic acid receptor alpha (RARa)to the

PML protein (Borrow et al., 1990; de The et al., 1990; de The et al.,

1991; Kakizuka et

al., 1991). This PML-RARa fusion protein disrupts PML bodies and distributes PML to
a more dispersed punctate pattern (Dyck et al., 1994; Koken et al., 1994). When APL
cells are treated with retinoic acid, a RARa agonist, PML bodies reform with normal size
and distribution, and cells are able to differentiate (Dyck et al., 1994). This surprising

result indicates that the integrity of PML nuclear bodies may be important for the proper
activation of genes involved in myeloid differentiation.

PML bodies are also targeted by a number of DNA viruses during infection,
including adenovirus 5, Simian virus 40, herpes simplex virus type 1. and human
cytomegalovirus (Ishov and Maul, 1996; Ishov et al., 1997; Maul et al., 1996). The
localization of these viruses to PML bodies within a nucleus is not dependent on viral
gene expression (Ishov and Maul, 1996; Ishov et al., 1997). Viral gene transcription only
occurs at genomes associated with PML bodies and not all PML bodies have viral
genomes associated with them during infection (Ishov et al., 1997). Interestingly, a
greater number of viral genomes in the cell does not result in an increase in the number of
viral replication sites. Together, this implies both that not all PML bodies are identical
(de Bruyn Kops and Knipe, 1994; Maul, 1998) and that there are a limited number of

particular PML bodies that either possess a pre-existing or create a suitable environment
for viral transcription (Ishov et al., 1997; Maul, 1998). PML bodies are disassembled or
degraded before some viruses can proceed to the late phase of infection (Doucas et al.,
1996; Ishov et al., 1997; Maul et al., 1996), indicating that the mechanism that retains the
association between viral genomes and PML bodies needs to be inhibited before the viral
infection cycle can proceed. This inhibition may require the disruption of PML bodies
and the hnctional environment they provide.
If PML bodies provide an environment conducive to transcription and gene
activity, then what are PML bodies composed of that creates this environment. PML
bodies themselves are not sites of transcription as they displace chromatin and do not

accumulate RNA (Boisvert et al., 2000; Grande et al., 1996). They are not involved in
pre-mRNA splicing as they lack both snRNP and non-snRNP splicing factors (Grande et
al., 1996). PML bodies are composed primarily of protein with chromatin present at their
periphery (Boisvert et al., 2000). They may represent storage sites for transcription
factors, effectively establishing a local accumulation near their sites of activity. Two
proteins that consistently localize to PML bodies, the PML protein itself and Sp100, are
thought to be regulators of gene activity (Fagioli et al., 1998; Guldner et al., 1992; Le et
al., 1996; Vallian et al., 1998a; Vallian et al., 1998b; Vallian et al., 1997; Xie et a!.,
1993). There is a continually growing list of proteins found to localize to PML bodies,

including putative transcription factors. Some are consistently found associated with

PML bodies, whereas others appear or disappear under certain cellular conditions (Maul
et al., 2000).

Of particular interest is the transcriptional coactivator/histone

acetyltransferase, CBP, which accumulates in PML bodies (Boisvert et al., 2000;Doucas
et al., 1999; LaMone et al., 1998). Its accumulation may be related to the highly
acetylated and transcriptionally active chromatin localized at the petiphery of PML
bodies (Boisvert et al., 2000). This is consistent with the view that PML nuclear bodies
contribute to a favorable nuclear environment for the expression of endogenous genes.
If PML nuclear bodies establish local environments conducive to gene activity.
then the distribution of PML bodies must be coordinated with genetic components and
the composition of PML bodies may dynamically reflect changes in gene expression
profiles. We must, then, address whether their spatial distribution is regulated and what
is involved in the assembly and maintenance of these domains. Sub-nuclear domains in

general may be self-assembling structures and their appearance may reflect the
physiological and fbnctional state of the cell nucleus.

Chapter Two: Materials and Methods

2.1 Cell culture procedures
2.1.

Cell lines

Numerous cell lines were used in the experiments described in this thesis and are
listed in table 2.1. The SK-N-SHcell line stably expressing histone H2B-CFP was
generated and provided by Dr. Michael Hendzel (Cross Cancer Institute, University of
Alberta).

2.1.2

Culture media
Cells were grown in either Joklik's (J-MEM) modification or Dubelcco's @-

MEM) modification of Eagle's minimal essential medium (MEM) or in Ham's FIO

medium (Gibco BRL). Culture medium was supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum

(FBS, Gibco BRL), penicillin G (75 units/mL) and streptomycin (50 pglml). A 20 liter
package was dissolved in 20 liters of milliQ filtered distilled water, along with 60 g of
sodium bicarbonate. The medium was filter-sterilized and stored in the dark at 4" C in
500 ml glass screw-top bottles. The serum-free medium Opti-MEM (Gibco BRL) was

used in transfection experiments using the Lipofectamine or Lipofectin (Gibco BRL)
reagents. When Lipofmamine 2000 (Gibco BRL) was used for transfecting mammalian
cells, only antibiotic-free J-MEM was used. The SK-N-SHcell line stably expressing
WB-CFP was grown in EMEM supplemented with 800 pdml of G418 Sulfate

(Calbiochem).

Table 2.1. Cell lines: Cell type and species
Cell line

Reference

Species

SK-N-SH

ATCC HTB-I I

293

HeLa S3

ATCC CRL-1573
ATCC CCL-2.2

Human neuroblastoma
Human embryonal kidney

HeLa

ATCC CCL-2

Human adenocarcinorna

MSM

ATCC

Human intestinal smooth muscle

A549

ATCC CCL- 185

Human lung carcinoma

MRC-5

ATCC CCL-171

Human lung fibroblast

1OT1/2

ATCC CCL-226
ATCC CRL-1658

Human adenocarcinoma

CHO

ATCC CRL-6509
ATCC CCL-6 1

COS- 1

ATCC CRL- 1650

Mouse embryo fibroblast
Mouse embryo fibroblast
Rat kidney epithelial
Hamster ovary epithelial
Monkey kidney fibroblast

LM

ATCC CCL- IS7

Indian Muntjac skin fibroblast

NIH 3T3

NRK

1

Cell plating

Cells were grown and maintained as monolayers in 75mm2plastic flasks (Gibco

BRL) and incubated in a moist environment with 5% carbon dioxide at 3 P C. Cells were
split before they reached confluence, using trypsin-EDTA (0.05% tqpsin (l:250), and 5

rnM EDTA, Gibco BRL).
For immunofluorescence, cells were grown on ethanol-sterilized glass coverslips.
Coverslips were placed into 8-well plastic dishes containing 2 ml of pre-wanned medium
per well and grown overnight or until

- 75% confluent.

For electron microscopy and

correlative microscopy, cells were grown on ethanol-sterilized polypropylene caps with 3
ml of culture medium.

2.1.4

Cell storage
For storage of cell lines, cells were grown until - 80% confluent in plastic flasks.

Cells were then trypsinized, concentrated by centrifugation in 15 ml conical tubes

(Falcon), and washed twice with PBS 1X. The cell pellet was resuspended in 93% FBS
(Gibco BRL) supplemented with 7% DMSO, transferred to cryogenic vials (Falcon),
sealed and incubated overnight at -70" C. The frozen vials were then transferred liquid
nitrogen for long tenn storage.
To release cells from long term storage, vials were removed &om liquid nitrogen,
thawed quickly and put directly into plastic flasks containing pre-warmed (37' C)
medium. The medium was refieshed after 6 hours.

2.1.5

Transfeetion of mammalian cells

For transient transfection, three different reagents were used; Lipofectin,
Lipofectamine, or Lipofectamine 2000 (Gibco BRL). For Lipofectamine 2000, 2 pg of
DNA was diluted in lOOpl of OptiMEM (Gibco BRL) and 5 ml of Lipofectamine 2000

(Gibco BRL) was also diluted in 100 p1 of OptiMEM, in separate polypropylene tubes.
After 5 minutes at room temperature, the two solutions were mixed and incubated for 20
minutes to allow complex formation. The mixture was then directly added to the 2 ml of
antibiotic-free medium on the cells plated on a glass coverslip. The medium was
refieshed 5 hours after addition of the transfection mixture, and the cells were allowed to
grow for 24 hours before fixation.

2.1.6

Antibodies

The following monoclonal antibodies were used for immunostaining: anti-ICP4

(H1 101, Goodwin Institute) at a 1 :ZOO dilution, anti-TAFtr250 antibody (Santa C N I
Biotechnology, Santa Cny CA)(Mizzen et al., 1996) at 1:100, anti-p300CT that
recognizes the C-terminal portion of p300 (Upstate BiotechnoIogy)(Eckner et al., 1994)
at 1:200, anti-ACTR that recognizes the C-terminus of the human ACTR protein (Upstate
Biotechnology) at 1:200, anti-5El0 that recognizes the PML protein (Stuurman et al.,
1992) at 1:200, anti-TBP that recognizes the Tl3P subunit of TF4ID (Santa Cruz

Biotechnology) at 1 :100, anti-BrdU that recognizes incorporated fluorouridine (SigmaAldrich) at 1:200, anti-SC-35 sera isolated from mouse hybridoma cell line (ATCC,
CRL-203 1) at 1:2, and anti-FLAG M2 (Sigma-Aldrich) at 1:1000. The monoclonal

antibody anti-ICP4 was conjugated to either Texas Red or Oregon Green fluorochrome
(Molecular Probes).
Rabbit polyclonal antibodies used included: anti-AcH3K9&K 14H4 that
recognizes the N-terminal tail of histone H3 when both lysines 9 and 14 are acetylated
(Upstate Biotechnology)(Boggs et al., 1996) at a dilution of 1500, anti-H3K9 that
recognizes the N-terminal tail of histone H3 when lysine 9 is acetylated (Upstate
Biotechnology) at 1:200, anti-H3K14 that recognizes the N-terminal tail of histone H3
when lysine 14 is acetylated (Upstate Biotechnology) at 1:200, anti-phosSlOAcK9H3
that recognizes the N-terminal tail of histone H3 when both serine 10 is phosphorylated
and lysine 9 is acetylated (Upstate Biotechnology) at 1500, anti-phosS1OAcK 14H3 that
recognizes the N-terminal tail of histone H3 when both serine 10 is phosphorylated and
lysine 14 is acetylated (Upstate Biotechnology) at 1500, anti-H4KS that recognizes the
N-terminal tail of hiaone H4 when lysine 5 is acetylated (Upstate Biotechnology)(Turner
and Fellows, 1989) at 1500, anti-H4K8 that recognizes the N-terminal tail of histone H4
when lysine 8 is acetylated (Upstate Biotechnology)(Tumer and Fellows, 1989) at
1: 1000, anti-H4K12 that recognizes the N-terminal tail of histone H4 when lysine 12 is

acetylated (Upstate Biotechnology)(Tumer and Fellows, 1989) at 1 : 1500, antiH4K 16 that
recognizes the N-terminal tail of histone H4 when lysine 16 is acetylated (Upstate
Biotechno1ogy)(Tumer and Fellows, 1989) at 1:1000, anti-tetraH4 that recognizes the Nterminal tail of histone H4 when one or a combination of lysines 5, 8, 12, or 16 are
acetylated (Lin et al., 1989) at 1:1000, anti-pentaH4 that recognizes the N-terminal tail of
histone H4 when one or a combination of lysines 5, 8, 12, 16, or 20 are acetylated (Lin et

al., 1989) at 1:1000, anti-H2B that recognizes the N-tminal tail of histone H2B when
lysine 5 is acetyiated (Serotec)@elyaev et al., 1996) at 1:500, anti-CBPNT that
recognizes the N-terminus of CBP (Upstate Biotechnology) at 1 :500, anti-MY ST that
recognizes a conserved 15 amino acid sequence in MYST protein family members
including the HAT-ESAl (Upstate Biotechnology) at 1:200, anti-PICAF (Upstate
Biotechnology) at 1:200, anti-HDAC 1 (Upstate Biotechnology) at 1 :200, anti-HDACJ
(Upstate Biotechnology) at 1:200, anti-HD ACS (Cell Signalling Technologies) at 1:200,
and anti-TopoIIa that recognizes the C-terminal region of Topo U (TopoGen inc.) at
1:200. Polyclonal antibodies against HDACZ, HDAC3, or HDAC7 were provided and
initially characterized by Wolfgang Fischle (unpublished observations). Each of these
three HDAC antibodies was used at a dilution of 1:200. The TopoIIa antibody was
generously provided by Dr. J. B. Rattner (University of Calgary). The anti-tetraH4
antibody was generously provided by Dr. C. David Allis (University of Virginia).
Secondary antibodies used included: goat anti-mouse Alexa 488 (Molecular
Probes) at a dilution of 1:100, goat anti-rabbit Cy3 at 1:200, goat anti-mouse Cy3 at
1 :200 (Jackson Immunoresearch Labs). To visualize DNA, coverslips were stained with 3

pg/ml of 4',6-diamidine-2-phenylindolePAPI).

2.1.7

DNA clones

The FLAG-tagged and GFP-tagged HDAC4 constructs, including the full length
(1-1084) and deletion mutant (1 18-620) were provided by Dr. Xang-Jiao Yang (McGill

University)(Wang et al., 2000a). The ASF-GFP construct was generously provided by

Dr. Judith Sleeman (University of Dundee)(Sleeman et al.. 1998). The PML-GFP
construct was provided by Dr. Ronald Evans (The Salk Institute) (Boisven et al., 2001).

2.2 Cloning and bacteriology protocols
2.2.1

Propagation and storage of bacterial cells and plasmids
A variety of E.coli host strains were used in this work. The DHlOB or

XL 1 blue

cells were used for electroporation, whereas the DHSa or DHSa with recAl and endAl
mutations (Gibco) were used for heat shock transformation. Master stocks of the host
strains, or the host strains containing plasmid, were kept in 50% (vlv) glycerol at -80"C
in cryotubes. For propagation of bacterial cells, a small sample of the frozen stock was

put into antibiotic containing media and incubated for 8 hours at 37' C with vigorous
shaking. The antibiotic used was either ampicillin (100 pdrnL) of kanamycin (30
pglml).

Isolated plasmids were kept in double-distilled water at -20" C at high

concentration (> 1pg/ml). Luria Broth (LB) or Temfic Broth (TB)was used to propagate
bacterial cells. LB broth is composed of 10 g of tryptone, 5 g of yeast extract and 10 g of
NaCl per liter of distilled water. Temfic broth is a richer variant of LB broth. It consists
of 12 g tryptone , 2 4 g of yeast extract and 4 ml of 100% glycerol per liter of water. Salts
were added after autoclaving and consist of 0.17 M KH2POd and 0.72M K2m04.

2.2.2

Preparation of competent bacterial cells

For heat shock competent cells. a single colony from a freshly grown plate was

transferred into 100 ml of LB broth and incubated for 3 hours at 37" C until the O.D. 600

reached 0.5 - 0.8. The bacteria were then transferred into ice cold 50 rnl polypropylene
Falcon tubes and incubated on ice for 10 minutes. The cells were concentrated at 4000

rpm for 10 minutes (Sorvall, SS-34). The pellets were resuspended in 10 ml of ice-cold
0.1 M CaC12 and stored on ice. The bacteria were once again spun down at 4000 rpm for

10 minutes. The resultant pellet was resuspended in 1.5 ml ice-cold CaCl2 and aliquoted

in 1.5 ml Eppendorftubes and kept at -800 C for long term storage.

For electro-competent bacteria, 1 liter of LB broth was inoculated with a 11100
volume of a culture grown overnight. The bacteria were grown at 37' C until they

-

reached an O.D. 600 of 0.5 0.8. The cells were chilled on ice for 15 minutes, pelleted
by centrihgation at 4000 rpm for 15 minutes (Sorvall, SS-34). Pellets were resuspended

in 1 liter of cold water and centrifuged as above, resuspended, rinsed twice in 500 ml of

cold water and centrifuged again. Pellets were resuspended in 20 ml of 10% glycerol,
centrifuged again as above, resuspended in 2 ml of 10% glycerol, aliquoted and kept at 80" C for long term storage.

2.2.3

Transformation of bacterial cells

Two bacterial cell transformation methods were used: heat shock and
electroporation. For heat shock, 100 p1 of competent XL1 blue or DH5a cells were
placed into a prechilled 15 rnl Falcon tube along with 10-50 ng of plasmid DNA. The
cells were gently mixed and allowed to sit on ice for 30 minutes. The bacteria cell-DNA
mixture was incubated for 90 seconds at 42" C and immediately put back on ice for a
finher 2 minutes. Following the heat shock, 1 ml of LB broth with antibiotic was added

and the bacteria were allowed to recover at 37" C for 60 minutes with vigorous shaking.

100 p1 of bacteria were then plated on LB agar plates containing the appropriate
antibiotic. The plates were incubated ovemight at 37" C.
For electroporation, D N A was precipitated and resuspended in distilled water to
get rid of salts. 20 pl of electro-competent DH108 (Gibco BRL) bacterial cells was
mixed with 5-20 ng of plasmid DNA. The mixture was then placed on ice for 5 minutes
and then put into prechilled electroporation cuvettes. The bacteria were electroporated

using the BioRad Gene Pulser using the following settings: capacitance 500 uFD.
resistance 200 ohms and a potential difference of 1.70 volts. Following electroporation, 1
ml of LB medium without antibiotic was added and the bacteria allowed to recover at 37"

C for 60 minutes with vigorous shaking. 100 pl of bacterial cells was plated on LB agar
plates containing the appropriate antibiotic. The plates were incubated overnight at 37"
C.

2.2.4

Small scale preparation of plasmid DNA

The QIAprep Spin Miniprep kit from QIAGEN (QIAGEN, 27106) was used for
the small scale preparation of plasmid DNA. A 1.5 mi starting volume of bacterial
culture was used. The protocol supplied by the manufacturer was followed.

2.3 Microscopy techniques
2.3.1

Fluorescence microscopy

2.3. 1.1 Antibody labeling

Cells were seeded onto glass coverslips, cultured overnight under conditions
recommended by the American Type Culture Collection, and then fixed with 1.0%
paraformaldehyde in PBS (pH 7.5) at room temperature for 5 min or -20" C cold
methanol for 5 minutes. Subsequently, cells were washed three times in PBS and then
penneabilized in PBS containing 0.1% Triton X-100 for 5 min. Coverslips were inverted
onto parafilm containing 25 pl drops of primary antibodies diluted in PBS for 60 min at

22"C, washed three times in PBS, and then incubated a further 60 min in the presence of
secondary antibody. Coverslips were washed again in PBS and then mounted on slides
with

a

90%

glycerol-PBS

(pH

7.5)-based

medium

containing

img/ml

paraphenylenediamine and 3 pg/ml DAPI.

2.3.1.2 Confocal imaging

Digital deconvolution confocal imaging was performed using a 14-bit cooled

CCD camera (Princeton Instruments) mounted on a Leica DMRE, Leica DMRXA, or
Zeiss Universal epifluorescence light microscope. Images were collected in the Z-axis at
steps of 0.1 to 0.5 pm.

Vaytek Microtome or AutoQuant Autodeblur digital

deconvolution software was used to remove out of focus contributions and image stacks
were projected into one image plane using either Scion Image software or MetaMorph

image analysis software.

For laser scanning confocal imaging, cells were visualized with a Zeiss LSMSIO
confocal microscope using sequential laser scans for each fluorochrorne (see section

2.3.2). Images were converted to TIFF files. Bleedthrough staining and crossreactions
were undetectable using confocal microscopy and sequential laser scans.

2.3.1.3 Image processing

Digital images were collected with a 14-bit CCD camera (Princeton Instruments).
Microscope settings and camera detector exposure times were kept constant for each
respective channel (Cy3, FITC,or DAPI), but were optimized for individual experiments.
Signal intensity From images collected in the Cy3 and FlTC channels were directly
comparable, when necessary, by not subjecting the images to post-capture thresholding.
Raw 16-bit digital image data were used to quantitate the ratio between DNA and
highly acetylated chromatin integrated signal densities. Constant digital camera and
microscope settings were maintained for the series of images. The signal density was
quantified with Ergovista v.4 (Atlantis). For quantitation of immunofluorescence signal,
masks were drawn around individual regions of interest, normalized for differences in
background, and the signal intensity was integrated to get an average value.
For false coloring, level adjustment, and creation of panels, images were imported
into Adobe Photoshop v 5.0, converted from 12 bit images (in a 16 bit format) to 8 bit
images. False colors were added by changing the image mode to indexed color, and the
color mode to the desired RGB (red-green-blue) mixture. Typically, images of DAPI
staining were shown as cyan; GFP, Alexa 488 as green; Cy3 as red. For superimposition,

the recipient image was converted to RGB mode, and the second image was pasted over.
The blending mode was set to "screen" for the second image. The resulting colored
images were then copied into a larger RGB tile and saved in a TIFF file format.

2.3.2

Live cell imaging

Coverslips were placed on glass slides containing several drops of media
surrounded by vacuum grease. The vacuum grease allows an airtight seal to form. Cells
are capable of growing in these conditions for least 24 hours at 22°C. For 4-Dimaging, a
Zeiss AxioPlan II microscope, a 1OOx 1.4 N.A. lens, and a 12-bit cooled CCD (Cooke
Sensicam) were used to collect images. Images were further processed by digital
deconvolution using AutoQuant Autodeblur.

For FRAP (fluorescence recovery after

photobleaching) and FLIP (fluorescence loss in photobleaching), the laser scanning
microscope (Zeiss LSM 510) was set to laser scanning mode and the initial imaging
conditions were determined. A 25x 0.8 N.A. lens was used for these experiments and
pixel sampling was set between 90 and 120 nm per pixel. The argon laser spectral line at

a wavelength of 488 nm was set to an intensity of no greater than 1.25 percent of its total
power (I5 mW) for image collection. A mask, which typically covered a particular
region of the cell nucleus, was then photobleached using 100 iterations at 3.75 m W laser
power. 12-bit images were collected before, immediately following, and at defined
intervals after bleaching. Our total experiment time was set to 500 seconds, which was
sufficient for complete recovery from photobleaching.

For quantitative imaging, a 3 pm wide strip of the cell was photobleached and
then scanned during recovery.

Photobleaching was completed in approximately 2

seconds. Similar proportions of GFP (-25%) and ASF:GFP (-30%) tota! nuclear
fluorescence were lost during photobleaching. Because the GFP protein recovered very
rapidly. it was necessary to only scan the photobleached region in order to adequately
sample GFP recovery. For simplicity in the graphical presentation of the data, the initial
post-bleach value of the photobleached region was normalized to zero by subtraction and
the maximal value obtained during recovery was normalized to 100.The t 112 of recovery

can then be directly read off of the graph as the 50% value. Identical results were
obtained when 2 pm spots were bleached rather than strips. To determine the immobile
population of ASF:GFP, the maximal recovered value was divided by the starting value
of the photobleached region after correction for total nuclear fluorescence lost during
photobleaching. This correction factor was determined by measuring the total nuclear
fluorescence immediately afker photobleaching and dividing this value by the total
nuclear fluorescence immediately prior to bleaching The laser intensity during recovery

was set so that no measurable loss of fluorescence was observed during the monitoring
period.
To track the mobility of HDAC4:GFP domains and small foci enriched in
ASF:GFP we used the "track points" knction in Universal Imaging's MetaMorph 4.0

imaging software. The image sequences were viewed on screen at 2000/0 magnification

and the centre of each focus was identified with a mouse. For HDAC4 domains, the
structures sometimes moved out of the plane of focus. In this instance, the foci could still

be followed by identifying slightly elevated regions of signal intensity.

Although

difficult to identify in single frames, these could be easily identified by rapidly moving
between the several fiames where the domains move into and out of focus. This occurred
for two of the five foci tracked. These foci, however, remained in focus for most of the
time course.

2.3.2.1 Photobleaching and cell viability

Photobleaching experiments have an undeserved reputation of being
photodestructive to living cells.

Excessive photodamage, if it occurred, would

complicate collection and interpretation of M - b a s e d experimental data. However,
bleaching GFP using the monochromatic laser and at low intensities needed for bleaching
and image acquisition, does not noticeably perturb live cells (White and Stelzer, 1999).
Repeated bleaching of cells expressing GFP-tagged trafticking proteins (Nakata

et al.,

1998) and centrosome proteins (Khodjakov and Rieder, 1999) have remained viable for

periods of hours, even to continue through mitosis, an event noted for its sensitivity to
cell toxicity.

As for cells remaining viable for periods long enough to complete

photobleaching experiments, the conditions we have used are sufficient for cells to grow
for greater than 24 hours and to undergo mitosis (our unpubiished observations). In order
to assess that cells remain viable during the initial photobleaching and recovery period,
we monitored cells by DIC optics for changes in cellular morphology as well as the

maintenance of cytoplasmic organelle transport and the absence of detectable changes in
mitochondria1 structure (e.g., swelling).

Therefore, we are confident that our

experimental conditions andfor design does not erroneously influence the collection of

FRAP or FLIP-based data.

2.4 Cornlative microscopy and electron microscopy
2.4.1

Embedding and labeling

Detailed descriptions of the electron microscopy procedure are presented
elsewhere (Baten-Jones and Hendzel, 1999; Hendzel, 1998). Briefly, cells were grown
on polypropylene caps, fixed with 1.0% padormaldehyde in PBS and labeled for
immunofluorescence as described above. Cells were then refixed in 2% glutaraldehyde
in PBS for 5 minutes, dehydrated is increasing concentrations of ethanol, starting at 30Y0,

then 50%, 70%- and finally 95%. Ethanol was replaced by Quetol 65 1 (Cedarlane) for at
least 2 hours, followed by infiltration with Quetol 65 1-NSA-NMA-DMP30 mixture for
12 hours (Nonenyl succinic anhydride, NSA, Cedarlane, and Nadic methyl anhydride,
NMA, Cedarlane). The mixture was prepared by mixing 35 ml of Quetol 65 1, 54 ml of

NSA and 11 ml of NMA. DMP-30(2,4,6-Tri(dimethylaminomethyl)phenol,Cedarlane)
behaves as the catalyzer and was added at 2% (vlv) immediately prior to adding to the
cells. Polymerization required a fbrther incubation at 60"C for 48 hours.

2.4.2

Sectioning and imaging

Sections of approximately 30 nrn thickness were obtained by ultramicrotomy with
a diamond knife @rukker). The sections were placed directly onto copper mesh "finder"
grids. These lettered grids allow panicular cells in the section, first imaged in the

fluorescent microscope, to easily be found later in the electron microscope. Electron
micrographs were obtained with a Gatan 14-bit slowscan cooled CCD detector on a Zeiss

EM 902 transmission electron microscope equipped with an imaging spectrometer
(Bazett-Jones and Hendzel, 1999). A 600-mmcondenser aperture and a 90-mm objective
apemre were used. The energy-selecting slit aperture was set to correspond to 20 eV.
All images were corrected by dark current subtraction before being used for analysis.

Energy filtered images recorded before an inner shell ionization edge do not contain
element-specific information, but serve as a reference for the element-enhanced image
recorded at an energy loss on, or just beyond, the inner shell ionization edge. In the case
of phosphorus imaging, for example, an image recorded at an energy loss of 120 eV
serves as a reference for the phosphorus-enhanced image recorded at 155 eV. A
phosphorus map can be formed by subtracting the 120-eV image from the 155-eV image,
after alignment to within a pixel, and normalization of the two images on a region that is

known not to contain phosphorus; or, by dividing the 155-eV image by the 120-eV image
after alignment of the two images. Similarly, a reference image for nitrogen is recorded at
385 eV and the nitrogen-enhanced image is recorded at an energy loss of 4 15 eV Pazett-

Jones and Hendzel, 1999). The sections are pre-irradiated before the images are recorded.
Pre-irradiation stabilizes the section and produces a state of terminal mass loss.
Therefore, no mass loss occurs during the recording of the complete set of reference and
element-enhanced images. All images are recorded with nearly equal exposures measured
over the background resin to insure equal signal counting statistics at the detector level

for all images (Bazett-Jones and Hendzel, 1999; Bazett-Jones et al., 199%). We have

shown that unstained, 30-40-nm thick sections do not contribute to detectable multiple
scattering events or produce mass-density artifacts in the net images (Bazett-Jones and
Hendzel, 1999; Bazett-Jones et al., 1999b). It is always possible to find mass-dense
structures, some of which contain no detectable element, and others with high levels of

that element. Similarly, low mass-dense structures can be found that have either no
detectable element or high amounts.

2.4.3

Quantification and image analysis

The relative amount of phosphorus or nitrogen in various cellular structures can

be measured From element-specific maps. To compensate for differences in image
intensity arising from different camera exposure times, normalization factors were
calculated from background regions (that only contain embedding resin) in the reference

and element enhanced images. After normalization, subtraction of the reference image
from the element enhanced image produces a net element signal with both high
sensitivity and high spatial resolution. The net element maps are generated from the
reference and element enhanced images collected as described above.

With the

alignment of the Net P and Net N maps, the signal density of particular regions can be
calculated providing a phosphorus to nitrogen ratio. These PM ratios can be compared to
the PIN ratios of known cellular structures (Locklear et al., 1990).

2.5 Determination of cell cycle stage

Criteria for each stage of mitosis was determined empirically from cell and
chromosome morphology, including the state of chromosome condensation, and the
presence or absence of the nuclear envelope, which had been examined directly in
separate experiments.

2.6 Labeling of nascent RNA

Labeling of nascent RNA was performed by incubating cells for either 5 or 10
minutes in culture medium containing 5'-fluorouridine (Sigma-Aldrich) at final
concentration of 2 mM before fixation in 1.0% parafonnaldehye in PBS 1X. Antibodies
against halogenated UTP (anti-BrdU, Sigma-.adrich) were used to detect the labeled
RNA. Images were collected and processed as described above for digital confocal

imaging, except images were not subject to deconvolution.

2.7 HAT and HDAC activity assays

For the in sim HAT activity assay, randomly growing cell cultures were incubated
with nocodazole (40 ng/ml final concentration) for 3 hours before mechanical shake-off
Cells were isolated, concentrated by centrifbgation, and plated on coverslips coated with
poly-L-lysine. Coverslips were incubated with 1.0 mglml poly-L-lysine for 15 min, and
rinsed briefly and mitotic cells applied. Cells were allowed to adhere for 10 min before
adding medium containing nocodazole, 40 ng/ml final concentration, and the deacetylase
inhibitor TSA (Wako Pure Chemical Industries, Japan) at a final concentration of

lOOng/ml. Cells were incubated at 37°C in this media cocktail for 15, 30, 60, or 120 min
before fixation with 1.0% paraformaldehyde in PBS. For control studies identically
plated cells were incubated with medium containing either TSA only, nocodazole only, or
neither TSA nor nocodazole.
For the in vivo HDAC activity assay, randomly growing cell cultures were
incubated with both nocodazole (40 nglml) and TSA (100 ng/ml) for 3 hours before
mechanical shake-off.

Celis were isolated, concentrated, plated on poly-L-lysine

coverslips, and allowed to adhere as above. Adherent cells were washed twice with TSAfree medium and then incubated with nocodazole-containing medium for 15, 30, 60, or
120 min and fixed with 1.00/0paraformaldehyde in PBS. Control involved incubating
plated cells with medium containing neither TSA nor nocodazole.
In the in situ HAT and HDAC activity assays fixed cells were immunolabeled,
following the above procedure, with anti-AcH3 (K9&K 14), anti-H4K5, or anti-H4K8.

in v i ~ oHAT and HDAC activity assays, mitotic cells were isolated from
randomly growing cell cultures by mechanical shake-off and the remaining adherent,
interphase, cells were trypsinized for 5 min and isolated. HAT assays were performed in
modification of previously described methods (Brownell and Allis, 1995; Horiuchi and
Fujimoto, 1975). Cells were lysed in butrer BSOO (20mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 10%
glycerol, 5 m M MgC12, 0.1% NP40, protease inhibitors, 500 mM KCI).

Protein

concentrations were normalized using Bradford assays (BioRad). HAT activity was
measured by a filter assay using a master mix containing 5X Buffer A (50 m M Tris-HCI
pH 8.0, 10% glycerol, 1.0 mM DTT, 1.0 PMSF, 0.1 m M EDTA, 10 mM sodium

butyrate), calf thymus histones type Ila (2 pg/wl) (Sigma), 3 ~ - a c e t y l - ~(75
o ~nCi)
(Amersharn, 4.7 Ciimmol), and H20to a 10 pl final volume. HDAC assays were
performed in modification of previously described methods (Emillani et a]., 1998). After
washing, cells were lysed in the presence of a protease inhibitor cocktail (Boehringer

Mannheim) either in low-stringency lysis buffer (50 rnM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 120 mM
NaCI, 0.5 m M EDTA. 0.5% NP40) or in the same buffer containing 50mM NaF, 1mM
Na3VOd and lpM okadaic acid in order to inhibit kinases and phosphatases. Protein
concentrations of extracts were normalized using a modified Lowry assay (BioRad).
HDAC activity, using different protein concentrations, was measured in a buffer
containing 20 000 cpm of acetylated peptide (corresponding to amino acids 1-23 of
histone H4), 10 rnM Tris-HC1, pH 8.0, 10 mM NaCl and 10% glycerol as end point
analysis

(2hr

reaction

time,

200~1

reaction

volume).

For

phosphory lation/dephosphorylation controlled reactions 50m.M NaF, 1m M Na3V04and
1pM okadaic were included.

2.8 Transfection of cells with ASF-GFP

Mouse 10T1/2 cells, human intestinal smooth muscle cells, human lung cancer
cells, human neuroblastoma cells, or Indian muntjac fibroblasts were plated onto glass
coverslips and cultured one to two days in growth medium until 50% confluent. At this
point, complete medium was removed and cells were transfected using lipofectamine

(GIBCO BRL) and an ASF:GFP fusion protein conmct described previously (Sleeman
et al., 1998). Following transfection, cells were cultured in complete medium for

approximately 24 hours prior to imaging. In some cases staurosporine (Sigma) or 5,6dichlorobenzimidazole riboside ORB) (Sigma) were added at 100 pg/ml and 75 pg/ml,
respectively, between 2 and 4 hours prior to imaging.

2.9 Transfection o f cells with aDAC4

Subconfluent SK-N-SH or HeLa cells were grown according to the procedure
described above. Cells were transfected with either full length (1-1084) or truncated
(1 18-620) HDAC4-FLAG or HDACCGFP using Lipofectamine transfection reagent and

protocol described above. In the case of GFP-tagged HDAC4 the transfected cells were
imaged directly using the 14-bit CCD digital camera mounted on a Leica DMRE
epifluorescence microscope. For cells transfected with FLAG-ta3ged HDAC4 cells were
subjected to the irnmunofluorescence labeling protocol described above with the anti-

FLAG M2 (Sigma-Aldrich) used at 1: 1000 as the primary antibody and goat anti-mouse
Alexa 488 (Molecular Probes) used at 1:100 as the secondary antibody.

These

immunolabeled cells were also imaged using the same camera and microscope as for
HDACCGFP transfected cells. Images were analyzed and processing using .Adobe
Photoshop VS .O.

2.10

Interferon induction of PML bodies
Subconfluent human HeLa cells were grown on coverslips were incubated with J-

MEM culture medium containing human a-interferon (Schering) at a find concentration
of 1000 units/rnl (Lavau et al.. 1995). After 72 hour incubation in medium containing

interferon, cells were fixed and immunolabeled for fluorescence microscopy using the
protocol described above. The anti-5El0 antibody, that recognizes PML, was used at
dilution of 1:200as the primary antibody. The goat anti-mouse Alexa 488 (Molecular
Probes) secondary antibody was used at a dilution of 1: 100. Images were collected and
processed as described above for digital confocal imaging, except the images were not
subject to deconvolution.

2.1 t

Transfmtion of cells with PML-GFP

Human SK-H-SHcells were transiently transfected with a GFP-tagged PML
expression construct using Lipofectamine 2000 transfection protocol mentioned above.
Transfected cells were fixed in 1.0% paraformaldehyde and subject to the
immunofluorescence labeling protocol described above except the cells were not stained
with antibodies, but rather only with DAPI. Transfected cells were imaged using a 14-bit

CCD digital camera mounted on a Leica DMRXA epifluorescence microscope. Images
were processed using Abode Photoshop v5.O.

2.12

Correlative fluorescence and electron microscopy of MAD bodies

Human SK-N-SH cells were transfected and immunolabeled using the protocol
described in section 2.7. Cells were prepared and imaged using the procedure described
in section 2.4.2. Net P and Net N maps were generated at multiple magnifications
(7000x, 12 OOOx and 30 OOOx).

2.13

HSV viral infections

HeLa S3 and SK-N-SH cells were grown as monolayers in D-MEM + 10% fetal

bovine serum. HSV-1 wild-type strain KOS I. 1 and the ICPO mutant strain n2 12 (kindly
provided by Dr. Priscilla Schaffer, University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine) were
propagated and titers were obtained as previously described (Rice et al.. 1994). Cells
were infected at a multiplicity of infection (MOI)of 10 plaque forming units per cell as
described (Rice et al., 1995).

2.13.1 Immunodetection of nascent RNA and viral replication compartments

In vivo labeling with fluorouridine was performed as follows. SK-N-SH cells
were cultured directly on glass coverslips under conditions recommended by American
Type Culture Collection. Cells were incubated for 50 min in fresh medium containing
wild-type virus, KOS I . 1 . Infection medium was removed and cells were incubated for a
fbnher 4 h in fresh medium. Cells were pulsed with fluorouridine at a final concentration
of 2 m M for 10 min prior to being fixed with 1% paraformaldehyde in 1xPBS, pH 7.5 at
room temperature for 5 min. Cells were washed, permeabilized in PBS containing 0.5%
Triton X-100 for 5 rnin. Cells were immunolabeled first with a monoclonal antibody
recognizing the halogenated nucleotide (mouse anti-BrdU; Sigma Chemical Co.), then
with goat-anti-mouse IgG conjugated with AIexa 488 (Molecular Probes), and finally
with the anti-ICPCTexas Red conjugate. Cells were incubated a minimum of 1 h at room
temperature with each antibody and washed between each incubation step. After rinsing,
samples were mounted in 1 mg/ml para-phenylenediamine in PBS/90% glycerol,

containing 1 pdml DAPI. Cells were visualized using a Leica DMRE epifluorescence
microscope and images collected using a digital camera containing a 14-bit cooled CCD
detector (Princeton Instruments). Image processing was done using Adobe Photoshop
5.0.

2.13.2 Electron spectroscopic imaging and correlative fluorescence microscopy of

HSV-1 infected cells
HeLa S3 cells were synchronized in S-phase by incubating for 24 h in culture
medium containing 2.5 rnM thymidine. Three hours after thymidine washout, cells were
infected with wild-type virus KOS I . I.

At 7 h postinfection, mitotic and interphase

infected cells were harvested and deposited onto coverslips using a cytospin centrifuge.
Cells were fixed in I% paraformaldehyde, permeabilized and stained with anti-1CP4 and
anti-histone H4 antibodies. Secondary antibodies were goat anti-mouse Cy3 and goat
anti-rabbit Cy5. Cells were prepared for electron microscopy as described above.
Sections were first visualized by fluorescence microscopy in order to identify and image
viral replication compartments and host cell chromosomes in individual cells. The same
specimen was then visualized by ESI (Bazett-Jones and Hendzel, 1999; Hendzel and
Bazett-Jones, 1996; Hendzel, 1998). Electron micrographs were obtained with a Gatan
14-bit slow scan cooled CCD detector on a Zeiss EM902 transmission electron
microscope equipped with an imaging spectrometer. Phosphorus-enhanced images were
recorded at 155 eV, and mass-sensitive reference images were recorded at 120 eV of
energy loss and nitrogen-enhanced maps were recorded at 415 eV and reference image

for nitrogen at 385 eV, as described previously (Bazett-Jones and Hendzel, 1999; BazettJones et al., 1999b). Net phosphorus maps were formed by subtracting the 120 eV image
from the 155 eV image and net nitrogen maps by subtracting the 385 eV image from the
415 eV image using Digital Micrograph v. 2.5 software. Resultant images, both IF and

EM, were processed and aligned using Adobe Photoshop 5.0.

2.13.3 Quantitation of phosphorus and nitrogen content of HSV replication

compartments and host chromatin

Integrated intensities of defined regions of the nucleus were calculated and the
numbers were normalized to background values. The net phosphorus and net nitrogen
values were computed as described above (Bazett-Jones et al., 1999b; Locklear et al..
1990) using Ergo Vista 4.0 (Atlantis) image analysis software.

The normalized

phosphorus/nitrogen ratio for host chromatin was divided by the phosp horus/nitrogen
ratio for HSV replication compartment fibers for cells in both interphase and mitosis.

2.14

Isolation and spreading of mitotic chrornosoma

Mitotic Indian muntjac cells were isolated by mechanical means, collected in I5

ml conical tubes (Falcon), concentrated by centrifbgation at 1500 rpm for 10 minutes at
room temperature (Sorvall, SS-34). Supernatant was removed and cells washed once in
pre-warmed PBS 1X. Cells were collected again by centrifugation at 1500 rpm for 10

min at room temperature. Supernatant PBS IX was removed, 10 ml of 37" C 0.075 M

KC1 was added and cells were incubated at 37" C for 40 to 50 minutes. Cells were

centrifbged at 1500 rpm for 10 min at room temperature, the majority of the supernatant

KC1 was removed, and 8 ml of freshly prepared 3: 1 room temperature methanovacetic
acid was added, mixed well, and let sit for 20 minutes at room temperature. Cells were
once again collected by centrifbgation at 1500 rpm for 10 min at room temperature. 0.2 0.5 rnl of the resultant supernatant was removed and the remaining mixed with the cell

pellet. The resuspended cells were dropped onto precooled (-70' C for 5 - 10 min) glass
slides, allowed to air dry at room temperature and stained with DAPI. Images were
collected using the fluorescence microscope imaging system described above in section
2.3.1.2. Images were deconvolved using Vaytek deconvolution software and processed

using Adobe Photoshop v5.0.

2.15

Electron spectroscopic imaging of mitotic chromosomes
For electron microscopy analysis of hyperacetylated mitotic chromosomes, a

randomly growing culture of Indian muntjac cells were incubated in fresh medium with
or without TSA (final concentration 100 ng/ml) for 12 hours prior to mitotic shake-off.
Mitotic cells were isolated, concentrated, plated on ply-L-lysine coated plastic caps and
allowed to adhere for 15 min. prior to being fixed in 1.0% parafonnaldehyde in PBS.
Cells were immunolabeled with anti-H4K5 as described above. Cells were refixed in
2.0% giutaraldehyde, dehydrated in ethanol, and embedded for electron microscopy in

Quetol 651 resin as described above. The specimens were imaged as described above in
section 2.4.2. Net phosphorus maps were obtained by subtracting the 120 eV image from
the 155 eV using Digital Micrograph v. 2.5 s o h a r e (Gatan).

Chapter Three: Regulation of Global Acetylation in Mitosis through

Loss of Histoae Acetyltnnsferases and Deacetylases from Chromatin

3.1 Introduction

Chromatin is a dynamic structure that must be reversibly condensed and unfolded,
in a regulated manner, to accommodate varying processes such as transcription,
replication, and chromosome segregation. Chromatin structure is stabilized by histoneDNA contacts that promote folding of the chromatin fiber into higher order structures

(Fletcher and Hansen, 1996). The reversible modification of lysines in the aminoterminal tails of core histones by acetylation is widely accepted to be an integral part of
gene regulation. Several important transcriptional modulators possess either histone
acetyltransferase activity or histone deacetylase activity (Pazin and Kadonaga, 1997;
Struhl, 1998; Wade and Wolffe, 1997). The activities of these two classes of enzymes
define

a

dynamic

equilibrium

that

regulates

acetylated/transcriptionally competent chromatin.

the

transition

to

highly

Gene-specitic targeting of these

enzymes to upstream activating sequences influences the state of histone acetylation at
the nucleosome level, and is thought to modulate transcriptional activity by reorganizing
local chromatin templates (Bartsch et al., 1996; Hayes and Wolffe, 1992; Ikeda et al.,
1999; Kuo et al., 1998; Nightingale et al., 1998; Sheridan et al., 1997; Utley et al., 1998).

More recently, genetic studies in yeast demonstrate that at lean some HATS and HDACs,
characterized primarily as co-activators or co-repressors, act more globally, altering
histone acetylation levels over many kbps of DNA (Berger, 2000; Vogelauer et d.,

2000). This has resulted in the re-emergence of the previously established mode of

acetylation action, at the "domain" level rather than at the gene-specific level. The
mechanisms of selective targeting of this global acetylation is poorly described but may
involve aspects of nuclear organization (Hendzel et al., 1998).

The most highly acetylated state of the core histones is broadly represented in
transcriptionally active or transcriptionally competent euchromatin (Hebbes et al., 1994;
Hebbes et al., 1988). Hypoacetylated histones, on the other hand, accumulate within
transcriptionally silent heterochromatic domains (Braunstein et al., 1993; Jeppesen and
Turner, 1993). This does not reflect differences in the direct targeting of enzymes, since
it is well established that the acetylation state of chromatin turns over continuously in
interphase (Boffa et al.. 1990; Davie and Hendzel, 1994; Hendzel et al.. 1991). The
cycles of histone acetylation and deacetylation are not uniform in frequency, for example,
they occur slowly in the bulk of chromatin, outside of S-phase, but are rapid in a small
proponion of chromatin containing the highest acetylated states of histones. Histone
acetylation reduces both intra- and inter-chromatin fiber associations (Hong et al., 1993;
Tse et al., 1998; Ura et al., 1997; Weintraub, 1985) and, therefore, may be part of a
process that differentiates euchromatin from heterochromatin domains. Elevated steadystate histone acetylation may define regions of potential gene activity within the genome,
whereas dynamic histone acetylation provides a means to regulate higher-order chromatin
structure and transcriptional competence (Hebbes et al., 1994; Vogelauer et al., 2000). A
threshold level of histone acetylation is necessary to unfold higher-order chromatin
structure and facilitate transcriptional elongation (Tse et al., 1998).

When a cell progresses from interphase to mitosis, dramatic changes in nuclear
structure and function occur. For example, transcriptional activity involving all three
RNA polymerases is repressed, coincident with the reversible condensation of chromatin
(Gebara et al., 1997; Gottesfeld and Forbes, 1997; Gottesfeld et al., 1994; Leresche et al.,
1996; Prescott, 1962; Roussel et al., 1996). This may be due to limited access of the

transcription machinery to the condensed chromosomal DNA (Garcia-Ramirez et al.,
1995; Gregory and Hon, 1998; Lee et al., 1993; Vettese-Dadey et al., 1996). to

inactivation of chromatin remodelling complexes, such as SwiISnf, (Sif et al., 1998) or
exclusion of these complexes from mitotic chromatin (Muchardt et al., 1996). A number
of gene-specific (Caelles et al., 1995; Luscher and Eisenman, 1992; Martinez-Balbas et
al., 1995; Segil et al., 1991) and general (Gottesfeld et al., 1994; Seyil et al., 1996; White
et al., 1995a) transcription regulatory factors as well as RNA pol 11 (Parsons and Spencer,
1997) are displaced from mitotic chromatin. How histone acetylation is regulated through

mitosis is only poorly understood. Based on the retention of some acetyl-histone epitopes
through mitosis and indirect evidence for ongoing acetylation in mitotic cells (Turner,
1989), Turner and colleagues have proposed that HATS remain stably bound to

chromosomes through mitosis as an epigenetic mechanism for maintaining a lineagespecific program of gene regulation (Jeppesen, 1997; Turner, 2000).

Ln this mdy, we set out to test the hypothesis that histone acetylation is
epigenetically marking chromatin for post-mitotic re-activation by examining the mitotic
distribution and activity of HATSand HDACs. With quantitative in siru imaging and both
in v i m and in situ biochemical assays for HAT and HDAC activity, we examined the

histone acetylation state as cells entered, progressed through, and exited mitosis.
Biochemical assays for detecting in sit14 HAT and HDAC activities enabled us to
establish the temporal sequence of changes in dynamic and steady state acetylation
through mitosis, with high spatial and temporal resolution through the stages of mitosis.

3.2 Results
3.2.1

Bistone acetylation states in mitotic chromatin

The development of site-specific acetylated histone antibodies has provided the
means to follow changes in histone acetylation as gene expression is silenced in mitosis.
These antibodies include anti-AcH3, which has a strong preference for the most highly
acetylated isofonn of H3. the Iysine-specific acetyl-histone H4 antibodies K 16, K 12, K8
and K5, and the lysine specific acetyl-histone H3 antibodies anti-H3K14 and anti-H3K9.

Anti-AcH3 recognizes the amino-terminal tail of H3 when lysines 9 and 14 have both
been acetylated (Boggs et al., 1996). Lysine 9 is preferentially acetylated in the most
highly acetylated isofom of H3 (Thorne et al., 1990). In parallel, lysine 5 (K5)of
histone H4 is preferentially acetylated in the most hishly acetylated isofonn of this
histone (Tinone

et

al., 1990; Turner, 1991). The use of anti-AcH3 and anti-H4KS

allowed us to probe for the most highly acetylated histone species found under
physiological conditions. These epitopes are associated with transcriptionally competent

and/or active chromatin (Hebbes et al., 1988). Indirect immunofluorescence microscopy
of SK-N-SH (human neuroblastoma) cells revealed an obvious loss of anti-AcH3 (Figure
3.1) and anti-H4K5 (not shown) signal in mitotic cells compared to interphase cells.

Figure 3.1. Differential levels of highly acetylated chromatin. A randomly growing
population of human neuroblastoma SK-N-SHcells were immunolabeled with an
antibody specific to highly acetylated histone H3 (AcH3, panel A) and co-stained with
the DNA-specific dye DAPl (panel B). Three mitotic cells in either prophase (P),
prometaphase (PM), or metaphase (M) are distinguishable from the numerous

-

surrounding interphase cells. The scale bar represents 10 urn.

Similar results were obtained with other mammalian cell lines, including those listed in

table 3.3b. Further, immunoblotting of electrophoretically separated histones indicated a
decrease of highly acetylated histones, both H3 and H4, during mitosis (not shown). The
loss of anti-AcH3 and the anti-H4KS signal in mitotic cells indicates that mitotic cells are
hypoacetylated (do not contain significant amounts of highly acetylated chromatin)
compared to interphase cells.
When we examined histone acetylation states through mitosis, a concomitant
decrease in the amounts of highly acetylated chromatin was observed as chromatin
condenses into metaphase chromosomes and an increase in amounts of highly acetylated
chromatin as mitotic chromatin begins to decondense in late mitosis (Figure 3.2; Table
3.1). Specifically, prophase cells were found to exhibit lower levels of highly acetylated

chromatin than interphase cells (for comparison see Figure 3. I), although with noticeably
higher levels than those of metaphase cells (Figure 3.2, columns A and B). As the cells
progressed into metaphase and through to telophase, we observed a barely detectable and
diffuse signal, indicating that the amounts of highly acetylated histones within mitotic
chromosomes are decreased dramatically (Figure 3.2, columns B to D). We observed a
re-establishment of a highly acetylated chromatin state at the late telophase/early
interphase boundary when the chromatin is still highly condensed but decondensation has
begun (Figure 3.2, column E). The acetylation continues to increase in a manner that is
temporally related to the timing of chromosome decondensation. We conclude that
amounts of highly acetylated chromatin are substantially reduced during the majority of
mitosis.

Figure 3.2.

Temporal relationship between levels of highly acetylated chromatin,

chromatin condensation, and histone acetyltransferase localization during mitosis.
Indirect imrnunofluorescent images of Indian muntjac fibroblasts at various phases of
mitosis: prophase (column A), metaphase (column B), anaphase (column C), early
telophase (column D), late telophase (column E), and interphase (column F). Cells were
stained with antibodies specific for either highly acetylated histone H3 (AcH3 row) or
(p300 row) and co-stained with DAPI P A P I row). DAPI staining indicates cell cycle

stage, anti-AcH3 labeling indicates presence of highly acetylated chromatin, and antip300 indicates spatial organization or localization of the HAT-p300. The low amounts of

highly acetylated histones in mitosis compared to interphase required a different camera
exposure and display look-up table from that used for interphase cells. For this reason,
the amount of highly acetylated histone signal in the interphase nucleus (column F) is not
directly comparable to the remaining cells in the different stages of mitosis (columns A to
E). Note: The difference in AcH3 signal is directly comparable between the mitotic cells.

-

The scale bar represents 8 p.

Table 3 . 1 . Quantitation of DNA and highly acetylated chromatin signal ratios
-

Phase Image
Prophase

-

-

Number of
Areasllrnage
measured n=

DNA Mean
Signal
Densip'
(xjo

3

3.55 0.58

*

Metaphase

Anaphase
Early
Telophase

Late
Telophase
Signal densities are represented as counts/pixel

-

-

AcH3 Mean

Signal
Density
( x i 06)

*

2.69 0.62

--

DNA to
AcH3
Signal
Ratio
1.32

The above results support the temporal correlation between levels of histone
acetylation and chromatin compaction. Histone acetylation, however, is not completely
eliminated since several antibodies recognizing lower acetylated states of H4 label
mitotic chromsomes (Table 3.2) (Jeppesen et al., 1992; Lin et al., 1989; Turner and
Fellows, 1989). Only the most dynamically acetylated isoforms of histones H3 and H4,
which correlate with transcriptional activity, are dramatically lost in mitosis. Detection
of other hiaone N-terminal tail modifications, such as phosphorylation of H3 (Hendzel et
al., 1997), argues against epitope masking of acetyl-lysines in mitotic chromatin.
Moreover, the loss of both highly acetylated isoforrns of H3 and H4 but not the lower
acetylated isoforms also argues against inaccessibility of acetyl-lysines in mitosis. In the
remainder of this chapter, when we refer to a loss in histone acetylation we are referring
to the loss of the highly acetylated H3 and H4, not the lower acetylated (i.e. mono- and
di-acetylated) isoforms.

3.2.2

Phosphoacetylation of bistone 8 3

Recently, doubly modified phosphoacetylated histone H3 has been found associated with
gene activation (Barratt et al., 1994;Chadee et al., 1999;Clayton et al., 2000; Espinos et
al., 1999; Lo et al., 2000). One of the studies raised concern regarding phosphorylation

of H3 interfering with antibody recognition of acetyl-lysine specific epitopes (Clayton et
al., 2000). Global phosphorylation of hiaone H3 occurs at the onset of chromatin

condensation in late G2learly mitosis (Hendzel et al., 1997). To determine whether the
observed loss of highly acetylated H3 epitopes is due to phosphorylation of H3, we

Table 3.2. Characterization of antibodies recognizing different acetylated states of H3

and H4

Antibody

Antibody
Recognizes
acetyl-lysines

Source or Reference

Interphase'

Mitosis'
-

-

-

Anti-AcH3

9 and 14 of H3

Boggs et al., 1996

+

-

Anti-H3K14

14 of H3

Upstate Biotechnology

+

+

Anti-H3K9

9 of H3

Upstate Biotectrnology

+

-

+

-

Upstate Biotechnology;
Turner and Fellows, 1989
Upstate Biotechnology;
Turner and Fellows, 1989
Upstate Biotechnology;
Turner and Fellows, 1989

Upstate Biotechnology;
Turner and Fellows, 1989
one or
Anti-tetraH4

Of

Lin et al., 1989

Of

Lin et al., 1989

16,12,8,andS

one or
Anti-penta +I4

Anti-H2B

16, 12, 8, 5,
and 20 of H4

5 of H2B

Belyaev et al., 1996

Sufficient labeling is denoted with a "+" and a reduction in signal intensity is denoted with a "-".

1
.

examined the interphase and mitotic labeling patterns of two antibodies that specifically
recognize phosphoacetylated isoforms of histone H3.

The anti-phosS1OAcK9H3

antibody recognizes H3 when both serine 10 is phosphorylated and lysine 9 is uetylated,
whereas the anti-phosS 1OAcK 14H.3 antibody recognizes the phospho-serine 10 and
acetyl-lysine 14 isofonn of H3. We found that the labeling patterns from both antibodies
were in agreement with our observations using acetyl-ly sine specific antibodies (antiAcH3K9 and anti-AcH3K14; see Table 3.2), and those published for phospho-serine 10

of H3 (Hendzel et al., 1997). Mainly, the anti-phosSlOAcK9H3 signal was present in a
dispersed punctate pattern in interphase cells (Figure 3.3, panel A), but was absent in
mitotic cells (Figure 3.3, panel C). The anti-phosS 10AcK 14H3 signal, on the otherhand,
was present in both interphase and mitotic cells (Figure 3.3, panels E and G). Acetyllysine 9 on H3 is represented in the highly acetylated state of H3 (Thome et al., 1990)

and is lost during mitosis (Table 3.3), whereas acetyl-lysine 14 on H3 appears first in the
lower acetylated isofonns of H3 (Thome et al., 1990) and is present in mitotic chromatin
(Table 3.2). With the dramatic increase in H3 phosphorylation at the onset of mitosis, we
would expect the doubly modified phosS1OAcKl4 epitope on H3 to remain through
mitosis, which it does, and a loss of the doubly modified phosSlOAcK9 epitope on H3,
which also occurs. We interpret the loss of the phosSlOAcK9 H3 epitope as an
indication that the phospholylation of H3 does not significantly occlude antibody
recognition of acetyl-lysine epitopes on H3. The phosS 1OAcK9 H3 epitope has been
shown to be present in transcriptionally active chromatin (Clayton et ai., 2000), and the

Figure 3.3. Phosphoacetylation of histone H3. SK-N-SH cells were immunolabeled with
antibodies recognizing two isoforms of phosphoacetylated histone H3. Interphase (A)
and mitotic (C) cells immunolabeled with anti-PhosSlOAcK9H3, an antibody that
recognizes histone H3 when serine 10 is phosphorylated and lysine 9 is acetylated in the
N-terminus. Interphase (E) and mitotic (G) cells immunolabeled with the antibody antiPhosS 1OAcK14H3 that recognizes histone H3 when serine 10 is phosphorylated and

lysine 14 is acetylated in the Noterminus. Corresponding DAPI images (B, D, F, and H).

-

The scale bar represents 5 pm.

absence of this epitope in mitosis supports our observations that highly acetylated

histones represented in transcriptionally chromatin are lost during mitosis.

3.2.3

Histonemodifying enzymes (BATslWACs), highly acetylatcd chromatin

and chromatin condensation in mitosis

AAer establishing that the most highly acetylated histone species were lost during
mitosis, we wished to determine the fate of HATs and HDACs during mitosis. It has
been proposed that HATs may remain associated with acetylated R-bands during mitosis
to provide a mechanism of transmitting an epigenetic marker for chromatin activation
through mitosis (Turner, 1989). Moreover, it has been proposed that bromodomaincontaining HATs, which include CBP, TAFo250, P300, and P/CAF, may remain
associated with specific regions of mitotic chromosomes as a consequence of the
demonstrated specific binding of bromodomains to acetyl-lysine (Turner, 2000).
We examined the cellular distribution of a large number of HATs and HDACs

using both antibodies and green fluorescent protein-HAT or -HDAC expression
constructs (Table 3.3a, data not shown). Identical results were obtained for all evaluated
proteins in several different mammalian cell lines (Table 3.3b). The cellular distribution
of the transcriptional adaptor, p300, possesses intrinsic histone acetyltransferase activity
(Bannister and Kouzarides, 1996; Ogryrko et al., 1996), is shown in Figure 3.2. In
prophase, p300 localizes primarily within foci in the interchromosomal space, rather than
coincident with the cb~omosomes(Figure 3.2, column A). This is in contrast to the
punctate focal distribution observed for p300 (Figure 3.2, column F) and other

Table 3.3. Mitotic redistribution of specific HATs and HDACs

Mitotic Redistribution*

HAT or HDAC
p300

CBP
ACTR
MY ST
TAFII250

PICAF
KDAC 1
HDAC:!
HDAC3
HDAC4
HDAC5

HDAC7

Mitotic
B
Redistribution of
HATs and HDACs*

Cell Line

Species

SK-N-Sf4
293
HeLa
MRC-5
IOT 112
MH 3T3

Human

NRK
CHO
COS-1
IM

*

"+" denotes whether a specific HAT

Human
Human

Human
Mouse
Mouse
Rat
Hamster
Monkey
Indian Muntjac

or HDAC undergoes a change in

distribution in mitosis (A) and whether this change is obsemed in a particular
ceU line (B).

transcription regulatory proteins observed in interphase nuclei (Grande et al., 1997). As
cells progress to metaphase, p300 is dispersed throughout the cytosol and not associated
with the chromosomes. This distribution remains until late telophase/early interphase
when p300 becomes both interchromosomal and accumulates in discrete foci, but also
begins to associate with the chromosomes. The focal pattern observed at prophase is reestablished at the late telophadearly interphase boundary (compare columns A and E,
p300 row, in Figure 3.2). As a control, cells were labeled with secondary antibodies
alone, which produced a negligible signal (not shown). As might be expected, the timing
of p300 redistribution coincides with the timing of chromatin re-acetylation, indicating
that these two events are linked. In summary, reduced chromatin acetylation correlates
with changes in HAT localization, and re-acetylation results from the re-association of

HATs with the chromatin.
A similar redistribution of histone deacetylases HDAC 1 (Figure 3.4), HDAC3, 4,

5, and 7 (Table 3.3) was observed.

In prophase (Figure 3.4, column B) HDACl

translocates to the chromatin-depleted interchromosomal domains. The signal becomes
diffuse between metaphase and early telophase (Figure 3.4, D to F).

At late

telophase/early interphase, HDAC 1 accumulates at the interchromosomal domains
(Figure 3.4, G), with an increased association with late mitotic chromatin. HDAC 1-GFP
and HDACCGFP are also excluded from the condensed chromatin during mitosis (data

not shown; see Figure 5.7 Chapter 5). These results were also confirmed by confocal and
deconvolution microscopy (not shown). From combinatorial co-labeling of different
HATs and HDACs, we found it difficult to determine the proportion of HATs to HDACs

Figure 3.4. Cellular distribution of histone deacetylases during mitosis. Indian muntjac
fibroblasts were immunolabeled with an antibody that recognizes the specific histone
deacetylase HDAC 1 (HDAC 1 row in columns A through G) and co-stained with DAPI.
Cells at distinct stages of mitosis were digitally imaged: interphase (column A), prophase
(column B), prometaphase (column C), metaphase (column D). anaphase (column E),
early telophase (column F), and late telophase (column G). The scale bar represents
Clm.
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that had translocated away fiom chromatin in prophase and re-associated with chromatin
in late telophaselearly interphase (not shown). This ultrafine temporal ordering is
difficulttt2visualize, but presumably a subset of HDACs are the last enzymes to move off
the chromatin in prophase and the HATs re-associate slightly earlier in late
telophase/early interphase. It is clear, however, that the bulk of the enzymes, both HATs
and HDACs, follow similar redistribution patterns at similar stages in mitosis.

3.2.4

Temporal

relationship

between

highly

acetylated

chromatin

and

transcriptional activity
A correlation between histone acetylation and transcription has been known for

more than thirty years (Allfiey, 1964), and recently, has been supported by in vino
transcription studies using chromatin templates (Ikeda

et

d., 1999; Nightingale et al.,

1998; Sheridan et al., 1997). To examine the temporal relationship between histone
acetylation and transcriptional activity in sihc through mitosis, we pulse-labeled randomly
growing cultures of SKN cells with fluorouridine 0. The use of halogenated
nucleotides, such as bromouridine (BrU) and FU, provides the basis of a novel method
for specific in sifu labeling and detection of RNA (Hendzel et al., 1998; Jackson et al.,
1998). The cells were co-stained with anti-BrdU, and anti-AcH3 (lysines 9 and 14), and
DAPI, followed by indirect immunofluorescence microscopy. Anti-BrdU, the antibody

used to recognize incorporated FU, is not constrained in its recognition of halogenated
pyrimidines (Gratzner 1982; Haider et al., 1997). We observed a lack of FU signal in
prophase cells when levels of highly acetylated chromatin, although reduced, were still

present (Figure 3.5. compare AcH3 and n[ in column B). As the chromatin condensed
and net deacetylation of chromatin occurred as cells progressed to metaphase. the RJ
signal became undetectable (Figure 3.5, columns C and D).

When cells reached

telophase and the mitotic chromatin began to decondense, we observed a re-establishment
of highly acetylated chromatin, manifested as an increase in AcH3 signal (Figure 3.5,
column F). We did not, however, observe a transcription signal until early interphase,
well after the re-establishment of high levels of acetylated chromatin (Figure 3.5,
columns G and H). M e r the re-acetylation of late mitotic chromatin, re-initiation of
transcription, observed by FU signal, occurred first at the nucleolar organizing regions
(NORs) (Figure 3.5, column G). Then later, in early interphase, RNA polymerase IImediated transcription was re-initiated, manifested by an increase in punctate staining at
sites that are distinct from the intensely stained NO& (Figure 3.5, column H). The reestablishment of highly acetylated chromatin before FU signal in daughter cells, indicates
that global histone acetylation representative of transcriptionally competent chromatin
precedes transcriptional activity.
If the detection limits of AcH3 and FU are substantially different, we may not

detect the lowest expression levels of RNA synthesis. We do not think that RI detection

is limiting because single transcripts can be detected in sitrr using similar methods
(Femino et al., 1998). Nonetheless, besides examining RNA synthesis, we also examined
the temporal relationship between highly acetylated histones and RNA polymerase Il
transcription machinery.

IM cells were co-stained with anti-AcH3, DAPI, and

monoclonal antibodies recognizing either the essential and general RNA polymerase II-

Figure 3.5.

Temporal relationship between highly acetylated chromatin and

transcriptional activity during mitosis. Human SK-N-SHcells incubated for 5 minutes
with 5'-fluorouridine were immunolabeied with antibodies specifically recoyizing
highly acetylated histone H3, acetylated at lysines 9 and 14 (AcH3) and the newly
incorporated halogenated nucleotide (FU) and co-stained with DAPI (DAPI). Cells in
either interphase (column A), early interphase (column H), or distinct stages of mitosis
(prophase, prometaphase, metaphase, telophase, late telophase/early interphase columns

B, C, D, E, F, and G, respectively) were digitally imaged. The scale bar represents
Pm*
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associated transcription factor, TBP,or RNA polymeirse ll itself. We observed that TBP
relocalizes to the chromatin in early interphase? after chromatin re-acetylation (Figure
3.6). TBP signal remained diffise in the late telophase cell when levels of highly

acetylated chromatin had already been re-established (Figure 3.6, row A). At a later
stage, in early interphase, TBP reassociated with the chromatin, observed by an increased
focal organization (Figure 3.6, row B). Similarly, RNA polymerase II relocalized to the
chromatin in early interphase ajrer chromatin re-acetylation (not shown). This suppons
our observations of FLJ labeled cells and indicates that the method used is sufficiently
sensitive to detect the re-initiation of transcription and the spatial organization of
components involved. As a result, we conclude that re-establishment of transcriptionally
competent histone acetylation states precede bulk transcriptional re-activation as the cell
exits mitosis.

3.2.5

BAT activity in mitosb
The above observations of HAT and HDAC displacement from mitotic chromatin

clearly rule out the possibility that HATS and HDACs are stably associated with
chromatin during mitosis. It remains to be determined, however, whether their steadystate displacement from mitotic chromosomes results in or reflects a catalytic inactivation
of the acetylation~deacetylationprocess during this part of the cell cycle. Previous
indirect observations have indicated that reversible acetylation may be ongoing through
mitosis (Turner, 1989). In order to determine directly the fate of HAT and HDAC
activities during mitosis, it was necessary to develop in silu assays for their respective

Figure 3.6. Temporal relationship between highly acetylated chromatin and the cellular
distribution of RNA polymerase transcription machinery. Indian muntjac fibroblasts
were co-immunolabeled with the anti-AcH3 antibody (AcH3 column) and an antibody
specifically recognizing TBP (TBP column) and co-stained with DAPI (DAPI column).
Two cells at either side of the late telophase/early interphase boundary are represented:
late telophase (row A) and early interphase (row B). The scale bar represents

- 10 pm-

activities. Previously, we have used brief incubations with histone deacetylase inhibitors
followed by an analysis of changes in acetylated histone antibody binding to define the
locations of dynamic histone acetyiation in sihr (Hendzel et al., 1998). This procedure
was modified and found to be suitable for the analysis of both HAT and HDAC activity

in mitotic cells in situ and was used to determine the fate of these activities through
mitosis.
Overall nuclear HAT activity can be examined in situ through the use of specific
biochemical drugs. Deacetylase inhibitors such as Trichostatin A (TSA) (Yoshida et al.,
1990) are generally used to inhibit HDACs and, therefore, induce increased amounts of

highly acetylated histones. Because these acetylation states are experimentally induced,
they are usually greater than what is physiologically present, and have been termed

"hyperacetylated", rather than "highly acetylated". Hyperacetylated histones do contain
the physiological epitopes for highly acetylated histones, which allowed us to use the
same immunoprobes (anti-AcH3 and anti-H4K5) used to detect transcriptionally
competent and highly acetylated chromatin. If a simple shift in the equilibrium between
HAT and HDAC activities occurs in mitosis, with HDAC activity presumably

maintaining the net deacetylated state, then inhibiting histone deacetylases with TSA will
result in increased levels of histone acetylation due to the unrestricted resident HAT
activity. We blocked SK-N-SHcells in mitosis with the microtubule-destabilizing drug
nocodazole and then treated the cells with TSA over defined time periods in order to
determine whether HAT activity persists in mitosis. We did not detect hyperacetylated
mitotic chromosomes over the entire time course (Figure 3.7, row A). Inevitably, a small

percentage of interphase cells were co-isolated along with mitotic cells during the
mechanical shake-off procedure. These interphase cells conveniently served as a positive
control. The TSA treatment blocked HDAC activity, as shown by the net increase in
amounts of hyperacetylated chromatin present in these interphase cells over time (Figure
3.7, row C). We measured a steady increase in highly acetylated histone signal over time

in interphase cells but not in mitotic cells (Figure 3.8). This result indicates that HAT

activity on the chromatin substrate is significantly decreased during mitosis. Similar
results were obtained when we probed for in situ HAT activity using the anti-AcH4K8
antibody. This antibody recognizes acetyl-lysine 8 in the N-terminal tail of histone H4.
Lysine 8 is preferentially acetylated in the moderately acetylated aate of H4 (Thorne et

al., 1990). Significant steady-state amounts of this epitope are normally observed in
metaphase chromosomes (Table 3.2). We found the amounts of AcH4K8 increased
significantly in interphase cells, but did not increase above normal amounts in mitotic
cells (not shown). This indicates that HAT activity in general is decreased in mitosis.

3.2.6 EDAC activity in mitosis

Next, we wished to determine whether HDAC activity is maintained during

mitosis. The ability of hyperacetylated chromatin to form mitotic chromosomes (see
Figure 6.4, Chapter 6) allowed us to adopt our in situ assay to analyze histone deacetylase
activity in mitosis.

The incubation of randomly growing SK-N-SHcells with both

nocodazole and TSA led to the accumulation of metaphase cells with hyperacetylated
mitotic chromosomes. While maintaining the rnetaphase block, we isolated mitotic cells.

Figure 3.7. In sin4 mitotic histone acetyltransferase activity. Human SK-N-SHcells were
incubated with nocodazole to accumulate mitotic cells. The cells were isolated, the
mitotic block was maintained, and the cells incubated with TSA for 15, 30, 60, or 120
minutes. Cells were imrnunolabeled with anti-AcH3 and co-stained with DAPI. Mitotic
cells at the defined time points are represented in rows A (AcH3) and B (DAPI).A smail
percentage of interphase cells are unavoidably isolated and are represented for the
respective time periods in rows C (AcH3) and D PAPI). The scale bar represents
Clm.

-8

Figure 3 -8. Levels of highly acetylated histones in mitotic and interphase cells during the
in situ HAT activity assay. Line scans measuring the highly acetylated histone signal

intensity from each of the cells, both mitotic and interphase, at the four different time
points in the in situ HAT activity assay (Figure 3.8) were plotted. The intensity of AcH3
antibody signal is represented by -4- for interphase ceils and by + for mitotic cells. The
15, 30, 60,and 120 minute time points are shown in panels 4 B, C, and Dlrespectively.

TSA was then removed and cells were fixed in situ after 15, 30,60, or 120 minutes. We

have already shown that HAT activity is decreased during mitosis (see Figures 3.7 and
3.8). Therefore, if HDACs are present and fbnctional on these hyperacetylated mitotic

chromosomes, then release from the inhibiting drug should cause a net deacetylation to
amounts normally found in mitotic cells. We observed hyperacetylated chromatin to
persist in mitotic chromosomes over the entire time course, whereas the amounts of
hyperacetylated chromatin decreased with time in the co-isolated interphase cells

(Figures 3.9 and 3. lo), indicating that release from TSA was successful. We conclude
that HDACs are neither present within nor active upon mitotic chromatin. These
experiments were confinned with additional acetyl-lysine specific antibodies to ensure
that the absence of deacetylase activity was not restricted to specific acetyl-lysines (not
shown). Our results demonstrate that HDAC activity is generally and dramatically
repressed in mitosis.

3.2.7

Loss of HDAC and HAT activities in mitosis

Although the in situ HAT and HDAC activity assays provide strong functional
evidence that the activities of both enzyme classes are decreased during mitosis h i sini,
we wished to determine whether the decreased activity of HATS and HDACs was due to

a change in the distribution of the enzymes or a wholesale change in inherent enzymatic
activity. Mitotic SK-N-SH cells, isolated mechanically from a randomly growing culture,
were separated 6om the remaining interphase cells. Both mitotic and mitotic-depleted
interphase populations were used to prepare cellular extracts, under non-clenaturing

Figure 3.9.

In situ mitotic deacetylase activity.

Human SK-N-SH cells were

simultaneously incubated with both nocodazole and TSA before being isolated and
released from TSA for IS, 30, 60, or 120 min. Cells were immunolabeled with an
antibody that preferentially recognizes the most highly acetylated isoform of histone H4
(anti-H4KS), shown as AcH4K5 in this figure, and co-stained with DAPI (DAPI).
Mitotic cells, at the respective time points, are represented in rows A (.4cH4KS) and B
(DAPI). A small percentage of interphase cells were also isolated and are represented, at
the respective time points, in rows C (AcH4K5)and D (DAPI). The scale bar represents
-8p.m.

DAP

DAF

Figure 3.10. Levels of highly acetylated histones in mitotic and interphase cells during
the in s i b HDAC activity assay. Line scans measuring the highly acetylated histoqe
signal intensity from each of the cells, both mitotic and interphase, at the four different
time points in the in sit11 HDAC activity assay (Figure 3.10) were plotted. The intensity
of AcH4K5 antibody signal is represented by

-*- for interphase cells and by

r-for

mitotic cells. The IS, 30, 60, and 120 minute time points are shown in panels 4 B, C,
and D, respectively.

conditions, to measure the levels of endogenous HDAC and HAT activities. The activity
of HDACs varied little between the mitotic and interphase extracts (Table 3.4a). Ln
addition, we included known inhibitors of kinases and phosphatases to control for
potential HDAC activation or inactivation due to phosphorylation/dephosphorylation
events during extract preparation. Phosphorylation of specific HATs during interphase is
known to modulate their activity (Ait-Si-Ali et al., 1998; Barlev et al., 1998) and
phosphorylation of both HDACl and HDAC3 has been observed in vivo (not shown).
HDAC activity again varied little between mitotic and interphase extracts prepared under

these conditions (Table 3.4b).

These activities are HDAC-specific since they were

completely inhibited by TSA (not shown). Moreover, we also observed less than 1.5-fold
difference in endogenous HAT activity between mitotic and interphase cell extracts, with
mitotic HAT activity being greater than that present in interphase (Table 3 . 4 ~ )A. small
number of interphase cells are inevitably co-isolated with mitotic cells during the
mechanical shake-off procedure. Even a large percentage (e.g. 20%) of contaminating
interphase cells would be insufficient to account for the approximately equivalent levels

of both enzymatic activities in mitotic and interphase extracts. These assays clearly show
that HDACs and HATs are enzymatically active in vino, and thus indicate that a change
in substrate association is the basis for their apparent lack of activity in situ.

Table 3.4. In vitro mitotic histone deacetylase and histone
acetyltransferase activities.
A

Extract
[~g/mll
Mitotic [25]
lnterphase [25]
Mitotic [SO]
lnterphase [SO]
Mitotic [loo]
lnterphase [ I001
6

Extract
[~glmll
Mitotic [25]
lnterphase [25]
Mitotic [50]
lnterphase [50]
Mitotic [ I001
lnterphase [ I 001
G

Extract
[I
~mll
Mitotic
lnterphase

Mean HDAC
Activity (cpm)

n=4
3581k123.3
3884 103.4
4506 i 71.3
4861 208.7
5184 i 26.4
5578 k 152.5

*
*

Mean HDAC
Activity (cpm)
n=4

*
*

838 61.9
746 i 36.4
1425 94.2
1207 k 94.9
2195 i 139.1
1903 f 99.7

Mean HAT
Activity (cpm)
n=3

Ratio Mitotic to
lnterphase Mean
Activity
0.92

0.93
0.93

Ratio Mitotic to
lnterphase Mean
Activity
1.72
1.18
1.15

Ratio Mitotic to
lnterphase Mean
Activity

3.2.8

HDAC activity coincides with re-association of BATsWACs to late mitotic
chromatin

Having observed that the spatial and functional relationships of HATs and
HDACs change during mitosis, we wished to determine whether the return of HDAC

activity coincides temporally with the re-association of HATs/HDACs with chromatin
late in mitosis. A control for the in siru HDAC activity experiment was to release cells
from both the mitotic block and TSA over a time course before immunoprobing for
highly acetylated histones. In this control experiment, cells progressed through mitosis

and into interphase.

Since both HATs and HDACs dissociate from chromatin in

prophase and re-associate with the chromatin in late telophase at approximately the same
time, TAFI1250was used as a general timing marker for HAT and HDAC relocalization
to the cell nucleus. We observe that the relocalization of HATs/HDACs corresponds to
the re-establishment of HDAC activity (Figure 3.1 1).

Hyperacetylation of mitotic

chromosomes was maintained from metaphase through to early telophase (Figure 3.12).
In late telophase, deacetylation of chromatin to normal amounts of highly acetyiated
chromatin began to occur at the time that TAFll25O re-established focal organization.
Since HDACs relocalized in late telophase at approximately the same time point as
HATS, we conclude that re-establishment of HDAC activity is concomitant with HDAC
re-association. This suppons our previous finding, that HDAC activity is inhibited in siru
by compartmentalization and not by catalytic inactivation. In addition, it indicates that a
common mechanism regulates the compartmentalization of both HATs and HDACs
during the cell cycle.

Figure 3.1 1. Late mitotic temporal relationship between the organization of histone-

modifying enzymes (Hi4TsRa)ACs)and HDAC activity. Human SK-N-SH cells were
incubated with nocodazole and TSA before being released from both the deacetylase
inhibitor and the mitotic block. Cells were co-immunolabeled with anti-AcH3 (AcH3
row) and a monoclonal antibody specifically recognizing the HAT-TAFn250(TAFr1250
row) and co-stained with DAPI (DAPI row). Cells at either anaphase (column A),
telophase (column B), or early interphase (column C) were digitally imaged. The scale

-

bar represents 8 pm.

Figure 3.12. Levels of highly acetylated histones and the reactivation of HDAC activity
in late mitotic cells. Line scans measuring the highly acetylated hiaone signal intensity
from the cells in either anaphase, telophase, or early interphase of Figure 3.12 were

plotted. The intensity of AcH3 antibody signal is represented by

+ for the anaphase

cell, by -.?- for the telophase cell, and by -A- for the early interphase cell.
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3.3 Discussion
3.3.1

Histone acetylation profiles in mitosis
The process of histone acetylation influences gene activity (Allfiey, 1964). The

reversible enzymatic acetylation of core histone N-teminal tail lysines occurs with a high
degree of site specificity (Thorne et al., 1990) and characteristic steady-state turnover
pavie and Hendzel, 1994), to provide a sensitive mechanism to efficiently co-ordinate
gene activity while also providing a means to differentiate euchromatin from
heterochrornatin. A shift in the dynamic equilibrium of HAT and HDAC activities will
result in net acetylation or net deacetylation. We observed a dramatic shift in this
equilibrium during mitosis. Highly acetylated histones present throughout the interphase
nucleus, gradually decrease in amount during the early stages of mitosis, are absent in
mid-mitosis (prometaphase, metaphase, anaphase), and then gradually increase in amount
in late mitosis/early interphase (late telophase to early GI). Thus, an opposite shift in this

equilibrium occurs in early GI when the amounts of highly acetylated hiaones indicative
of the interphase state are re-established.
The highest histone acetylation states may change more dramatically from
interphase through mitosis for two main reasons. First, the highest acetylated states that
represent transcriptionally competent chromatin are rapidly turned over compared to the
low to moderately acetylated states pavie and Hendzel, 1994; Krebs et al., 1999). It is
well established that transcription is repressed in mitosis and the changes in acetylation
could reflect a direct coupling of these two processes. Second, there is a threshold level
of histone acetylation necessary to significantly influence higher-order chromatin folding

(Tse et al., 1998). This threshold is reached with the highest acetylated state of the core

histones. Thus, compared to the low to moderate acetylated states, a dramatic change in
the highest acetylated states will have the most influence on the transcriptional potential
and degree of chromatin compaction. This is supported by our observation of low and
moderately acetylated histones normally found in mitotic chromatin. Although low to
moderately acetylated chromatin may persist through mitosis, globally the amounts of
highly acetylated histone species are dramatically decreased in mammalian cells from
late prophase to late telophase when transcriptional activity is repressed (Gottesfeld and
Forbes, 1997).

Detection of the highly acetylated epitopes in hyperacetylated

chromosomes demonstrates that our immunofluorescent assays quantitatively reflect the
distribution of the examined epitopes both spatially and temporally. This loss of
acetylation is consistently made in a large number of both transformed and nontransformed cell lines that we have examined. The observed temporal relationship
between acetylation and transcription is consistent with the hypothesis that high levels of
hiaone acetylation are involved in establishing transcriptionally competent chromatin
domains prior to transcription initiation. We observe this relationship to hold in the
nucleus as the re-establishment of highly acetylated chromatin precedes the reassociation

of basal transcription factors and re-initiation of transcription. Histone acetylation,
however, may not be the only chromatin remodelling activity necessary to re-establish a
transcriptionally competent state, as ATP-dependent chromatin remodelling factors, such
as S W S N F , may recruit HATS to mitotic chromatin in late mitosis (Krebs et al., 2000).

3.3.2

Global changes in histone acetylation states correspond to changes in

tnascriptional activity in mitosis

One mechanism to relieve the repression that chromatin imparts to transcription is
the acetylation of core hiaone amino-terminal tails. The acetylation state of the most

highly acetylated lysines is transient; consequently, the structure of the underlying
chromatin template is expected to be dynamic. Dynamic structural changes in chromatin
organization, resulting from acetylation and other chromatin remodelling activities, likely
affect the levels of both transcriptional activity and repression during interphase. Our
results indicate that the cell may also use histone acetylation and histone deacetylation to
modulate transcriptional activity through mitosis.
With an antibody directed against diacetylated histone H3 (anti-AcH3), we found
that the levels of highly acetylated chromatin are decreased in mammalian cells from late
prophase to late telophase when transcriptional activity is known to be repressed
(Gottesfeld and Forbes, 1997). The levels of highly acetylated chromatin decreased in
late prophase, remained essentially absent during the middle stages of mitosis (an
approximate 20-fold decrease in AcH3 levels compared to prophase), and returned to
high levels in late telophase (Figure 3.2).
Although histone acetylation is correlated with transcriptional activity, whether
histone acetylation facilitates transcription or is a consequence of the transcriptional
process has not been adequately resolved. We found that both the onset of hiaone
deacetylation and transcriptional repression occurred during prophase.

Histone

acetylation levels, however, continued to decrease at later stages of prophase, when

transcriptional activity had ceased (Figure 3.5). We also observed that when highly
acetylated histones are maintained in mitotic chromosomes by culturing cells for several
hours in the presence of histone deacetylase inhibitors, transcriptional inhibition is still
observed during mitosis (our unpublished observations). Therefore, global histone
deacetylation must not be the commanding mechanism responsible for transcriptional
repression. Many additional components of the transcriptional machinery are displaced
and inactivated during mitosis (Martinez-Balbas et al., 1995; Parsons and Spencer, 1997;

Segil et al., 1996). In addition, chromaiin remodelling factors have been shown to
localize to a non-chromatin-based domain during mitosis (Muchardt et al., 1996) similar
to what we have described as "interchromosomal" domains.
Although the displacement and inactivation of general transcription factors during
mitosis may be responsible for transcriptional repression, re-acetylation of the genome
must precede trariscriptional re-activation if high histone acetylation states are required to

make chromatin accessible to general transcription factors. A careful temporal analysis
of re-acetylation of the genome relative to renewed synthesis of transcripts (Figure 3.5)
and recruitment of essential components of the transcription machinery, TBP (Figure 3.6)
and RNA polymerase II (not shown), revealed that global re-acetylation of the genome
occurred well before transcripts could be detected and that re-acetylation preceded the
association of general transcription factors with the decondensing late mitotic chromatin.
This is consistent with the hypothesis that histone acetylation is a necessary and early
step in re-establishing transcriptionally competent chromatin domains (Ikeda et al., 1999;
Nightingale et al., 1998; Sheridan et al., 1997).

3.3.3 ELATs and HDACs do not associate with mitotic chromosomes

Histone acetylation may hnction as an epigenetic marker of chromatin, which
transmits lineage-specific gene expression profiles fiom one cell generation to the next
(Turner, 1989; Turner, 2000). This is an intriguing hypothesis that could provide an
explanation for the partitioning of euchromatin to intranuclear regions and
heterochromatin to pennuclear and perinucleolar regions of the cell nucleus very early
during post-mitotic nuclear reformation.

Furthermore, the binding of acetyl-lysines in

specific regions of chromosomes by the bromodomains found in many of the HAT
proteins, may serve to maintain this association through mitosis and more faithhlly
transmit the epigenetic information into the next cell cycle (Turner, 2000).
We examined the temporal correlation between amounts of highly acetylated
histones and the distribution of HATs/HDACs. Surprisingly, every HAT and HDAC that
we tested adopted a similar distribution in mitosis. Both HATS and HDACs translocate

to and accumulate at the interchromosomal space, a non-chromatin domain. We observe

a gradual translocation of the bulk of the population of HATs and HDACs to the
interchromosomal space in the early stages of mitosis. The bulk of HATs and HDACs
remain separate fiom the chromosomes in mid-mitosis (prometaphase, metaphase, and
anaphase), but most of the population relocalizes with chromatin in late mitosis/early
interphase (late telophasd early GI). This coincides temporally with the changing
arnoums of highly acetylated chromatin at the respective stages of mitosis (see Figure
3.2). We have demonstrated previously that HATs and HDACs are present in both

chromatin and non-chromatin domains within the interphase nucleus (Hendzel et al.,

1998). In ongoing experiments, we have observed that these domains are constantly

exchanging factors with the nucleoplasm (not shown). Overall, this indicates that the
distribution of HATS and HDACs is temporally regulated and the distribution influences
the acetylation profile of chromatin. Importantly, our results conclusively demonstrate
that HATS do not associate with specific regions of chromosomes during mitosis. Thus,
any epigenetic code that is transmitted by histone acetylation must be confined to the low
or moderately acetylated states of histones within nucleosomes and is independent of

HAT and HDAC association during mitosis.

3.3.4 An altered association with chromatin inactivates HAl's and HDACs

Although we can not explicitly determine the proportion of HATs and HDACs
able to associate with chromatin during the early and late stage of mitosis when amounts

and levels of histone acetylation are gradually changing, we can observe that the bulk of
the HATs and HDACs have dissociated from mitotic chromatin in the mid stages of
mitosis by monitoring the activity of the two classes of enzymes.
The mitotic regulation of transcriptional co-activator or co-repressor activities,
including those of HATs and HDACs, could be mediated by protein modifications or
differential association with multi-protein complexes (Gottesfeld and Forbes, 1997;
Martinez-Balbas et al., 1995; Segil et al., 1996). Mitosis is a period of the cell cycle
when many proteins are phosphorylated and their activity altered. It is also clear that
both HATS and HDACs may be phosphorylated in vivo and that this modification has the

potential to influence activity. For example, the human homologue of the yeast

transcriptional co-activator GCNS is phosphorylated both in vitro and in vivo, a
modification that affects the enzyme's HAT activity (Barlev et al., 1998). In addition,
cell cycle-dependent phosphorylation of the global transcriptional co-activator CBP has
been shown to increase its HAT activity during interphase (Ait-Si-Ali et d., 1998).
Multiple potential phosphorylation sites present in both HATs and HDACs could be
involved in modulating their activity, as observed for other chromatin remodelling factors
(Muchardt et al., 1996).

Our results, however, clearly argue against a catalytic

inactivation due to mitotic phosphorylation. We observe a very small change in in v i m
HDAC activity and a small increase in in vitro HAT activity when comparing mitotic

extracts to interphase nuclear extracts.
Another explanation for the low levels of acetylation in mitotic chromatin is that
the enzymes translocate from a chromatin domain to a non-chromatin domain. We found
that during metaphase, both HAT and HDAC activities on chromatin are diminished in
sifrr and that this best correlates with

a translocation to a non-chromatin domain.

Furthermore, as cells re-znter interphase, the ability of both HATs and HDACs to act on
chromatin is correlated temporally with the relocalization of these enzymes to the
chromatin. Therefore, we conclude that the levels of acetylation in chromatin are
governed by a change in the association of the enzymes with their substrate, and not by a
modulation of their inherent activities. However, direct modifications of these enzymes
and a differential association of HATS and HDACs with multi-protein complexes
throughout the cell cycle may be responsible for their translocation between
compartments.

Because both HATs and HDACs were tramlocated to the

interchromosomal space, we suspect that the two classes of enzymes are regulated by a
common mechanism. Thus, the distribution of HATs and HDACs provides a means to
regulate the process of histone acetylation in mitosis.

The proposed epigenetic

mechanism that histone acetylation provides (Turner, 2000) can occur without static
association of HATs and HDACs with chromatin domains in mitosis. The sequestering
of these enzymes away fiom mitotic chromatin may help prevent alterations in
established histone acetylation profiles needed to mark chromatin domains for ponmitotic re-activation. Any epigenetic markers that histone acetylation provides do not
require a stable association of HATs and HDACs with the genome. Thus, our results
refute the hypothesis that the stable association of HATs and HDACs mark chromatin
domains epigenetically for post-mitotic activation and support the hypothesis that HAT

and HDAC activity is spatially regulated through assembly into discrete compartments.

3.3.5

Modd for the establishment of transcription domains at late telophase/early
interphase

We propose a model whereby levels of histone acetylation are regulated by
translocation of HATs/HDACs to and fiom non-chromatin domains (Figure 3.13). At the
early mitotic stage, the transcriptionally competent, highly acetylated chromatin becomes
deacetylated to moderate levels, contributing to transcriptional repression. A shift in
equilibrium, between chromatin and non-chromatin domains, leads to translocation of the
majority of these enzymes to the non-chromatin compartment (Figure 3.13, panel A). At
the global level, the hnctional activity of the HDACs lags that of the HATSto generate a

hypoacetylated state. The histone-modifying enzymes remain biochemically active but
do not associate with chromatin during metaphase (Figure 3.13, panel B). During this
time, small domains, perhaps R bands, retain histones that are acetylated at low to
moderate levels, involving lysine 12 of H4, but are not acetylated at high levels,
characterized by the AcH4K5 (acetyl-lysine 5) and AcH3 (acetyl-lysines 9 and 14)
antibodies (Jeppesen et al., 1992; Lin et al., 1989; Thorne et al., 1990; Turner and
Fellows, 1989). This low to moderately acetylated mitotic chromatin may hnction as an
epigenetic marker to preserve chromosome temtory organization.

Cornbinatorial

relationships between different histone modifications have recently been proposed to
form an epigenetic histone code that is read by factors that regulate chromatin structure
and activity (Strahl and Allis, 2000; Turner, 2000). M e r the daughter chromosomes

segregate and the chromatin begins to reorganize and decondense, a wave of recruitment
of histone-modifying enzymes, H A T W A C s , relocalize or reassociate with the
chromatin in a process that may involve the partitioning of euchromatic regions of
chromatin adjacent to the small interchromatin space of early GI cells, where the HATs
and HDACs preferentially enrich (Figure 3.13, panel C).

These newly emerging

temtories or compartments are maintained by an equilibrium of association of HATs and
HDACs between a chromatin-based domain and a non-chromatin domain and may be
responsible for organizing chromatin and non-chromatin components observed during
interphase (Ferreira et al., 1997; Hendzel et al., 1998; Sadoni et al., 1999). Such
temtories have been observed on the periphery of interchromatin granule clusters (Figure
3.13, panel D) (Hendzel et al., 1998). Biochemical modification and differential

localization of both general and gene-specific transcription factors may influence both the
distribution and composition of these territories, and thereby regulate gene activity.

Figure 3.13. A model for regulating chromatin acetylation levels and re-establishing
acetylated chromatin domains in late telophase/early interphase. The coarsely shaded
areas on the chromosomes represent chromatin containing transcriptionally competent
euchromatic regions. R bands (fine shading in B) contain low to moderate levels of
histone acetylation !e.g. K i 2 of H4) during mitosis.

The white segments of the

chromosomes represent heterochromatic regions that do not generally contain elevated
levels of acetylated chromatin during the entire cell cycle. The solid black ovals
represent histone-modifying enzymes, the HATS and HDACs. During prophase (A),
when chromatin is condensing and levels of highly acetylated chromatin have diminished
significantly, HATs/HDACs dissociate from the chromatin and localize in the
interchromosomal space. During metaphase (B), chromatin is maximally condensed,
HATsRiDACs are localized away from the chromatin, effectively inhibiting their

interaction with the chromatin.

During late telophase (C), when chromatin is

decondensing, HATsRIDACs relocalize to the interchromosomal space and reassociate
with regions of the chromosomes containing potentially transcriptionally active

euchromatic regions. During interphase @), euchromatic transcriptionally competent
chromatin, containing high levels of acetylation, are organized in territories containing
pools of HATsRIDACs that are able to efficiently regulate dynamic levels of highly
acetylated transcriptionai1y active chromatin.

These temtories represent nuclear

architecture such as that asso~iatedwith interchromatin granule clusters, as previously
described (Hendzel et al., 1998).
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Chapter Four: Reduced Mobility of the ASF Splicing Factor through

the Nucleoplasm and Steady-state Speckle Compartments

4.1 Introduction

It is well established that the cell nucleus is spatially organized through
compartmentalization of functionally-related biornolecules (Carmo-Fonseca et al., 1996;
de long et al., 1996; Lamond and Earnshaw, 1998; Misteli, 2000; Misteli and Spector,
1998; Sleeman and Lamond, 1999; Wei et al., 1999a). Perhaps the most striking example
of this organization is the distribution of splicing factors, which participate in pre-mRNA
metabolism (Spector, 1993b). Splicing factors are highly enriched in nuclear domains
referred to as speckles. The basis for compartmentalization of splicing factors into
nuclear domains, such as speckles, has not been determined. One possibility is that
specific nuclear structures contain binding sites for factors and that these structures are
physically immobilized by a structural framework or karyoskeleton.
Although a subject of widespread investigation, the acceptance of such a
framework has suffered from the inability of years of ultrastructural research to reveal
this nuclear component without prior elution of chromatin (Pederson, 1998; Pederson,
2000). Recently, we used elemental imaging to detect a protein-based framework that

has an organization consistent with an architectural role in the cell nucleus (Hendzel et

al., 1999). This "karyoskeleton" was particularly evident within nuclear speckles
(Hendzel et al., 1999; Hendzel et al., 1998).

The potential implications of a structural basis to nuclear compartmentalization
have arisen in recent studies. The observation that small portions of speckles appear to
break away from the larger domain and move to sites of newly transcribing genes
(Misteli et al., 1998; Misteli et al., 1997) implies that the karyoskeleton can be
dynamically remodelled and provides a basis for directed transport of macromolecular
assemblies. This movement of splicing factor assemblies was found to be dependent on
the phosphorylation state and transcriptional activity of the nucleus (Misteli et al., 1997).
suggesting that the movement of at least a sub-population of splicing factors is regulated.
These observations were made using alternative splicing factor (ASF):GFP hsion
proteins as a probe to monitor the dynamics of ASF-enriched structures. Direct
microscopical visualization of GFP fusion proteins in living cells is usehl for studying
the movement of proteins on a macro scale. In addition to directed movement of intact
factor-rich structures, it has been speculated that a substantial pool of splicing factors.
observed as a dispersed nuclear population outside of speckles (Fay et al., 1997). are
freely mobile within the nucieoplasm (Singer and Green, 1997). Fluorescence recovery
after photobleaching (FRAP)-based studies are weli suited to directly determine how
splicing factors move through the cell nucleus.

In this study, we used 3-D timelapse (4-D)fluorescence deconvolution
microscopy to examine the structural mobility of ASF-enriched structures and the
molecular mobility of the ASF protein. We set out to determine whether the mobility of
splicing factors reflects their non-random distribution within the nucleus, in particular,

whether the movement of splicing factors throughout the nucleus occurs mainly due to a

directed transport of macromolecular assemblies or whether significant quantities are able
to freely diffuse.

4.2 Results
4.2.1

4-Ddynamics of the ASF splicing factor in living cells
Previous observations using the ASF:GFP fusion protein clearly indicate that

nuclear speckles are structurally dynamic sub-nuclear domains (Misteli et al., 1997;
Misteli and Spector, 1996; Misteli and Spector, 1998). We used this probe and 4-D
microscopy to examine more closely the spatio-temporal dynamics of nuclear speckles.
Consistent with Misteli

et

a1 (1997), we find that speckles change shape over time and

sub-domains are capable of both blebbing and hsing with individual speckles (Figure
4.1). Examples of smaller domains budding from speckles (small arrows) and speckles

changing shape (large arrows) are shown in redlgreen stereo pairs. Numerous other
examples can be seen by closely examining movie 4.1. We cofirm that nuclear speckles
undergo considerable structural dynamics during the course of an intermediate time
frame of 60 minutes, but remain relatively positional 1y stable within the nuclear space.

4.2.2

Large nuclear domains are capable of random motion within the cell nucleus

The movement of nuclear structures as large as those that originate and migrate
away from nuclear speckles could be defined by macromolecular crowding in the
nucleoplasm. In particular, chromosomal territories have been demonstrated to occupy,
collectively, a considerable portion of the nuclear volume (Cremer et al., 1993; Zirbel et

al., 1993). Therefore, it has been proposed that chromatin barriers may prevent the
diffusion of large complexes (Cremer et al., 1993).

This model of nuclear

compartmentalization is referred to as the interchromosomal channel network and is
postulated to be an environment that is enriched in pre-mRNA processing factors due to

an exclusion fiom chromosomal domains. If this model held, larger structures would not
be capable of significant intranuclear mobility and this would explain the slow and
apparently directed movement of splicing factors in structures derived from nuclear
speckles. In order to differentiate between passive diffision through a restricted space
and a more directed process, it is necessary to have a control for the potential mobility of
large structures in the nucleoplasm. During the course of unrelated experiments, we have
been examining the localization of histone deacetylase 4 (HDAC4). Like many

FLAG-tagged constructs (e-g., Fejes-Toth

et

GFP and

al., 1998; Fischle et al., 1999; Htun et al.,

1996) containing components of the transcriptional machinery, FLAG-tagged HDAC4

localizes to several hundred small nuclear bci located throughout the nucleoplasm.
HDAC4:GFP, when transiently expressed in cells, does not show evidence of this focal

organization. In most cells, HDAC4:GFP is diffisely distributed. In a small number of
cells, however, spherical structures highly enriched in HDAC4:GFP are formed. They
are present in either the cytoplasm or the nucleus and, in some cells, are found in both
subcellular compartments. These structures are also variable in size, particularly between
individual cells. They are visible using differential interference contrast P I C ) optics and
are not evident in non-transfected cells. Most importantly, movement of these structures,
regardless of size, was evident by direct observation in the microscope. This suggested

Figure 4.1. Three-dimensional organization of ASF within living cells. A mouse 10T1/2
fibroblast cell line was transfected with an ASF:GFP fusion protein. An expressing cell
was examined by deconvolution microscopy and 3-D reconstruction through time. Z
series were collected at 2-minute intervals for 60 minutes. Individual time fiames are
shown as red and green stereo pairs. The small arrow indicates the position of a smaller
ASF-enriched particle budding and moving away from a speckle. The large arrow
indicates the position of a speckle observed to unfold into a fiber and then refold back

-

into a speckle. The scale bar represents 5 pm.

that these structures, although probably non-physiological, could serve as a reference for
the potential mobility of larger complexes within the cell nucleus.
.4 complete characterization of the relationship between the size of the structure

and its mobility characteristics will be presented elsewhere. At this point, we wished to
simply address the issue as to whether structures in the size range of the "buds" derived
from nuclear speckles are capable of rapid and random motion in the cell. To address
this, cells expressing nuclear histone deacetylase 4 (HDAC4):GFP complexes of
approximately 500 nm diameter were imaged by timelapse microscopy. Exposures were
taken every second for 60 seconds. The results are shown in Figure 4.2 and are also

presented as a movie (Movie 4.2).

Figure 4.2 shows an individual frame that

demonstrates the presence of small spherical domains in a cell transiently expressing
HDAC4:GFP (top left panel). The top right panel shows the tracks followed by five

individual domains over a 60 second time-course. The middle panel illustrates the
individual domains tracked. This is also illustrated in Movie 4.2. The largest distance
travelled by HDAC4 in this cell was approximately 1.0 micron in 1 second. This
occurred in the right uppermost nuclear focus between frames 3 and 4 (Movie 4.2).
Some foci move in and out of the plane of focus during the time course. We suspect that
the observed movement reflects the probability of a collision, although the establishment
of large compartments with physical barriers to movement of large structures cannot be
ruled out. For comparison, an identical time-course and process was carried out with a
cell expressing ASF:GFP (Figure 4.2, Movie 4.3). The motion observed for individual
ASF foci is considerably more restricted over this very s h ~ rtime-course
t
than is observed

Figure 4.2. Mobility of a histone deacetylase 4:GFP-enriched structure. Top row: A
mouse 10T1/2 cell was transfected with a hybrid protein containing an N-terminal fbsion
of GFP to HDAC4. A cell expressing nuclear HDAC4-enriched domains was analyzed

by timelapse microscopy. The first panel shows a single time point. The middle panel
shows a superimposition of the movement track onto the image. The third panel shows
the movement track over the 60 second time-course. The Bottom row: A mouse 10T1/2
cell was transfected with the ASF:GFP fbsion protein. The first panel shows a single time
point. The middle panel shows a superimposition of the movement track onto the image.
The third panel shows the movement track over the 60 second time-course. The scale bar

-

represents 5 pm.

for HDAC4 domains of similar size. This indicates that the slow movement of ASF foci
in the longer time-course shown in Figure 4.1 and Movie 4.1 does not represent spatial

averaging of undersampled more rapid movement. In addition, the movement of ASF
sub-domains is distinct from the rapid motion potential realised by HDAC4 domains of
similar size.

4.2.3

FRAP andysis of ASF:GFP movement
We have confirmed the dynamic properties of nuclear speckles and splicing

factor-enriched structures that hse or bleb from these domains. By utilising a histone
deacetylase 4 construct with novel expression properties, we have clearly shown that the
movement of the speckle domain buds is distinct from random motion.

Although

structures as large as speckles are physically limited in their abilities to migrate through
the nucleoplasm (Hendzel and MacDonald, in preparation), structures in the size range of
the smaller splicing factor-enriched domains (e.g. HDAC4 foci) are capable of rapid and
random motion. The mobility of these structures, when compared to ASF, indicates that
the smaller ASF-enriched domains are not moving freely through nuclear space and
slowed only by their high molecular weight. Since it has been demonstrated that these
splicing factor sub-domains can be recruited to sites of transcription, and hence, may
function in the efficient processing of pre-mRNAs, it is important to understand the
mobility properties of the pools of molecules associated with these structures.
To do this, we characterised the movement of the ASF protein, which is present
both within and outside of nuclear speckles, using FRAP-based experiments. As a

control, we characterised the fluorescence recovery rate of GFP in the absence of the

ASF protein. The top two panels of Figure 4.3 show a photobleaching experiment
performed on an Indian muntjac fibroblast cell expressing GFP. The first image was
taken prior to photobleaching and the second image was taken within 1 second of the
completion of photobleaching . Under conditions in which a photobleached region is
easily generated in the ASF:GFP expressing cell (bottom panels), the 3 pm
photobleached strip through the cell was not evident in the GFP expressing cell. This is
because the image scan time, approximately 1-second, is large relative to the rapid
mobility of the freely diffising GFP protein. The partial equilibration of the GFP protein
during scanning results in the observed decrease in fluorescence intensity throughout the
entire cell. This is particularly evident in the nucleus and is consistent with the free
mobility of the bulk of the pool of GFP within the cell. The boaom panels show the
photobleaching of a 3 pm strip through an ASF-GFP expressing cell. The photobleached
region remains quite evident even at the 10-second time point. Complete recovery is not
observed until at least 30 seconds. The immobile fiaction of ASF:GFP was calculated for
both human intestinal smooth muscle and mouse 10T212 fibroblasts. There were no
differences between cell types. The mean immobile population was calculated to be 6.7

* 4.7%.

Control experiments, in which the entire nuclear fluorescence was bleached,

demonstrated that de novo synthesis, import of a cytoplasmic pool, or refolding of the

GFP molecule were not significant contributors to fluorescence recovery (not shown).
To quantitatively assess how much slower the ASF protein migrated through the
cell nucleus compared to the freely mobile GFP protein, we performed experiments in

Figure 4.3. Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching of the ASF:GFP factor in living
cells. Indian muntjac fibroblast cells were transfected with a GFP expression vector (top
panels) or an ASF:GFP expression vector. A 3 pm line was bleached across the width of
the cell nucleus and images were collected during the course of recovery. The scale bar

-

represents 5 pm.

which a 3 pm strip extending through the cell was scanned at rapid intervals. This
enabled us to collect images every 50 milliseconds. This was necessary because under
conditions in which a clear bleach zone is observed with ASF:GFP, the GFP protein
infiltrates the photobleached region sufficiently fast that only a gradient of intensity is
observed and recovery is nearly complete during the time required to acquire a single
frame (approximately 1 second scan time). A plot of the recovery of the GFP protein is
shown in Figure 4.4. The estimated t 112 of recovery is less than 300 milliseconds. Figure
4.4 also shows the same experiment performed on an ASF:GFP expressing cell. The

estimated t112 is approximately 20 seconds. The mean recovery time of several cells
fiom four different cell lines is sumrnarised in Table 4.1. Differences were observed
between cell lines in the mobilities of both GFP and ASF:GFP and there was a significant
amount of variability in the recovery rates between individual cells. This is reflected in
the high standard deviation and may reflect variability in expression levels. Cells
expressing very low levels of ASF:GFP are difficult to image and so the data set was
biased towards cells expressing intermediate or higher levels of ASF:GFP. However,
only cells expressing the normal speckled ASF distribution were imaged and, although
there was a tendency for the highest expressing cells to recover faster than the lower
expressing cells, this relationship was not absolute. Additionally, the level of expression
could not be used to predict the amount of free ASF:GFP. If we use the amount of
fluorescence lost during the photobleach period fiom nucleoplasmic regions distant from
the bleaching site as an estimate of the amount of free ASF:GFP, fluorescence loss was

measured at between 0 and 25.5% with a mean of 10.9% and a standard deviation of

Figure 4.4. A comparison of recovery rates of GFP and ASF:GFP during FRAP. Human
A549 cells were transfected with either a

GFP expression vector or an ASF:GFP

expression vector. A 3 pm line was bleached across the width of the cell nucleus and
images were collected during the course of recovery. The first image collected after
photobleaching was measured for intensity in the photobleached region and this value
was normalized to zero and the maximal intensity during recovery was normalized to 1.

The individual time points were then plotted. The mean recovery time of several cells
from the cell lines A549, HeLa, HISM, and 10'1112 are summarized in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1. Quantitative analysis of recovery times of ASF:GFP vs. GFP in different cell
lines.

Cell Type

Protein

A549 (human)

ASFIGFP

HeLa (human)

GFP
ASF:GFP

HISM (human)

GFP
ASF:GFP
GFP

10T1/2 (mouse)

ASF:GFP
GFP

t 1 2 Recovery

Fold Difference vs.
GFP

8.4%. This value did not correlate with expression level of the transiently expressed

protein. Out of the entire data set, only one cell showed a recovery time less than ten-fold
slower than GFP. It is clear from these results that the majority of the ASF:GFP
population does not behave as a freely mobile molecule.

4.2.4

Movement of splicing factors during transcription or kinase inhibition

Transcriptional inhibition causes speckles to reorganize, becoming both larger and
more spherical (Hendzel and Bazett-Jones, 1995). This correlates with a decrease in the
structural dynamics of speckles and the cessation of budding and transport of smaller
domains derived from speckles (Misteli et al., 1997). This reorganization may be
dependent upon protein phosphorylation since treatment of cells with the protein kinase
inhibitor staurosporine produces a similar pattern and inhibits speckle dynamics (Misteli
et al., 1997).

Therefore, we asked whether inhibiting transcription or ongoing

phosphorylation would affect the mobility of ASF. To address this, we performed FRAP
experiments on cells that had been treated with the RNA polymerase I1 transcription
inhibitor, 5,6-dichloro- 1-P-D-ri bohranosylbenzimidaole @RB), or the kinase inhibitor
staurosporine. As expected, the transcriptionally inhibited cells show a reorganization of
the nuclear speckles and ASF:GFP distribution (Figure 4. Sc).

Speckles become

considerably larger, fewer in number, and more spherical. We observed the fluorescence
signal recovery reached equilibrium approximately five minutes after bleaching, which

was similar to results obtained with cells treated with staurosporine (Figure 4.Sd). We
found that the ASF:GFP moves into and out of speckles and between individual speckles

Figure 4.5. Effect of RNA polymerase U and kinase inhibitors on ASF:GFP movement.
Mouse 10T112 fibroblasts expressing the GFP protein (A) or the ASF:GFP (B,C, and D)
chimeric protein were incubated in the presence of the transcriptional inhibitor DRB (C)
or in the presence of the kinase inhibitor staurosporine @) for 2 to 4 hours prior to

imaging. Arrows in A denote two individual speckle domains. Cells were photobleached

and the recovery of fluorescence monitored by timelapse microscopy. The scale bar

-

represents 5 pm.

with kinetics that are similar to untreated control cells expressing ASF:GFP (Figure
4.Sb), but is considerably slower than GFP itself (Figure 4.5a). These drugs do, however,

affect the mobility of some nuclear proteins. Histone H1 mobility, for example, is
dramatically reduced by treatment with either drug (Lever et al., 2000). Indicating that
although the structural dynamics of speckles and the sub-nuclear distribution of ASF are
dependent upon protein phosphorylation or ongoing RNA polymerase I1 transcription, the
overall mobility of ASF is not.

4.2.5

Quantitative analysis o f fluorescence recovery in nuclear speckles and the
nucleoplasm

Although we cannot resolve individual molecules of ASF, we can detect and
measure their mean mobility. If ASF maintained high affinity associations in speckles

and the population of dispersed ASF molecules was freely diffusible, then we would
expect a rapid uniform recovery of the nucleoplasm followed by the slower recovery of

speckles. Instead we observe a progressive front of GFP signal recovery that moves
gradually toward the pole of the bleached half of the nucleus (Figure 4.5b) with signal
recovery in bleached speckles occumng concomitantly with signal recovery in the
surrounding nucleoplasm. This indicates that the dispersed population of ASF molecules
does not behave differently, with respect to mobility, than sites of enrichment.
We quantitatively analyzed recovery from nuclear speckles and nucleoplasmic

regions by simultaneously bleaching two 1.5 pm spots aligned in the Y-axis of the image

scan. Bleaching time was approximately 200 milliseconds. Because Phair and Miaeli

(2000) had demonstrated a slight increase in the mobility of ASF upon inhibition of RNA

polymerase U transcription, we also quantitatively analyzed the recovery of ASF under
conditions of transcriptional inhibition. The mean of five cells for each experiment was
plotted (Figure 4.6). Standard deviations ranged from 5 to 8% at the 0.5 recovery value.
The t 112 of recovery under untreated conditions was not significantly different for control
speckles versus control nucleoplasm. Consistent with the results of Phair and Misteli
(2000),recovery times are slightly decreased during transcriptional inhibition. A slight

increase in mobility is observed for nuclear speckles but recovery in the nucleoplasm was
measured to be 1.6 times faster during recovery than the control nucleoplasm. A smaller
increase in mobility was observed for speckles. Nonetheless, even under conditions
where nascent transcripts are not present in the nucleoplasrn, nucleoplasmic ASF moves
substantially slower than a freely mobile protein.
Second, following photobleaching half of the cell nucleus, we compared the rate
of fluorescence draining by monitoring the relative intensities of speckles in an
unbleached region of the nucleus. To do this, in unbleached regions of the nucleus, the
ratio of the speckle maximum to the neighbouring nucleoplasmic minimum was
normalized to one and plotted over time. If a higher afEnity binding site existed in
nuclear speckles, we would expect an initial increase in the ratio of speckle signal to
dispersed nucleoplasmic signal (ratio greater than LO), reflecting the loss of the more
mobile nucleoplasmic factor into bleached regions. We have observed this behaviour
with other GFP fusion proteins that are currently under investigation (not shown). Figure
4.7 shows the ratio of speckles relative to adjacent nucleoplasmic regions in an

Figure 4.6. Quantitative analysis of FRAP following spot-bleaching of a nuclear speckle
and a nucleoplasmic region of the same cell. Two spots of -1.5 pm diameter were
photobleached in HeLa cell nuclei, one in a speckle domain and the other in the
nucleoplasm. These spots were in perfect register horizontally within the image scan and
were bleached simultaneously. The initial intensity of the photobleached regions were
normalized to 0 and the maximal intensity obtained during recovery was normalized to
1 .O. The recovery of each region was then plotted versus time.

Figure 4.7. Quantitative analysis of the relative ASF:GFP distribution in nuclear speckles

and the surrounding nucleoplasm during recovery after photobleaching. A line scan three
pixels wide was drawn through the nucleus to include both individual speckles and
surrounding nucleoplasm. The relative concentration between the individual speckles and
the surrounding nucleoplasm was normalized to one in the first image collected
immediately following photobleaching. The ratio between fluorescence signal present
within the speckles and the surrounding nucleoplasm is plotted over time as a mean of
five separate speckles fiom individual experiments. The negative time point represents
the image collected immediately prior to photobleaching.

unbleached region during recovery. Consistent with the FRAP results, this experiment
shows that the relative intensity remains at approximately 1.0, indicating that the change
in speckle intensity equals that measured for the nucleoplasm. Thus, even though the
spatial organization of ASF is not uniform., the mobility of ASF is not significantly
different between the speckle compartment and the nucleoplasm.

Both of these

experiments support the conclusion that the association between ASF and binding sites in
nuclear speckles and the nucleoplasm is qualitatively similar.

4.2.6

Connectivity between pools of ASF associated with immobile binding sites in

speckles and the nucleoplasm

Fluorescence loss in photobleaching (FLIP) experiments can be used to
demonstrate the connectivity between nuclear compartments. Our observations of FRAP
recovery, particularly those where the large half-nucleus regions are bleached, suggest
that the nucleoplasmic and speckle compartments constantly exchange molecules with
each other. This was confirmed by FLIP analysis. A region of the cell nucleus was
cyclically bleached and allowed to recover until the fluorescence intensity of the cell
nucleus was near the detection limit in the experiment. If a significant population of
molecules remained bound in nuclear speckles, we would expect that it would not be
possible to drain the fluorescence within these regions upon repeated photobleaching of a
nucleoplasmic region. Figure 4.8 shows that repeated photobleaching of a region within
the nucleus results in overall loss of nuclear fluorescence. Thus, the ASF molecules,

Figure 4.8. Fluorescence loss in photobleaching demonstrates connectivity between
speckles and the nucleoplasm.

A single spot 2 pm in diameter was repeatedly

photobleached and allowed to recover for 30 seconds. The experiment was performed in
a human intestinal smooth muscle cell expressing ASF:GFP. The initial image, collected

following photobleaching, and the images collected 30 seconds following photobleaching

-

are shown. The scale bar represents 5 pm.

regardless of their nuclear location during the initial line scan, are in constant flux and
move throughout the entire nucleus.

4.3 Discussion
4.3.1

ASF-enriched domains do not behave as structures that are free within the
nucleoplasm

The observation that ASF-enriched domains are able to move in a directed
manner From nuclear speckles to sites of transcription (Misteli et al., 1998; Misteli et al.,
1997) potentially reflects a controlled and targeted migration of processing machinery to

locations in the cell nucleus where this factor is required. It is formally possible,
however, that such movement represents a passive movement of domains that are
confined in their motion by a restriction of the nuclear space available for diffusion.
Using HDAC4:GFP. which forms non-physiological domains of similar size in
overexpressing cells, we were able to demonstrate that chromatin density or other
potential impediments to domain movement do not restrict the mobility of relatively large
structures in the cell nucleus. In contrast to the random movement of HDAC4:GFPcontaining domains, the movement of ASF:GFP-enriched domains is non-random and
considerably slower. Moreover, when the HDAC4 domains approach or exceed the size
of the speckles themselves, they ail1 undergo rapid, but confined motion. They appear to
"vibrate" within the nucleoplasm on 1 second time-scale intervals (not shown). Thus,

ASF containing structures behave like structures that are physically confined through
associations with other immobile elements of the nucleoplasm rather than structures

whose mobility is impeded solely by size but that are otherwise freely mobile. It is
therefore possible that the movement of ASF-enriched domains to sites of transcription
reflects an active and directed process.

4.3.2

The movement of the ASF splicing factor through nuclcopIasmic space

An implication of the mobility properties of speckles and smaller domains

enriched in splicing factors is that splicing factor availability is tightly controlled in a
spatio-temporal fashion.

This could be mediated by association with putative

architectural elements of the nucleus and the tracking along this karyoskeleton as large
multicopy domains.

It has also been reported that there are significant quantities of

splicing factors that are dispersed throughout the nucleoplasm (Fay et al., 1997). This
has fuelled speculation that splicing factors move very rapidly throughout the cell nucleus
by free diffusion (Singer and Green, 1997). If the population of freely diffusing

molecules were very high, then spatio-temporal regulation would be much more difficult
to establish. We have been able to estimate the amount of freely mobile ASF by
assuming that the loss of fluorescence in a region distant from the site of bleaching (as is
observed with the freely mobile GFl? protein during photobleaching) reflects a freely
mobile population. In many cells examined, this population is very low or undetectable.
For 4 of 11 cells we estimated this at less than 5 per cent. Although our method may
underestimate this population, we are examining overexpressing cells. This should also
be considered in the kinetic analysis of movement. The observed enrichment of ASF in
nuclear speckles (2 to 3-fold) is considerably lower than endogenous splicing factors

observed in immunofluorescent studies (not shown). Because all of the cells examined
were transiently overexpressing the ASF protein, it is quite possible, if not likely, that the
measured mobility of ASF is overestimated as a consequence of saturating specific
nuclear binding sites.
In this study, we demonstrate that in the nucleoplasm splicing factors display a
similar overall mobility to the speckle-associated ASF.

It is possible that higher

resolution techniques, such as fluorescence correlation spectroscopy, will reveal multiple
populations that produce an average mobility that is reflected in our experiments.
Certainly, over very shon distances, this is probably the case. Interestingly, in one cell
line, human intestinal smooth muscle (HISM), staining of the fibrillar centres or the
dense fibrillar components of the nucleolus was occasionally observed. When cells
containing this population were examined and the nucleoplasmic or speckle recovery was
compared to nucleolar recovery, the nucleolar population recovered approximately twice
as slowly as the extranucleolar populations.

Because we suspected that nucleolar

association was an artefact of overexpression, such cells were not included in our primary
FRAP analysis. However, this observation, and the results of Phair and Misteli (2000).

comparing the mobility of ASF to nucleolar and chromatin-associated proteins indicates
that this method is capable of resolving populations with distinct mobilities.

An important observation in this study is that the movement of the population of
ASF molecules occurs much more quickly than the time required for ASF-enriched

structures, or speckles themselves, to move through nuclear space. This is evident when
we compare the rates of movement of structures in the 3D-timelapse experiments versus

the movement of molecules in the FRAP experiments. It is hrther evidenced in
experiments where cells have been treated with transcription or kinase inhibitors. Under
these conditions, the translocation of ASF-enriched structures from speckles is minimized
(Misteli et al., 1997), but the overall mobility of ASF is not reduced (Phair and Misteli,
2000). We conclude that the mobility of ASF is not due mainly to a mechanism
involving the directed transport of speckle subdomains through the nucleus. The spatial
organization of ASF, however, is modulated by processes such as transcription and
ongoing phosphorylation.
Although splicing factors are capable of movement through the nucleus
independently of the shuttling of factor-rich structures, this mobility is not representative
of a Freely mobile state. We observe both the dispersed and speckle-associated ASF to

move at a rate significantly slower than other proteins that exhibit free mobility, such as
the GFP protein itself Essentially identical mobility results have recently been reported
by Phair and Misteli (2000). In their study, they determined the diffusion coefficient of

ASF:GFP to be 0.24 pm2/second, a value approximately 1 per cent of that of a freely
mobile protein in the nucleoplasm and slower than the measured mobility of diffising
poly (A) RNA (Politz et al., 1998). One possibility is that this reflects the association
with RNAs co-transcriptionally. Phair and Misteli (2000) detected a slight increase in the
mobility of ASF in cells that had been treated with transcriptional inhibitors.
The concept of a large pool of molecules or complexes that move freely through
the cell nucleus until they associate with their substrate does not accurately reflect the
behaviour of splicing factors. Instead, our results are consistent with the nucleus

containing a large number of relatively immobile sites capable of binding ASF, thereby
significantly reducing its overall mobility compared to freely mobile proteins. The
reduced mobility of ASF even under conditions where newly synthesised transcripts are
blocked fiom forming indicates that RNA contributes only a portion of the total
nucleoplasmic binding sites. The significance of nascent RNA in retarding the mobility
of ASF is difficult to assess, however, since transcriptional inhibition results in a
redistribution of nuclear ASF molecules. For example, before transcriptional inhibition,
HeLa cell speckles were enriched 1.8-fold over nucleoplasmic regions, but after
transcriptional inhibition, speckles were enriched 2.5-fold over nucleoplasrnic regions.
Thus, it may simply be that the increased mobility of ASF in the nucleoplasm reflects a
redistribution of non-RNA binding sites from the nucleoplasm to the speckles rather than
the straightforward explanation that it is a direct consequence of the absence of cotranscriptional binding sites for ASF within the nucleoplasm.
We propose that a transient association of ASF with these putative immobile
acceptor sites serves to retard the translational mobility of splicing factors within the cell
nucleus and establishes a dynamic equilibrium between mobile and immobile populations
(see Phair and Miaeli, 2000 for a kinetic analysis). This does indicate that, as a
consequence, ASF molecules move only small distances in solution before once again
associating with relatively immobile acceptor sites. This is reflected in the relatively
"clean" boundary between photobleached and unbleached regions of the nucleus in
comparison to the absence of discernible bleach zone boundaries when examining free

GFP and the slow migration of the fluorescent front during recovery. This is not simply

due to the increased molecular weight of the chimeric protein. Seksek et al. (1997) have
demonstrated that under conditions of free diffusion, the t 1/2 of a 2MDa molecule is only
approximately 8-fold greater than that of a 20 KDa molecule (Seksek et al., 1997). The
kinetics of movement suggests that ASF molecules, regardless of their location, spend
considerably more time in a bound and immobilized aate than in a diffisible aate. Since
there is no difference in the mobility of ASF populations associated with nuclear speckles
or dispersed throughout the nucleoplasm, these binding sites must be qualitatively similar
but heterogeneous in concentration within the nucleus. The immobilization of these
binding sites could be explained by association with the karyoskeleton, which has a high
density in speckles but is also present throughout the nucleoplasm (Hendzel et al., 1999;
Hendzel et al., 1998). Spector et al. (1 99 1) have previously demonstrated that the SC-35
splicing factor associates with nuclear speckles independent of RNA implying
associations with non-RNP components of these structures. Thus, it may be more
appropriate to think of translocating factor-rich structures as movable splicing factor
steady-state reservoirs rather than stably assembled complexes that are shuttled from sites
of storage to sites of use.

4.3.3

A model for regulating the distribution of splicing facton in the cell nucleus

We propose that heterogeneity in splicing factor concentration throughout the
nuclear volume reflects differences in the concentration of immobile karyoskeletonassociated binding sites. These putative binding sites are present in lower abundance
within the nucleoplasm and enriched in distinct morphological components of the

nucleus, such as speckles. The cell nucleus is able to dynamically reconfigure the
karyoskeleton, or the organization of binding sites within the karyoskeleton, to reposition
domains. This reorganization occurs by blebbing, hsing, and translocating assemblies
that contain high concentrations of these sites. This allows the cell to respond to
changing needs for transcription processing machinery in the vicinity of transcriptionally
active genes. As suggested by Phair and Misteli (2000), it may also provide a mechanism
that favours the assembly of multiprotein complexes. Overall, the constant dissociation
of factors from these binding sites enables most of these factors to also be available for
catalytic activity near their site of concentration while the association provides a means
of spatio-temporal regulation of splicing factor availability. The ability of splicing
factors to move throughout the entire nuclear volume over relatively shon periods of time
(minutes) indicates that although compartmentalization may increase the efficiency of
splicing in the vicinity of nuclear speckles, the location of a gene distant from a speckle
does not necessarily mean that it will not have access to splicing machinery. We suggest
that compartmentalization of factors reflects the dynamic organization of karyoskeletonbased sites and that this organization is influenced by nuclear processes such as
transcription (Huang and Spector, 1996b; Misteli et al., 1997).

Chapter Five: Assembly and Maintenance of Sub-nuclear Domains

5.1 Introduction

Recent studies of PML nuclear bodies has indicated that these sub-nuclear
structures participate in gene expression, yet how these domains are formed and
maintained is not known. The assembly and maintenance of nuclear domains or bodies
can best be investigated by direct visualization of the nuclear structure.
A nuclear body is loosely defined as a nuclear volume that excludes something

else.

There are two main biochemical principles underlying the formation and

maintenance of local high accumulations of proteins with the cell. The presence of
protein "aggregates" can be dependent on the concentration of the protein within a
particular volume, where aggregation occurs above a critical concentration due to
insolubility. Alternatively, though not mutually exclusive, aggregation may be affected
by protein affinities toward other molecules of itself or another substrate. Both the
concentration and affinity of a protein can be regulated, but mechanisms that regulate
protein affinity can be more diverse and fine-tuned. Furthermore, a local equilibrium can
be established between modified and unmodified populations of a protein, and this can
affect both the size of the aggregate and the dynamics of protein exchange between the
soluble and insoluble populations. The establishment of this type of equilibrium is
influenced by the presence of regulatory machinery able to modify the protein of interest.
Generally, nuclear bodies are thought to represent protein aggregates and their formation

and maintenance may be dependent on either or both principles. The extent to which

protein concentration or affinity affects nuclear body assembly and maintenance is poorly
understood.

PML bodies are sub-nuclear domains that are comprised of accumulations of
numerous proteins. The PML protein is the most notable since PML -/- cell lines lack

PML bodies, and all of the other known PML body-associated proteins are dispersed in
the nucleoplasm (Ishov et al., 1999). In addition, reintroduction of the PML protein in

PML -/- cells causes the reconstitution of PML nuclear bodies and the recruitment of

PML body-associated proteins (Ishov et al., 1999). Thus, the PML protein appears to be
critical for PML body formation. The slow turnover of the PML protein in PML bodies,
as monitored by photobleaching of GFP-tagged PML in living cells, indicates that the

PML protein may have a structural tole in these nuclear bodies (Boisvert et

al., 200 1).

Thus, the PML protein appears to be the primary candidate for the assembly and
maintenance of PML nuclear bodies.
Recently, a novel matrix-associated sub-nuclear domain containing both class I
and class I1 HDACs has been identified (Dowries et al., 2000). These "MAD bodies"
(matrix-associated deacetylase body) are typically 0.5 pm in size with 20-40 present per
nucleus, and thus are similar to PML bodies in both morphology and distribution
(Downes et al., 2000). MAD bodies do not contain any of the major PML bodyassociated proteins, and therefore are distinct from PML bodies (Dowries et al., 2000).
MAD bodies contain either HDAC4 or HDACS, along with class I HDACs (Dowries et

al., 2000; Grozinger and Schreiber, 2000). There are two classes of histone deacetylases
present in eukaryotic cells. Class I HDACs have homology to the yeast deacetylase rpd3,

and include HDACI, HDAC2, HDAC3 and HDACS, whereas the class I1 HDACs have
homology to the yeast deacetylase hdal and include HDAC4, HDACS, HDAC6, and
HDAC7 (Buggy et al., 2000; Gray and Ekstrom, 2001; Grozinger et al., 1999; Rundlett et

d.,1996; Taunton et al., 1996; Wang et a!., 1999). Of the known class TI members,
HDAC4 and HDACS share the most sequence, structural and hnctional identity

(Grozinger et al., 1999; Grozinger and Schreiber, 2000). Class I1 HDACs have recently
been shown to interact with nuclear receptor corepressors SMRTM-CoR (Huang et al.,
2000), and the recruitment of these corepressors to MAD bodies is dependent on class I1
HDACs (Dowries et al., 2000). The integrity of MAD bodies is dependent on deacetylase

activity and the presence of either HDAC4 or HDAC5 (Downes et al., 2000). In
addition, the accumulation of class I HDACs in MAD bodies is thought to be dependent
on both the presence of class 11 HDACs and nuclear receptor corepressors. In this
respect. MAD bodies are similar to PML bodies in that they are local high accumulations
of particular proteins, and HDAC4 and/or HDACS behave in a similar manner to the
PML protein, in that they are required for nuclear domain assembly and maintenance.
The main difference between PML bodies and MAD bodies, other than their protein

composition, is that PML bodies have been implicated in many cellular processes,
whereas the physiological relevance of MAD bodies is uncertain.
Recently, we have examined the subcellular localization of KDAC4 and found
that its cellular distribution can be regulated, which in turn, regulates its activity (Wang et
al., 2000a). During these studies we observed HDAC4-containing bodies that are similar
to the MAD bodies described by Evans and coworkers (Dowries et al., 2000). We were

intrigued by these structures and set out to determine their characteristics and
physiological relevance. In this study we used the well-established and physiologically
relevant PML bodies as a reference structure to compare class II HDAC containing MAD
bodies. By comparing the characteristics of PML bodies and MAD bodies, we have
developed criteria to identify nuclear "bodies", while examining the possible biochemical
basis for the assembly and maintenance of such domains.

5.2 Results and discussion
5.2.1

MAD nuclear bodies are similar to PML nuclear bodies

When we examined multiple cell lines transiently transfected with either GFPtagged or FLAG-tagged HDAC4, we observed HDAC4 containing MAD bodies with
similar size and morphology to that of PML bodies (Figure 5.1). PML bodies have
recently been shown not to accumulate nucleic acid (Boisvert et al., 2000) and, therefore,
exclude chromatin. MAD bodies also appear to exclude chromatin, as observed by the
lack of DAPI staining in these structures (Figure 5.1B DAPI panel). The exclusion of
chromatin by MAD bodies became more apparent when we examined these structures
using correlative fluorescence and electron microscopy. When the immunofluorescent
image is compared with the energy filtered image, the MAD bodies can be distinguished
from other nuclear ultrastructures (Figure 5.2). High magnification elemental maps reveal
that MAD bodies are phosphorus-depleted and nitrogen-rich (Figure 5.2 panels E and F,
respectively).

This indicates that MAD bodies are predominantly protein-based

structures that exclude nucleic acid, including chromatin. In addition, the ultrastructure

Figure 5.1. lmmunofluorescence and DIC microscopy of PML bodies and HDAC4containing MAD bodies. Row A from left to right, human SK-N-SHcells labeled for
endogenous PML protein (PML panel), stained with DAPI, imaged by DIC microscopy,
and PML-DIC and PML-DAPI composite images, respectively. Row B from left to right,

SK-N-SHcells transiently transfected with HDAC4-FLAG W A C 4 panel), stained with
DAPI, imaged by DIC microscopy. and HDAC4-DIC and HDAC4-DAPI composite

images, respectively. Arrows in both the HDAC4 and DIC paneis in row B indicate the

-

same HDAC4-containing MAD bodies. The scale bar represents 5 pm.

Figure 5.2. Correlative fluorescence and electron microscopy of MAD bodies. SK-N-SH
cell transiently transfected with HDACJ-FLAG was imaged first under the fluorescence
microscope to locate HDAC4-containing MAD bodies (panel A). The same cell was then
imaged by energy loss electron microscopy (panels B-F). Net phosphorus (panels B, C,

and E) and net nitrogen maps (panels D and F) were generated. Arrows in panels A and

B indicate a MAD body imaged at higher magnification (12

OOOx, panels C and D).

Arrows in panels C and D indicate the same MAD body imaged at an even higher

magnification (30 0 0 0 ~panels E and F). The scale bar represents
highest magnification shown (30 0 0 0 ~ ) .

- 400 nm at the

of these MAD bodies are similar to that of PML bodies, but may have a higher protein
density (see Boisvert

et al., 2000

for a comparison). From these observations, MAD

bodies fit the loose definition of a nuclear body in that they occupy a volume that
excludes something else.

5.2.2

MAD bodies a n not a regular component of the interphase nucleus
It has been shown that PML bodies and MAD bodies are distinct structures

(Dowries et al., 2000), and their differences are many-fold. A number of experiments

reveal these differences.

MAD bodies were identified and characterized in cells

transiently transfected with HDAC4 or HDACS @owes et d., 2000). Exogenous
expression is a rather forcefbl method to ~ntroduce a protein into the cell and
unanticipated titration effects may occur. The first indication that MAD bodies may not
be a general component of the interphase nucleus came from observing both transfected
and non-transfected cells using differential interference contrast @IC) microscopy. In
transfected cells observed to display the "MAD body" pattern of HADC4 distribution,
these structures were clearly visible using DIC microscopy, whereas in the nontransfected cells MAD bodies were absent (Figure 5.1 A and B, compare DIC panels). In
any cell line that we examined the MAD bodies only appeared when transfected with
HDAC4 (not shown).

It should also be noted that

PML bodies and other well-

characterized sub-nuclear domains, such as nuclear speckles, are not detected by DIC
microscopy.

A second indication that MAD body formation is a product of HDAC4

overexpression comes from examining an entire population of cells transiently
transfected with the HDAC4 expressing construct. We observed a range of sizes and
numbers in the MAD body distribution pattern, from numerous small uniformly
distributed "foci" to concentrated and enlarged spherical "dots" (Figure 5.3).

The

presence, sue and number of MAD bodies appeared to be dependent on the expression
levels of the HDAC protein. When a mixed population of cells, ranging from low to
highly expressing, were imaged using different digital camera exposure times and
otherwise identical microscope parameters, we observed that the lower expressing cells
do not exhibit the MAD body distribution, but rather a more dispersed and punctate
pattem (Figure 5.4). The more highly expressing cells are more immediately apparent in
this field of cells. Although the MAD body distribution in the highly expressing cells is
the more intense and apparently predominant pattern, a dispersed and punctate
distribution underlies this pattem. At the extreme range of HDAC4 expression (Figure
5.3, far top right panel) the MAD bodies seem to coalesce and no longer resemble PML

nuclear bodies. These MAD body structures. when viewed at the ultrastructural level,
appear as tightly packed phosphorus-poor and nitrogen-rich aggregations (Figure 5.5
panels C to F). Based on these characteristics, we conclude that these large protein-based
structures are not physiologically relevant.
Potentially MAD bodies could exist, but as smaller versions that are not as
obtrusive to the cell nucleus. The best control to determine the significance of nuclear
stncctures that appear during transient transfection is to compare their pattem to that of

Figure 5.3. Distribution, size and morphology of HDAC4-containing MAD bodies. SKN-SH cells were transiently transfeaed with HDACCFLAG and imaged by
immunofluorescence microscopy. Row A from left to right, punctate distribution of
small HDAC4-containing foci, average MAD body distribution, and large MAD bodies.
Row B from left to right, corresponding DAPI staining. The scale bar represents - 5 pm.

Figure 5.4. HDAC4 expression levels and the size and morphology of MAD bodies. A
field of SK-N-SHcells transiently transfected with HDACCFLAG was imaged by
immunofluorescence microscopy using different digital camera exposure times (A, 0.3
seconds and B, 2.5 seconds). Panel C, the linear look-up table (LUT)was restricted to
reveal low expressing cells. Panel D, DAPl staining of the same field of cells. Arrows in
panels A to C indicate different cells expressing HDAC4 at different levels. The scale

-

bar represents 8 pm.

Figure 5.5. Correlative fluorescence and electron microscopy of large MAD bodies. SK-

N-SH cell transiently transfected with HDAC4-FLAG was imaged first under the
fluorescence microscope to locate HDAC4-containing MAD bodies (panel A). The same
cell was then imaged by energy loss electron microscopy (panels B-F). Net phosphorus
(panels B, C, and E) and net nitrogen maps (panels D and F) were generated. Arrows in
panels C and D indicate a MAD body that was also imaged at higher magnification (30
OOOx, panels E and F). The scale bar represents

shown (30 000x).

- 400 nm at the highest magnification

Figure 5.6. Nuclear distribution of endogenous HDAC4 and HDACS. SK-N-SHcells
were immunolabeled with antibodies recognizing either HDAC4 (row A, left panel) or
HDACS (row B, left panel) and costained with DAPI (rows A and B, right panel). Row C

shows a low expressing SK-N-SHcell transiently transfected with HDACCFLAG. Cells
were imaged using immunofluorescence microscopy. The scale bar represents

- 5 pm.

the endogenous protein. When we examined the distribution of endogenous HDAC4 and
HDACS by irnmunofluorescence (Figures 5.6A and B, respectively), the MAD body

pattern was not observed, but rather we observed a weak and dispersed punaate nuclear
staining pattern. This punctate pattern is reminiscent of transiently transfected cells
expressing low levels of KDAC4 (Figure 5.6C) and more representative of the very low
endogenous levels observed by western blotting (Grozinger et al., 1999; Wang et al.,
2000a). At the time MAD bodies were characterized by Evans and coworkers, antibodies
recognizing endogenous HDAC4 or HDACS were not commercially available. This is
unfortunate, as examination of the endogenous protein distribution demonstrates that

MAD bodies are unlikely to be a common component of the eukaryotic interphase
nucleus.

5.2.3

The assembly of PML and MAD bodies
Mitosis is a stage in the cell cycle where major changes in nuclear activity and

morphology take place. The nuclear envelope is disassembled in early mitosis and
reassembled in late mitosis. Loss of the nucleocytoplasmic bamer nullifies the control of
wholesale movement of molecules from the nucleus to the cytoplasm. In this respect, the
volume able to accommodate nuclear molecules is increased through mitosis. As a result,
mitosis is an appropriate stage to observe natural dispersion and reassembly processes.
The most dramatic changes in PML nuclear body composition take place during this
stage of the cell cycle. PML protein remains part of these bodies, but other proteins that
associate during interphase dissociate during mitosis (Everett et al., 1999b). Intact PML

bodies have been observed between chromosomes at metaphase and anaphase, and
outside the reforming nuclear envelope in late mitosis (not shown) (Everett et al., 1999b).
A total increase in cellular PML protein concentration could account for the maintenance

of PML bodies in mitosis. This seems unlikely since both the overall PML protein
concentration, in either the cytoplasm or nucleus, and the size of PML bodies do not
appear to increase significantly in early mitosis prior to nuclear envelope disassembly
(not shown) (Everett et al., 1999b). Collectively, these observations indicate that the
assembly and maintenance of PML bodies is not dependent solely on PML protein
concentration.
MAD bodies, on the other hand, do seem to respond to changes in overall

concentration, as cells transiently expressing HDAC4 do not exhibit MAD bodies during
mitosis (Figure 5.7). Apparent remnants of MAD bodies are present in mitotic cells, but
overall, HDAC4 exhibits an extrachromosomal and dispersed punctate pattern. The
absence of MAD bodies in mitosis implies that they disassemble as the overall KDAC4
protein concentration is reduced. Although we cannot rule out the presence of MAD
bodies preventing cells from progressing to mitosis, which may occur for cells with very
large MAD bodies, this seems unlikely to be the only possible explanation for the
absence of MAD bodies in mitosis.

MAD bodies readily appear above a certain

empirically determined expression level and mitotic cells are consistently observed
within this range. In other words, the overall expression level of HDAC4 in some mitotic
cells would be equivalent for MAD bodies to form in the smaller volume of the

interphase nucleus. Nonetheless, the assembly and maintenance of MAD bodies appears
to be dependent on overall protein concentration.
If concentration effects are not the major contributing factor to PML body
integrity, then changes in protein affinity must be involved. The formation of aggregates
is dependent on at least some degree of inherent affinity and may involve homo- or
hetero-oligomerization events. The PML body associated protein Sp 100 has been shown
to contain a homo-oligomerization domain (Sternsdorf et al., 1999) that is responsible for
"aggregation" of this protein outside of PML bodies (Negorev et al., 2001).

An

oligomerization domain for the PML protein has been proposed (Maul et al., 2000), but
such a domain has not been identified or characterized. The difficulty in mapping such a
domain in the PML protein is due to the multiple splice variants of PML (Fagioli et al.,
1992). Despite not knowing whether the PML protein contains an oligomerization

domain, it must be able to form multimers, since PML bodies are a structure that is
consistently found in most cell lines. Regardless, multimerization of proteins may be a
common mechanism by which nuclear bodies assemble.

Within the C-terminal

deacetylase activity domain of class 11 HDACs, HDAC4 in particular, resides a homo-

and heterodimerization sequence responsible for allowing HDAC4 interaction and
interactions with other HDACs (Wolgang Fischle, personal communication). In previous
studies, we analyzed the subcellular distribution of transiently expressed HDAC4 mutants
to map phosphorylation sites in HDAC4 that mediate its interaction with 14-3-3 proteins
(Wang et al., 2000a).

Expression of these mutant proteins allowed us to examine

whether the formation of MAD bodies is dependent on the multimerization domain

Figure 5.7. Cellular distribution of HDAC4 in mitotic cells. A mitotic SK-N-SH cell
transiently transfected with HDACCFLAG (panel A) and costained with DAPI (panel
B). The mitotic cell is in metaphase and is centered in the image frame. An interphase

nucleus containing MAD bodies is present in the upper right corner of each panel. Cells

-

were imaged using imrnunofluoiescence microscopy. The scale bar represents 5 pn.

present in HDAC4. Transient expression of full length HDAC4 (1-1084) exhibited a

mostly nuclear distribution with a significant proportion of the cells displaying MAD
bodies, whereas the deletion mutant 1 18-620,lacking the C-terminal multimerization
domain, was unable to form MAD bodies (Figures 5.8 and 5.9) regardless of its
expression level.

Expression of HDAC4 (1 18- 1084), lacking only a portion of its N-

terminus, also exhibited MAD body formation (not shown, see Wang et al., 2000a),
indicating that deletion of the C-terminal region of HDAC4 was responsible for the loss

in MAD body formation. Together, these observations imply that the oligomerization
domain of HDAC4 is responsible for the formation of MAD bodies and that protein
multimerization may be a mechanism by which nuclear bodies could form. MAD body
integrity has also been shown to be disrupted by inhibition of HDAC activity and
therefore, HDAC activity is thought to be essential for the formation of MAD bodies
(Downes et al., 2000). HDAC activity inhibitors, such as TSA, bind to the active site in
the deacetylase domain of HDAC proteins (Finnin et al., 1999). Within class I1 HDACs,
the oligomerization domain resides within this deacetylase domain (Wolfgang Fischle,
personal communication). The binding of HDAC activity inhibitors to the deacetylase
domain may not be directly responsible for disrupting MAD bodies, but rather prevents
the oligomerization of HDACs, and thereby the formation of MAD bodies.
Distinguishing between these two possibilities will follow f?om finer mapping of the
oligomerization domain and binding sites of HDAC activity inhibitors in class II HDACs.
Although oligomerization may provide a means for PML bodies to form, PML
protein affinity must be regulated since PML bodies maintain their relative size through

Figure 5.8. Nuclear distribution of full length and truncated HDAC4. SK-N-SHcells
were transiently transfected with either kll length (1-1084) HDAC4-FLAG (panel A) or
truncated ( 1 18-620) HDACCFLAG missing the C-terminal oligomerization domain
(panel B). The corresponding DAPI staining is represented in panels C and D,

respectively. Cells were imaged using immunofluorescence microscopy. The scale bar

-

represents 5 pm.

Figure 5.9. The distribution patterns of full length and truncated HDAC4. SK-N-SH
cells transiently transfated with either full length (1 - 1084) HDAC4-FLAG or truncated
(1 18-620) HDAC4-FLAG missing the C-terminal oligomerization domain. The cellular

localization pattern of 200 cells expressing either full length or truncated HDAC4
constructs was recorded. The distribution patterns were divided into five categories:
cytoplasm:punctate, cytoplasm:aggregates, mixed W A C 4 was present in both the
cytoplasm and nucleus), nucleus:punctate, and nuc1eus:aggregates. The aggregates are
representative of MAD bodies, whereas pundate is a distribution without MAD bodies.
The number of cells in each category is represented as the percent of the total.

1-1084

118420

HDAC4 Construct

mitosis. The affinity of the PML protein for PML bodies is not so great as to prevent
disassembly. as the PML protein been shown to exchange between the PML body
associated and nucleoplasmic populations, albeit slowly (Boisven et al., 2001).

If a

change in protein afinity does not occur at the onset of nuclear envelope disassembly,
then the off-rate of PML protein in PML bodies would be greater than the on-rate and

PML bodies would disassemble. A change in PML protein afinity for PML bodies could
prevent their disassembly and maintain the population of PML protein in PML bodies.
There are candidate post-translational modifications that could modify PML protein
affinity.

Post-translational modifications of proteins are known to change protein

stability, function and subcellular localization. The PML protein, along with a number of
PML body associated proteins, are phosphoproteins and PML is modified by the small

ubiquitin-related protein SUMO-I (Boddy et al., 1996; Kamitani et al., 1998a; Kamitani
et al., 1998b; Muller et al., 1998; Sternsdorf et al., 1997). The SUMO- I modification of

P M L protein has been shown to target it to PML nuclear bodies (Kamitani et al., 1998a;
Muller et al., 1998), but does not appear to be essential for PML protein localization to

PML bodies (Ishov et al., 1999). Rather, the SUMO-1modification of the PML protein
may also be involved in recruiting other proteins to PML bodies (Ishov et al.. 1999).
Phosphorylation of the PML protein in mitosis has been shown to increase its stability
(Everett et al., 1999b), and may be involved maintaining the integrity of PML bodies
during this stage of the cell cycle.

5.2.4

The PML body assembly and maintenance is regulated

PML bodies are an accumulation of various proteins and the controlled
aggregation of these proteins is only beginning to be understood. Evidence for the
regulation of PML body assembly comes from interferon induced upregulation of the
expression of PML protein and other PML body associated proteins (Grotzinger et al.,
1996; Lavau et al., 1995). Upon treatment of cells with interferon, PML bodies become
slightly larger and increase in number (Figure 5.10 compare A with B). The interferon
induced cell shown in Figure 5.10A is an example of the lower range of interferon
induced P M L body changes. There is, however, a limit to the increase in number and
size of these physiologically induced PML bodies (not shown) (Chelbi-Alix et al., 1995;
Lavau et al., 1995; Maul et al., 2000). This same limit is apparently reached when the
concentration of nuclear PML protein is increased by inhibition of protein turnover
(Everett et al., 1999a). By contrast, transient overexpression of the PML protein alone
causes an excessive increase in the size of PML aggregations but generally not an
increase in number (Figure 5.10C) (Ishov et al., 1999). The formation of these enlarged

PML aggregations is reminiscent of MAD bodies. The excessive imbalance of PML
4

protein appears to inhibit the proper functioning of the normal system regulating the
assembly and distribution of PML bodies. These observations also indicate that PML and
MAD bodies form by a similar mechanism, but normal PML body assembly is regulated
to prevent obstructive effects observed with MAD body formation. Post-translational
modifications are known to modify protein &nity and the presence in multi-protein

Figure 5.10. Interferon upregulation and transient overexpression of the PML protein.
The increased expression of PML protein was either induced in HeLa cells by incubation
with 1000 unitdm1 of interferon for 72 hours or by transient expression of PML-GFP
construct in SK-N-SHcells. HeLa cells induced with interferon (Row A, PML column)
or not incubated with interferon (Row B, PML column) were immunolabeled against
endogenous PML protein. Row C shows SK-N-SHcells transiently expressing PML-

GFP construct. Each of these cells was also stained with DAPI P A P I column) and
imaged using DIC microscopy P I C column). PML-DIC and PML-DAPI composite
images are shown in the two far right columns, respectively. Cells were imaged using

-

fluorescence microscopy. The scale bar represents 8 pm.

complexes. It will be intriguing to determine whether regulatory machinery is involved in
controlling PML body integrity.

5.2.5

Distribution of PML bodies is regulated

Within the interphase nucleus of a certain cell type, PML nuclear bodies are
consistently present in a particular number and size. This consistency implies that the
distribution of PML bodies is regulated. If nuclear bodies form by aggregation events,
then potentially the number of aggregates will vary depending on the random interactions

of multiple aggregates within the nucleus. If this were the case, then PML bodies would
vary in number and size. which is not observed. MAD bodies on the other hand do vary
considerably in size and number, indicating that their distribution is not regulated. This
variation seems to be dependent on the level of HDAC4 expression (Figure 5.4).
However, even at a particular expression level, MAD bodies are observed to vary
considerably in size and number and as the size increases a concomitant decrease in
number is generally observed (not shown). Potentially, a restriction in MAD body
mobility within the nuclear volume, coupled with randomness in the number of
nucleation events, could account for the variation in size and number of MAD bodies in
different cells expressing similar levels of HDAC4. In this instance, however, the size
and number of MAD bodies within a cell would remain relatively constant over time until
a change in protein concentration or affinity occurs. Alternatively, MAD bodies may
exhibit relatively fiee mobility within the nuclear volume allowing MAD bodies to
randomly interact and potentially h e . These collision events could lead to a wide range

in size and number of MAD bodies, both in different cells and within the same cell over
time. To distinguish between these possibilities we examined the mobility of HDAC4
containing MAD bodies in living cells (Figure 5. I I and Movie 5.1)and compared their
movement to PML nuclear bodies (Boisvert et al., 2001). MAD bodies with a similar
size to PML bodies exhibit rapid mobility, on an order of 0.5 p per second, within the
interphase nucleus (see also, Kruhlak et al., 2000). Interestingly, we also observed an
apparent collision and possible fusing of two MAD bodies (Figure 5.1 1 and Movie 5.1).

MAD bodies do seem to be restricted to a particular region of the nucleus, but this region
is not significantly small to prevent MAD body collisions. PML bodies, on the other
hand, remain positionally stable over the same time period and appear to be much more

restricted in their movement (Boisvert et al., 2001). These results indicate that MAD
bodies are almost freely mobile and imply that the variability in MAD body size and
number can be accounted for by this mobility. PML bodies, however, are not freely
mobile in the nucleus. The restricted movement of PML bodies is not a result of nonspecific blocking of these structures, as MAD bodies of a similar size are able to move
relatively freely though the nucleoplasm. This indicates that PML body distribution is
regulated by affinity interactions with specific nuclear components. The nature of these
interactions is not clear from the studies presented here, but only a limited number of
possibilities exist. PML bodies do not contain nucleic acid, but rather are protein-based
(Boisvert et al., 2000). If the interactions that restrict PML body mobility occur within,
or are a part, of the PML body, then they must be protein-based. Alternatively, nucleic
acid containing structures, including chromatin, are present at the periphery of PML

Figure 5.1 1. Mobility of HDACCcontaining MAD bodies in living cells. HeLa cells
were transiently transfected with HDACCGFP and imaged using fluorescence
microscopy. Cells containing MAD bodies with a size similar to PML bodies were
imaged every second for 30 seconds. Four time points in the sequence are shown (0, 4,8

and 20 seconds). Arrow in the upper left panel (0 sec) indicates two MAD bodies that

seem to fuse over time (see insets in top right comer of each panel). See accompanying
Movie 5.1. The scale bar represents - 8 pm.

bodies (Boisvert et al., 2000), and they could potentially be involved in maintaining PML
body position. Future studies will provide more detailed insight into the nature of these
interactions.

5.3 Coaclusions

There are many diverse sub-nuclear domains present in the interphase cell
nucleus. As the assembly and maintenance of nuclear bodies are best investigated by
direct visualization, a full complement of visual-based techniques are useful in the
identification and characterization of nuclear domains. The use of multiple techniques
has demonstrated that MAD bodies are not a physiologically relevant component of
eukaryotic cells. Although MAD bodies are not functionally relevant to the interphase
nucleus, they may be useful for studying the assembly and maintenance of "legitimate"
nuclear bodies. Both MAD bodies and PML bodies appear to be assembled by similar
means and the size and morphology of MAD bodies can mimic that of P M L bodies.
Moreover, within this size range, the ultrastructure of both bodies is very similar
indicating that biochemical processes involved in MAD body formation may also occur
for PML body assembly. The underlying basis for nuclear body formation appears to be
the ability of a protein to oligomerize. Although PML bodies resemble MAD bodies in
their assembly process, they are different in their maintenance. The size, number and
distribution of PML bodies are regulated, which does not occur for MAD bodies. The
nucleation of PML protein occurs at a limited number of sites and the restricted mobility

of PML bodies appears to be involved in maintaining the consistent size and number of
these structures within the interphase nucleus.
A direct functional analysis of the

PML protein itself will be required to

unequivocally demonstrate the biochemical basis for PML body assembly and
maintenance. These fbture studies will be challenging given the number of PML protein
variants, but would be valuable in elucidating the hndamental principles underlying the
presence of these nuclear bodies.

Information learned From these studies will be

particularly important as the presence of diverse sub-nuclear domains is increasingly
acknowledged, and the interpretation of nuclear body function in the interphase nucleus
requires knowledge of the structural basis of these domains. Collectively, analysis of
nuclear body structure and function is needed to provide meaninghl insight into the
possible roles that sub-nuclear domains have in regulating gene expression.

Chapter Six: Repression of Gene ActiiQ in the Absence of

Nucleosomal Chromatin Condensation and the Minimal Influence of
Histone Hyperacetylation on Mitotic Chromosome Structure

6.1 Introduction

The organization of DNA into chromatin provides a structural environment
amenable to regulating gene expression, where chromatin structure contributes to the
general repression of gene activity. Chromatin structure is dynamic and post-translational
modifications of the core histones, including histone acetylation, provide the capability to
remodel chromatin, and thereby facilitate transcription. In this chapter we examine both
the necessity of chromatin structure for globally repressing gene activity in mitosis and
the influence of histone hyperacetylation on the large-scale chromatin structure of mitotic

chromosomes.
In higher eukaryotes, global repression of all RNA polymerase-mediated
transcription occurs during mitosis (Parsons and Spencer, 1997; Prescott, 1962;
Shermoen and O'Farrell, 1991; Weisenberger and Scheer, 1995; White et al., 1995b). The
global repression of RNA synthesis is coupled to the dissociation of transcription
machinery and nascent RNA molecules from condensing mitotic chromatin in the early
stages of mitosis (Kim et al., 1997; Martinez-Balbas et al., 1995; Parsons and Spencer,
1997; Segil et

4..1996). In telophase, near the end of mitosis, RNA pol 11 and

transcription factors associate with decondensing chromatin and transcription is reinitiated. The compaction of chromatin into mitotic chromosomes may provide a general

repressive environment causing the dissociation of transcription factors and the silencing
of gene expression.

Alternatively, inactivation of transcription factors may be

responsible for their dissociation and thereby, the repression of gene activity (Gottesfeld
and Forbes, 1997). To determine the requirement for chromatin condensation in
establishing the globally repressive transcription state in mitosis, we examined the
transcriptional activity and status of chromatin structure in mitotic cells infaed with
herpes simplex virus type 1 (HSV-I).
HSV-1 is a large nuclear DNA virus whose genome is transcribed by host RNAP

I1 (Smiley, 1991). During HSV infection, both RNAP 11 and basal transcription factors
are recruited from the host genome to the viral genome, where they become concentrated
in sub-nuclear foci known as viral replication compartments. Replication compartments

are the sites of virai DNA replication and transcription (de Bruyn Kops and Knipe, 1988;
Rice et al., 1994). Host transcription is repressed and viral gene transcription is activated
in a controlled temporal order (Godowski and Knipe, 1986; Rice et al., 1994; Spencer et
al., 1997). Because viral and host cell genes contain similar RNAP I1 promoter elements
and use the same transcription machinery, this global change in transcription may be due
to nucleotide sequence-independent mechanisms, such as differences between host and
viral chromatin structure (Smiiey, 1991). Support for this hypothesis comes tiom
electron microscopic, tiactionation and nuclease digestion experiments that demonstrate
that HSV-1 DNA is fiee of nucleosomes during lytic infection (Leinbach and Summers,
1980; Lentine and Bachenheimer, 1990; Muggeridge and Fraser, 1986; Muller et al.,
1980; Puvion-Dutilleul et al., 1985; Sinden et d.,1982). We reasoned that if HSV-1

DNA remains nucleosome free and virus infection does not interfere with entry of cells

into mitosis, viral DNA might be present in a non-condensed state during mitosis. The
presence of both non-condensed and condensed chromatin in vivo would allow us to
determine whether chromosome condensation contributed to transcription repression
during mitosis in intact mitotic cells.
The modification of core histone N-terminal tails by histone acetylation has been
correlated with remodeling and unfolding of chromatin into a structure more conducive
and competent for transcriptional activity pavie and Hendzel, 1994; Hebbes et al.,

1988). Deacetylation of histones to a hypoacetylated state is represented in condensed
heterochromatin (Braunstein et al., 1993; Braunstein et al., 1996). Moreover, highly
acetyiated histones, represented in transcriptionally competent chromatin, are reduced
during mitosis concomitant with chromatin condensation, and reappear in late mitosis
when chromatin begins decondensation (see Chapter 3; Figure 3.2).

Moreover, a

thresh0Id level of histone acetylation influences folding of chromatin into higher-order
structures (Tse et al., 1998). Thus, increased histone acetylation states are correlated with

a decondensed chromatin structure. To determine whether hyperacetylated chromatin
influences the compaction of chromatin into mitotic chromosomes, we examined the
morphology of hyperacetylated large-scale chromatin in metaphase chromosomes.

6.2 Results
6.2.1

Viral DNA remains in a nucleosome-free non-condensed state during mitosis
We fim confirmed that human cells infected with HSV-1 progress through G2-

phase and enter mitosis, and that infected mitotic cells contained viral replication
compartments (Figure b.l)(Spencer et al., 2000). Figure 6.1 shows interphase and
mitotic SK-N-SHcells irnmunolabeled with an antibody that recognizes the viral
immediate-early protein ICP4 and co-stained with the DNA stain DAPI. ICP4 binds to
viral DNA and is the main transcriptional activator protein encoded by HSV-1 (Allen and
Everett, 1997; Kattar-Cwley and Wilcox, 1989).

We observed viral replication

compartments to be present in both infected interphase and mitotic cells.
Next, we examined the spatial relationship between host chromatin and viral
replication compartments in interphase and mitotic cells and found that viral and cellular
DNA appear to occupy discrete intranuclear regions (Figure 6.1) (Spencer et al., 2000).

The cellular DNA appears concentrated at the nuclear periphery distinct from the viral
replication compartments, as seen by electron microscopy (Figure 6.2) (Besse et al.,
1995).

Mitotic cells also contain large viral replication compartments that appear

spatially separate from hoa chromosomes (Figure 6.3) (Spencer et al., 2000). Together,
these data indicate that human cells infected with HSV-1 enter mitosis, condense host
chromatin and contain discrete extrachromosomal viral replication compartments.
The use of both BrdU incorporation and HSV in situ hybridization methods have
demonstrated that viral replication compartments in interphase and mitotic cells contain
newly-replicated viral DNA (de Bruyn Kops and Knipe, 1988; Spencer et al., 2000). To

Figure 6.1. Fluorouridine incorporation in infected interphase and mitotic cells. Cycling

SK-N-SHcells were infected with HSV- 1, pulse labeled with fluorouridine, fixed and
stained with anti-BrdU and anti-ICP4. DNA is stained with DAPI. [ W e d interphase

nucleus prior to formation of replication compartments (panel A). Infected interphase
nucleus containing replication compartments (panel B). Infected mitotic cell containing

-

viral replication compartment (panel C). The scale bar represents 5 p.m.

extend previous observations that HSV-1 DNA is nucieosome-free (Leinbach and
Summers, 1980; Lentine and Bachenheimer, 1990; Muggeridge and Fraser, 1986; Muller
et a]., 1980; Puvion-Dutilleul et al., 1985; Sinden et al., 1982), we examined infected
cells using high resolution imaging methods. Through the use of immunofluorescence
microscopy, interphase and mitotic infected cells labeled against the core histones
revealed viral replication compartments in both interphase and mitotic cells to be
depleted of histones (Spencer et al., 2000). The absence of core histones indicates that
these proteins do not contribute significantly to the protein complement of HSV
nucleoprotein fibers present in replication compartments. We examined replication
compartments at the ultrastructural level using correlative imrnunofluorescence
microscopy and electron spectroscopic imaging (ESI). This technique allows detection of
electron energy loss events in a specimen, and thereby permits mapping the distributions
of elements such as nitrogen and phosphorus.

Measurements of the relative

concentrations of these elements allows the delineation of protein- and nucleic acid-based
structures (Bazett-Jones and Hendzel, 1999; Hendzel and Bazett-Jones, 1996; Hendzel et
al., 1998). With this method, nucleic acid fibers of 2-5 nm in diameter can be visualized,
and regions of decondensed chromatin can easily be distinguished from chromatin

compacted beyond the 30 nm fiber (Bazett-Jones et al., 1999b; Hendzel et al., 1999).
HeLa S3 cells were infected, stained with anti-ICP4 antibody and embedded for
electron microscopy. Thin sections were prepared by ultramicrotomy and deposited onto
lettered EM specimen grids. The sections were first imaged using the fluorescence
microscope to find replication compartments and host chromatin (Figure 6.2A). The

regions of interest were then found in the electron microscope and imaged by ESI to
obtain high-resolution structural and analytical information. The light and EM images
were then superimposed in order to identify the regions of interest in the electron images
(Figure 6.2B).The viral replication compartment in this cell occupied a large volume of
the nucleus, with host chromatin (arrows in Figure 6.2C to F) forced to the nuclear
periphery. as seen previously (Besse et al., 1995). Figure 6.2C and D show the boxed
region in Figure 6.2B imaged at higher magnification. Similarly, Figure 6.2E and F show
the boxed region in Figure 6.2D imaged at an even higher magnification. k these higher
magnifications, the replication compartments appeared to contain both fibers and
granules composed of both nitrogen and phosphorus. The phosphorus signai in these
fibers appeared to be qualitatively close to the detection limit, significantly lower than
that of 10 nm nucleosomal DNA fibers (Boisvert et al., 2000). On the other hand, the
nitrogen content of these fibers was significantly higher, indicating that the DNA fibers
associate with protein.

These data confirm previous conclusions derived from

biochemical and electron microscopic assays that show HSV DNA in a non-nucieosomal
state in interphase inftxted cells.
Mitotic cells were also imaged using the correlative ESI technique (Figure 6.3).
Hoa mitotic chromosomes were visible as bright regions with high phosphorus and
nitrogen signals (arrows in Figure 6.3Cand D). Again, the replication compartment was
characterised as a well-delineated cluster of fiben that were low in phosphorus and high
in nitrogen, consistent with hlly extended DNA fibers associated or coated with protein

(Figure 6.3Eto H). Similar to interphase replication compartment fibers, the phosphorus

Figure 6.2. Vial replication compartment DNA is non-nucleosomal and non-condensed
during interphase. HeLa S3 cells infected with HSV-I were immunostained with anti-

1CP4 conjugated to Texas Red. Cells were then fixed and sectioned as described in
Materials and Methods (Chapter 2). To locate viral replication compartments, individual
cells were first imaged by standard immunofluorescence microscopy (panel A). The
same cell as seen in panel A was then visualized by electron microscopy.

The

immunofluorescence image was rescaled and superimposed, in this instance, on the
phosphorus map EM image (panel B). The boxed area in panel B was imaged at a higher
magnification for net phosphorus (panel C) and net nitrogen (panel D). Arrows indicate
host chromatin, and the viral replication compartments are indicated by RC. The boxed
area in panel D was imaged at an even higher magnification for net phosphorus (panel E)
and net nitrogen (panel F). Replication compartment material appears to contain diffuse
non-condensed granules and fibers containing both phosphorus and nitrogen,

-

characteristic of nucleic acids and protein. The scale bar represents 5 pm.

Figure 6.3. Viral replication compartment DNA is non-nucleosomal and non-condensed

during mitosis.

HeLa S3 cells were infected, harvested and processed for

immunofluorescence and ESI, as described in the legend to Figure 6.2.

A viral

replication compartment in a mitotic cell was visualized by ICP4 staining and
immunofluorescence (pane! A). The same cell as seen in panel A was imaged by electron
microscopy and the two images were superimposed (panel B). In this instance, the
immunofluorescence image was superimposed on the nitrogen map EM image. The scale
bar in panel B represents

- 5 pm. The box in panel B. encompassing part of a replication

compartment, was imaged for net phosphorus (panel C) and net nitrogen (panel D).
Arrows indicate host chromosomes and RC indicates replication compartment. The box
in panel C was imaged for net phosphorus (panel E) and net nitrogen (panel F). The
boxed area in panel D was imaged at higher magnification (50 000x) for net phosphorus
(panel G) and net nitrogen (panel H). The phosphorus and nitrogen maps (panels C to H)
show mitotic replication compartments as difise non-condensed areas containing both
phosphorus- and nitrogen-containing fibers of 4 0 nm, similar to the pattern seen in
interphase replication compartments (Figure 6.2, panels C to F). The scale bar in panel H

-

represents 50 nm.

signal in mitotic replication fibers appeared to be close to the detection limit and lower
than that of 10 nm nucleosomal chromatin. To compare viral fibers with host 10 nm and
30 nm chromatin, see Boisvert et al., (2000). In conclusion, viral DNA in both interphase
and mitotic cells does not form the >10 nm fibers characteristic of nucleosomal DNA. In
addition, the degree of compaction of viral DNA fibers in interphase and mitosis does not
vary significantly on a qualitative level, indicating that viral DNA does not undergo
significant mitotic condensation.
To M h e r investigate the characteristics of viral replication compartment DNA
during interphase and mitosis, we calculated the phosphorus to nitrogen (PM) ratios of
host and viral nucleoprotein fibers imaged by ESI. The integrated intensities for P and N
within defined regions of the nucleus were calculated, as described in Materials and
Methods (Chapter 2). The P/N ratio of 10 nrn and 30 nm nucleosomal chromatin has
been previously described (Bazett-Jones et al., 1999b; Locklear et al., 1990). Host
chromatin in infected interphase and mitotic cells contained average PM ratios of 0.605
and 0.612, respectively (Table 6.1). In contrast, the P/N ratios of viral chromatin were
0.125 and 0.186 in interphase and mitotic cells, respectively. The fact that the PM ratios

of viral replication compartment fibers differ from those of host chromatin by factors of
3- to 5-fold indicates that viral nucleoprotein fibers are not organized as canonical
nucleosomal chromatin. The increase in PM ratio for viral nucleoprotein fibers during
mitosis is interesting, and may indicate either that viral DNA undergoes a degree of
compaction during mitosis or that viral nucleoprotein fibers lose protein content. The
latter explanation is supported by immunofluorescence data that show the loss of viral

Table 6.1. Quantitation of phosphorus and nitrogen content in host
chromatin and HSV-1 nucleoprotein fiben
Average
P/N Ratio

Number of
areas measured

Int erphase

0.605

20

4.83

Mitosis

0.612

20

3.28 5 0.63

Interphase

0.125

62

Mitosis

0.186

83

Sample

P/N ratio host:

PIN ratio viral

Host chromatin

HSV nucleoprotein

2

0.14

and cellular proteins from viral replication compartments during mitosis (Spencer et al.,
2000). In any case, data derived from quantitation of phosphorus and nitrogen show that

viral DNA is not organized into nucleosomal chromatin in either interphase or mitosis
and that viral DNA does not condense similarly to host chromatin during mitosis.

6.2.2 Transcription is repressed on viral and cellular genes during mitosis

In uninfected cells, transcription of cellular genes was repressed during mitosis, as
reported previously (Parsons and Spencer, 1997). To verify repression of viral gene
transcription during mitosis, we pulse-labeled intact infected cells with fluorouridine in
vivo, fixed and aai ned cells to detect fluorouridine-containing nascent RNA.

Fluorouridine is incorporated rapidly into nascent RNA and is used as a sensitive
indicator of transcriptional activity in intact living cells (Boisvert et al., 2000; Haider et
al., 1997; Jackson et al., 1993). Fluorouridine was incorporated into nascent RNA
efficiently in interphase cells early in infection (Figure 6. ]A), prior to formation of
discrete viral replication compartments.

M e r the appearance of viral replication

compartments, fluorouridine staining was less intense (Figure 6.18). In infected mitotic
cells, little if any fluorouridine was incorporated into nascent RNA during the 10 min
labeling period (Figure 6.1C). The repression of transcriptional activity of cellular genes

in interphase and both viral and cellular genes mitotic cells has also been observed using
whole cell run-on transcription assays (Spencer et al., 2000). These data indicate that
transcription of both host and viral genes is repressed in mitotic cells. Thus, transcription

appears to be repressed during mitosis, on DNA that is condensed into chromosomes and
DNA that remains fiee of nucleosomal chromatin condensation.

6.2.3

Hypcracetylatcd chromatin docs not prevent the mitotic chromosomal
conformation

Histone acetylation may have multiple roles, including the relaxation of
histone:DNA contacts in nucleosomes (Norton et al.,

1990), inhibition of

polynucleosome folding (Garcia-Ramirez et al., 199S), and inhibition of fiber-fiber
interactions (Schwarz et al., 1996). Thus, global histone deacetylation in early mitosis
may be a requirement for chromatin condensation into the metaphase chromosomal
conformation. We examined whether preventing histone deacetylation would inhibit
condensation or progression through mitosis.

Chromatin that is still occupied by

functional HATS in interphase will become hyperacety lated in the presence of HDAC
inhibitors, such as TSA, and these elevated acetylation states should persist if the cells are
able to progress from late G2 or early prophase through to the later stages of mitosis.
Surprisingly, after this treatment chromosomes in prophase, metaphase, and anaphase
labeled intensely with either anti-AcH3 (Figure 6.4) or anti-AcH4K5 (data not shown)
antibodies that recognize hyperacetylated histones.

Because hyperacetylated

chromosomes from prophase, metaphase and anaphase were observed, any alteration of
the chromatin structure by hyperacetylation did not have a significant effect on chromatin
condensation or progression through mitosis.

Figure 6.4. Hyperacetylated chromatin condensed into mitotic chromosomes.

A

randomly growing culture of SK-N-SH cells were incubated with TSA (columns A, B,

and C) or without TSA (columns D,E, and F) for 12 hours, immunolabeled with antiAcH3, and co-stained with DAPI. Cells in prophase, metaphase, or anaphase (columns .4

and D, B and E. or C and F, respectively) were digitally imaged. The scale bar represents

- 8 pm.

AcH

DAF

To determine whether hyperacetylated histones in chromatin influence mitotic
chromosome structure, we immunolabeled mitotic cells containing hyperacetylated
chromosomes with an antibody recognizing the topoisomerase IIa (topo IIa) isofom that
remains associated with mitotic chromosomes (Meyer et al., 1997). Topoisomerase KI
functions by causing double strand DNA breaks, passing a intact DNA strand through the
break and then rejoining the induced break in an ATP-dependent manner (Wang, 1985),
and thereby is capable of relieving tangles in compacting chromatin. Topoisomerase I1

has been found in the scaffold fiaction of isolated mitotic chromosomes, and has been
demonstrated to be an integral component of mitotic chromosomes (Earnshaw et al.,
1985; Earnshaw and Heck, 1985; Gasser et al., 1986; Lewis and Laemmli, 1982) and
necessary for their condensation (Adachi et al., 1991; Hirano and Mitchison, 1991;
Hirano and Mitchison, 1993; Wood and Earnshaw, 1990). Examination of topo II
distribution in metaphase chromosomes fiom diverse species has revealed different
localization patterns, from concentrated centromeric foci to a more uniform axial
distribution (Rattner et al., 1996; Sumner, 1996; Swedlow et al., 1993). These variations
in topo I1 distribution may be due to the state of chromatin compaction, with the axial
diaribution representing chromatids in a more expanded state.

Examinat ion of

metaphase chromosomes from intact paraformaldehyde fixed Indian muntjac cells
revealed that topo Ua remained concentrated at what appear to be the centromeric
regions (Rattner et al., 1996) in non-TSA-treated hypoacetylated metaphase
chromosomes (Figure 6 . 5 4 Movie 6.1). In contrast, topo [Iahad a more uniform axial
distribution in TSA-treated hyperacetylated metaphase chromosomes (Figure 6.5B,

Movie 6.2).

The same observations were made using methanol rather than

paraformaldehyde fixed cells (not shown).

The more dispersed axial topo IIa

localization in hyperacetylated metaphase chromosomes indicates that the condensed
chromosome structure is modified in these cells.
Next, we wished to determine whether any morphological changes occur in

mitotic c!uomosomes containing hyperacetylated histones.

Only subtle changes in

overall chromosome structure are observed between hypoacetylated and hyperacetylated
metaphase chromosomes when they are isolated from Indian muntjac mitotic cells and
stained with DAPI (Figure 6.6). The banding patterns of isolated hyperacetylated mitotic
chromosomes consistently appear less distinct when compared to untreated
hypoacetylated mitotic chromosomes (Figure 6.6, compare panels A with C and B with

D).

In addition., when we measured the diameter of hyperacetylated metaphase

chromosomes, including both sister chromatids, we found it to be slightly larger than that
of hypoacetylated chromosomes (Table 6.2). The difference in chromosome diameter is
small and could be accounted for by the standard deviation in measurements.
Nonetheless, the changes in chromosome structure are minimal between the
hyperacetylated and normally hypoacetylated mitotic chromosomes at the light level of
resolution.

To determine more closely whether hyperacetylated histones in chromatin
influence the higher order packaging of chromatin into mitotic chromosomes, we
examined intact mitotic cells containing hyperacetylated chromosomes by energy loss
electron microscopy.

Using electron spectroscopic imaging, we examined the

Figure 6.5. Distribution of topoisomerase nu in hypoacetylated and hyperacetylated
mitotic chromosomes. Indian muntjac cells incubated with (panel B) or without (panel
A) TSA were fixed in paraformaldehyde, immunolabeled against topo Ua (green),

stained with DAPI (blue), and imaged by digital deconvolution fluorescence microscopy.
Intact mitotic IM cells containing hypoacetylated and hyperacetylated chromosomes are
shown in panels A and £3, respectively. Topo IIa localizes predominantly to the
centrorneric regions of hypoacetylated mitotic chromosomes (panel A), but exhibits a
more uniform axial distribution in hyperacetylated chromosomes (panel B) (see

-

accompanying Movies 6.1 and 6.2). The scale bar represents 3 pm.

Figure 6.6. Isolated hypoacetylated and hyperacetylated mitotic chromosomes. Mitotic
chromosomes from Indian muntjac cells were isolated, spread on glass covenlips, stained
with DAPI, and imaged using digital deconvolution fluorescence microscopy. Images of
hypoacetylated and hyperacetylated mitotic chromosomes before deconvolution (panels
A and C, respectively) and after deconvolution (panels B and D, respectiveiy) are shown.

The hyperacetylated chromosomes appear slightly "swollen" compared to the

-

hypoacetylated chromosomes. The scale bar represents 5 pm.

Table 6.2. The mean diameter of hypoacetylated and hyperacetylated Indian muntjac
mitotic chromosomes

TSA Treated

in Diameter (pm)

Number of Measurements

Figure 6.7. Ultrastructure of hyperacetylated mitotic chromosomes. Indian muntjac cells
incubated in the absence (A) or presence (B) of TSA were imaged using ESI. Net
phosphorus (Net P panels in both A and B) and net nitrogen maps (Net N in both A and
B) were generated. Low magnification (recorded at 3000x) images (top panels in both A

and B) were collected to determine, by morphology, the metaphase stage. A subregion of

the control chromosomes (A, arrow in top left panel, image bottom left panel) was
imaged at a higher magnification (recorded at 12 000~).A narrower area of the same
subregion was imaged at an even greater magnification (30 OOOx, bottom right panel).

Two subregions of the hyperacetylated mitotic chromosomes, imaged at high
magnification (30 OOOx), are shown (B, small and large arrows top left panel. images
bottom left and right panels, respectively). The scale bar represents 360 nm at high

magnification (30 0 0 0 ~ ) .

ultrastructure of cells treated with or without TSA Two representative mitotic cells, one
with hyperacetylated mitotic chromosomes (Figure 6.m) and one with normally
hypoacetylated mitotic chromosomes (Figure 6.7A). illustrate that no major structural or
morphological differences are apparent between the two types of higher order chromatin
structures. The higher magnification images (Figure 6.7B,TSA, middle and bottom
panels; Figure 6 . 7 4 no TSA, bottom panel) show chromatin fibers condensed similarly
into mitotic chromosomes. Again, subtle differences are apparent, for example, the fiber
density seems to be lower and the periphery of the chromosomes seem to have a more
ragged appearance in the TSA treated cells compared to the control chromosomes.
Together, the fluorescence and electron microscopy results presented here indicate that
histone hyperacetylation does not severely affect large-scale chromatin structure in
mitotic chromosomes and that global deacetylation of highly acetylated chromatin is not
required to establish a compact chromosomal organization.

6.3 Discussion
6.3.1

Chromatin structure is not necessary to inhibit gene activity

A remarkable feature of mitosis is the cessation of all nuclear RNA synthesis, and

the loss of RNAP I1 and transcription factors from condensing mitotic chromatin. Mitotic
transcription repression and loss of DNA binding factors may have important cell cycle
consequences for gene regulation.

It has been shown that the rapid mitotic cycles of

early Drosophila embryos causes premature termination of transcription on long

transcription units, thereby preventing expression of full length mRNA until cell cycles
lengthen (O'Fmell, 1992; Shermoen and O'Farrell, 1991).
in this study, we have exploited HSV-1 infection of human cells in order to
explore the contribution that nucleosomal chromatin condensation may play in bringing
about mitotic transcription repression. Data from this study indicate that during lytic
infection, HSV-1 DNA is nucleosome-fiee, is devoid of 30 nrn chromatin structure and
does not undergo mitotic chromosome condensation. Why HSV-1 DNA remains free of
histones and nucleosomes is unknown, but it is possible that the cellular pool of histones
is not sufficient to interact with the large amount of newly synthesized viral DNA after
infection. It is also possible that viral DNA is maintained in a nucleosome-free state due
to its strong binding to viral regulatory proteins such as ICP4 and iCP8 (Allen and
Everett, 1997; de Bruyn Kops and Knipe, 1988). We have not examined whether DNA
within viral replication compartments binds condensins or other SMC proteins.
However, as the presence of nucleosomes appears to be a prerequisite for chromatin
condensation, HSV-I DNA may remain non-condensed simply due to the absence of
nucleosomes (Newport, 1987).
Our data show that transcription is repressed on both condensed and noncondensed genomes during mitosis. Although this suggests that mitotic transcription
repression occurs via mechanisms distinct from those that lead to chromosome
condensation, it is possible that the interaction of transcriptionally active DNA with
template modifying factors could contribute to the cessation of transcription, even in the
absence of chromosome condensation. Such template modifying factors could include

condensins, SMC proteins or topoisomerases. Similarly, loss of chromatin remodeling
factors such as SWVSNF (Sif et al., 1998) or interaction of chromatin with negative
regulatory proteins (Knoepfler and Eisenman, 1999; Maldonado et al., 1999) could be
involved in repressing transcription from either condensed or non-condensed templates.
Mitotic modifications to viral DNA binding proteins such as ICP4 could contribute to
repression of HSV-1 transcription during mitosis. Although our experiments do not
address the question of what biochemical mechanisms lead to transcription repression in
the absence of nucleosomal chromatin condensation, it is possible that mitosis specific
modifications to transcription proteins may bring about mitotic repression of
transcription.

Biochemical studies show that mitosis-specific phosphorylation on

members of the RNA pol II basal transcription machinery inhibit transcription initiation
in vino (Akoulitchev and Reinberg, 1998; Gebara et a]., 1997; Gottesfeld and Forbes,
1997; Long et al., 1998; White et al., 1995a). Similarly, mitotic phosphorylation of

N A P I and N A P III transcription factors mediate transcription repression in vitro

(Gottesfeld et al., 1994; Hart1 et al., 1993; Heix et al., 1998; Klein and Grummt, 1999;
Kuhn et al., 1998). These in vltro studies suggest that mitotic phosphorylation alone
could repress transcription of all three nuclear RNA polymerases during mitosis.
Moreover, phosphorylation of transcription proteins following their removal from DNA
early in mitosis may keep these protein from re-associating with promoters, leading to
loss of transcription factors from mitotic chromatin (Gottesfeld and Forbes, 1997;
Martinez-Balbas et ai., 1995; Segil et al., 1991). The loss of viral transcription factors
from viral templates may account for the loss of protein associated with replication

compartment fibers in mitosis (Table 6.1). It will be of interest to determine whether
specific inhibitors of transcription factor phosphorylation can re-establish HSV-1
transcription in mitotic cells, on viral templates that remain non-condensed during
mitosis. In addition to modifications to the transcription machinery, mitosis-specific
modifications to host or viral chromatin templates could contribute to each step leading to
mitotic transcription repression. Overall, chromosome condensation is not required for
mitotic transcription repression. It may be possible, however, that inactivation and
disengagement of transcription factors are prerequisites for chromosome condensation.

6.3.2

Hyperacetylated chromatin in mitotic cbromosomes
Multiple mechanistic roles have been proposed for acetylation of core histones in

altering local chromatin structure so that transcription initiation and elongation can
proceed. At the nucleosomal level, acetylation may disrupt histone:DNA interactions
(Hong et al., 1993), providing access of regulatory factors to the DNA (Garcia-Ramirez
et al., 1995; Lee et a]., 1993; Vettese-Dadey et al., 1996). Higher-order chromatin
structure may also be disrupted by histone acetylation, as shown by condensation studies
using reconstituted nucleosomal arrays (Garcia-Ramirez et al., 1995; Tse et al., 1998).
Consequently, we were surprised to observe that hyperacetylated chromatin can
condense into the mitotic chromosomal conformation and that the condensed but
hyperacetylated chromosomes did not block a seemingly normal progression through
mitosis. Apparently, there is not a stria relationship between histone acetylation and the
degree of chromatin condensation in mitosis. The ability of hyperacetylated chromatin to

condense into mitotic chromosomes may be due to only a small percentage of total
chromatin being present in the hyperacetylated state. However, the treatment of cells
with HDAC inhibitors has been shown to increase the acetylation aate of slow turn-over
non-acetylated histones in inactive chromatin along with the dynamic and highly
acetylated histones (Almouzni et al., 1994; Marvin et al., 1990; Pantaris and Bomer,
1982).

In addition, hyperacetylated chromatin appeared to be present uniformly

throughout the mitotic chromosomes. The presence of hyperacetylated histones does
have a limited af'fea on mitotic chromosome structure. The appearance of axial topo IIa
staining in sister chromatids may have some functional significance or may simply
represent increased antibody accessibility. Regardless, the change in observable topo IIa
distribution indicates that the packaging of chromatin is different for hyperacetylated
mitotic chromosomes. These differences may be subtle, as hyperacetylated histones do
not have a major influence on the overall structure or morphology of mitotic
chromosomes.
Clearly, there must be other processes that are camplimentary to histone
deacetylation or that act separately from histone deacetylation, such as histone
phosphorylation (Hendzel et al., 1997; Wei et al., 1999b), the loss of chromatin
remodelling activities w e b s et al., 2000; Sif et al., 1998), and the establishment of
condensin complexes (Hirano, 2000) in promoting andlor maintaining the condensed
aate of chromatin in mitotic chromosomes.

The appearance of hiaone H3

phosphorylation in condensed chromatin (Hendzel et al., 1997; Wei et al., 1998) is
necessary for proper chromosome condensation and segregation in mitosis (Wei et al.,

1999b). Recently, structural maintenance of chromosome

(SMC)proteins, that play

crucial roles in chromatid cohesion and chromosome condensation (Cobbe and Heck,
2000). have been shown to co-localize with condensed and phosphorylated H3 in the

early stages of mitotic chromosome condensation (Schmiesing et al., 2000). SMC
proteins, that include condensins, may cooperate with certain core histone modifications
to establish a condensed chromatin state able to tolerate the seemingly minor influence of
histone hyperacetylation in mitotic chromosomes. Thus, the influence that histone

acetylation has in modulating accessibility of local DNA templates in interphase is
dampened at the global level when chromatin is packaged in mitosis.

Chapter Seven: Conclusions and Future Work

7.1

Higher order organization of the nucleus

The compartmentrdization of nuclear processes requires the coordinated spatial
and temporal distribution of genetic and non-genetic nuclear components. It is now well

established that genetic components, ranging from genes to chromosomes, are nonrandomly distributed within the nucleus (Carmo-Fonseca et al., 1996; Cremer et al.,
1988; Ferreira et al., 1997; Kurz et al., 1996; Lichter et al., 1988; Manuelidis, 1985;

Marshall et al., 1996; Paneira et id., 1997; Pinkel et al., 1988). We examined the
relationships between chromatin condensation, transcriptional repression, dynamic
histone acetylation, and the association of HATs and HDACs with chromatin during
mitosis by in situ imaging and biochemical assays. We found that the most highly
acetylated species of histones H4 and H3 represented in transcriptionally competent
chromatin were lost during mitosis, and this loss coincided temporally with a repression
of transcriptional activity and chromosome condensation in early mitosis. We also found
that the process of hiaone acetylation is inactivated during mitosis through a dissociation

of the HATs and HDACs From chromatin, and not through inactivation of the enzymes.
Translocation of the enzymes from a chromatin-bound to a non-chromatin-based
compartment regulates their activity. Thus, we conclude that the organization of proteins
within the nucleus can be involved in regulating their activity. This is imponant for the
compartmentalization of nuclear processes, as non-genetic components would need to be

organized preferentially around sites where their activity is needed and away from sites
where their activity would be detrimental.

By examining the mobility of the splicing factor ASF in living cells we have
shown that ASF is not freely mobile within the nucleus. The slowed movement of ASF
is not uncommon as reduced mobility has been observed for other nuclear proteins
(Boisvert et al., 2001; Phair and Misteli, 2000; Stenoien et al., 2001). ASF is able to
move throughout the nucleus at a similar rate to which ASF exchanges with speckle
domains.

Moreover, the reduced mobility of ASF is representative of transient

interactions with relatively immobile binding sites that are heterogeneously distributed
with a higher density in speckle domains. Collectively, from the spatial and temporal
dynamics of ASF we conclude that speckle domains do not represent storage sites of
mainly immobile splicing factors. Rather, the constant dissociation of factors from these
binding sites within speckles enables most of the factors to be available for catalytic
activity near their site of concentration, while the association provides a means of spatiotemporal regulation of splicing factor availability. Importantly. the distribution of ASF
binding sites is dynamic and changes with the metabolic state of the nucleus. Thus, we
conclude that the distribution of splicing factors is regulated, although their overall
mobility throughout the nucleus is not, and that the compartmentalization of these factors

is influenced by nuclear processes such as transcription (Huang and Spector, 1996a;
Misteli et al., 1997). The regulated distribution of factors within the nucleus is imponant
for the compartmentalization of nuclear processes, as the presence of factors would need

to be coordinated with sites of activity within the nucleus.

By comparing the characteristics of MAD bodies with PML bodies we have
shown that the initial assembly process of nuclear bodies appears to occur through
protein self-assembly, but the extent to which this process is allowed to occur is tightly
regulated, at least for PML bodies. We found that the movement of PML bodies does not
conform to the view that structures are freely diffusing but confined to an interchromatin
channel network (Cremer et al., 1993; Zirbel et al., 1993). The restricted mobility of
PML bodies appears to be involved in maintaining the size and morphology of these

nuclear structures. Thus, we conclude that the assembly, maintenance, and distribution of

PML bodies are regulated. The regulation of nuclear body assembly, maintenance, and
distribution is imponant for the compartmentalization of nuclear processes, as the amount
of an associated protein concentrated within a particular domain would need to remain
constant, and the supply of particular factors would need to maintain their association
with sites of activity.
Although we did not directly test whether the processes that mediate controlled
gene expression are coordinated in the nucleus, the work presented in chapters 3, 4, and 5
of this thesis support the hypothesis that a higher-order organization of nuclear
components is involved in coordinating nuclear processes.

The studies presented in chapter six do not directly examine aspects of the higherorder organization of the nucleus, but they do examine two important relationships
involving chromatin structure: The relationship between chromatin structure and
transcriptional repression, and the influence of histone acetylation on chromatin structure.
We found that RNA polymerase D-mediated transcription is repressed on DNA that is

either condensed or non-condensed during mitosis. We conclude that mitotic repression
of transcription can occur via mechanisms distinct from nucleosomal chromatin
condensation. By examining the structure of hyperacetylated mitotic chromosomes we
found subtle, but consistent, differences when compared to hypoacetylated mitotic
chromosomes. These differences, however, were not substantial enough to prevent the
compaction of chromatin into the mitotic chromosome conformation. We conclude that
the influence that histone acetylation has on remodeling local chromatin regions is
diminished in the global organization of chromatin in mitosis, and that other chromatin
condensation factors dominant over the influence of histone acetylation.

7.2

Future prospects

As a result of the work described in this thesis, there are a number of interesting

implications that deserve further investigation.

7.2.1

Re-establishment o f highly acetylated and transcriptiooally competent
chromatin in late mitosis

Given that dynamic and highly acetylated histones are present in a small
proportion of total chromatin (Covault and Chalkley, 1980; Davie and Hendzel, 1994;
Hendzel et al., 1991; Waterborg, 1998; Waterborg and Matthews, 1983; Zhang and
Nelson, 1988), and that both HATs and HDACs dissociate from chromatin during
mitosis, it would be of interest to determine whether HATs and HDACs re-associate with
particular epigenetically marked chromatin domains in late mitosis and whether these

domains contain genes whose expression is needed to re-establish the interphase state of
the nucleus. It has been shown that certain HATS are recruited to specific genes in late
mitosis (Krebs et al., 2000), albeit by other chromatin binding factors and not by direct
recognition of epigenetic markers. Given that highly acetylated chromatin preferentially
localizes at the periphery of speckle domains (Hendzel et al., 1998), it would be of
interest to determine whether the reacetylation of chromatin domains is coordinated with
the organization of sub-nuclear domains such as speckles. The correlative fluorescence
and electron microscopy technique used in a number of experiments throughout this
thesis would be useful in the analysis of the coordination of these events.
If histone acetylation patterns provide a cell memory mechanism through mitosis
by marking genes for re-activation (Jeppesen, 1997; Turner, 2000), then it would be of

interest to determine whether this memory mechanism is disrupted in hyperacetylated
mitotic chromosomes. The discovery and development of HAT activity inhibitors would
be useful in examining whether reacetylation of chromatin in late mitosis is necessary for
the re-establishment of transcriptionally competent chromatin.

7.2.2

Reduced mobility of splicing factors
We have proposed that the binding sites that reduce ASF mobility may be part of

the karyoskeleton. Splicing factors have been shown to interact with speckle domains
independent of RNA (Spector et al., 1991), implying association with non-snRNP
components. Moreover, RNP granules in IGCs have been shown to be associated with
protein-based fibers (Hendzel

a al.,

1999; Hendzel et al., 1998). It is reasonable to

suggest that ASF interacts with these protein-based fibers in IGCS but a more direct
examination of the nature of ASF binding sites would be needed. Recently, IGCs have
been biochemically isolated (Mink et al., 1999) and the analysis of the components
present in these structures will be extremely valuable in determining both the
composition of IGCs and the components potentially involved in binding ASF and other
splicing factors. Given that speckle domains redistribute under changing transcription and
metabolic states (Bridge et al., 1995; Huang and Spector, 1996a; Jirnenez-Garcia and
Spector, 1993; Misteli et a!., 1997; Pombo et al., 1994). it would also be usekl to
examine how the distribution of the underlying ASF binding sites are controlled to
influence splicing factor distribution. A complementary biochemical and cell biology
approach will be useful in this hture work and will be valuable in describing the hnction
of IGCs in the nucleus, which is currently unclear.

7.2.3

Assembly of sub-nuclear domains

Although there is considerable evidence to suggest a role for nuclear architecture

in coordinating gene expression (Misteli, 2000), little is known of how this architecture is
established. To study the formation and maintenance of sub-nuclear domains, the
components that form the structural basis for the domain need to be identified. For PML
bodies, this appears to be the PML protein, and a direct functional analysis of this protein
would be valuable in determining the mechanisms that regulate its presence in PML
bodies.

In particular, we need to examine whether post-translational modifications

influence PML body integrity, such as phosphorylation that stabilizes the PML protein in

mitosis (Everett et al., 1999b). and identify the regulatory machinery responsible for such
modifications. Beyond the PML protein, it is unclear whether PML bodies are assembled
at distinct sites in the nucleus that are influenced by genes within close proximity. It will
be important to determine whether the regulated assembly of PML bodies occurs in

response to the need to establish environments conducive to gene activity, or simply to
establish sites of storage for excess proteins (Maul et al., 2000). Lastly, it would be of
interest to determine how the distribution of PML bodies is regulated, whether by some

form of the nuclear matrix or by the association with, and positioning of. genes within the
nucleus.
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